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Cover Image: Installation at Beach 32nd Street of Prefabricated Modular Building, Rockaway Beach, Queens.
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In the wake of Hurricane Sandy, the city’s beaches lay devastated with boardwalks and piers stripped of decking,
ﬂooded service and concession buildings, scattered debris, and erosion. Over the course of seven months, eight
beaches underwent a $270 million-plus restoration to ensure that they would be open to millions of New Yorkers and
visitors this summer, creating new access, while making the beaches and communities more resilient and better protected.
Working with the Mayor’s Oﬃce of Contract Services and the Oﬃce of Management and Budget, the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) and the NYC Department of Design and Construction (DDC) procured prefabricated modular buildings designed by Garrison Architects to serve as comfort stations, lifeguard stations, and DPR
maintenance and operations oﬃces. DDC used a public competitive sealed bid process to select Triton Structural
Concrete, Inc. from a prequaliﬁed list of vendors established for this purpose. The $105 million contract for fabrication
and installation of modular units was one of the 25 largest issued by the City this year. The plans for the units were
overseen by McLaren Engineering Group, which was engaged by DPR to provide design services related to the beach
openings.
The units shown in this image were delivered by barge to a dock at Beach 108th Street in the Rockaways. A crane
lifted them oﬀ a barge onto ﬂatbed trucks, which then made a slow, careful trip through the streets of Rockaway to
their ﬁnal destination at Beach 32nd Street. Finally, in the early hours of May 18, construction personnel moved the
units onto pilings previously set in place.
On May 24, 2013, Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg and Parks Commissioner Veronica M. White reopened all of New York
City’s 14 miles of public beaches in time for the summer season. In addition to the modular restrooms and lifeguard
stations elevated above the 500-year ﬂoodplain, there were restored boardwalk oases replete with shade structures
and brightly colored supergraphics, native beach plantings designed by Sage & Coombe Architects and Mathews
Nielsen, and a cheerful way-ﬁnding signage program created by Pentagram.
DPR, in collaboration with other City, State, and Federal agencies and partners, is continuing to advance work to fully
restore and enhance the city’s beaches, including boardwalk reconstruction and additional protection and resiliency
measures. For more information, call 311 or visit www.nyc.gov/parks .
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IN
NTRODUC
CTORY MESSAGE FROM TH
HE DIREC
CTOR
W
Welcome to the Agency Procuremen
nt Indicators Report forr Fiscal 20113. It has been quite a busy and
exxciting year for procurement. Hurricane Sandy kept our prrocurement pprofessionals busy suppporting the
m
many resilien
ncy and reco
overy effortts that took place both before and after the sttorm, and w
we made a
nuumber of pro
ocess, policy
y and legislaative changess that are alrready improvving procureement processsing.
O
Our overall procurement
p
value was higher
h
than last year in Fiscal 20133, attributablle to the vasst array of
gooods and seervices requ
uired to add
dress the Citty’s needs aas a result of Hurricanne Sandy – the most
deevastating sttorm ever to
o hit New York
Y
City. Ciity procurem
ment staff w
was at the reaady leading up to and
foollowing thee storm, and
d have worked tirelessly
y to purchasse $807 milllion worth oof goods andd services
ussed to help the
t City addrress the storrm’s impact and restore eessential serrvices. I am proud of thee work we
diid to accomp
plish this.
W
We’ve also been busy working with
w
the
C
Council, the Procuremen
nt Policy Bo
oard and
C
City agencies to pass legislative
l
changes,
c
prromulgate rules and implemen
nt new
prrocurement programs.. Some of the
hiighlights of these
t
recent changes incclude:
•

•

•

•
•

•

This year,
y
we enacted Local Law
L 1, a
law which willl greatly expand
opporttunities fo
or our M/WBE
M
comm
munity. It is expected to
t more
than triple contrracting dolllars on
which
h goals are seet and that arre slated
to go to
t M/WBEs..
We ex
xpanded thee Payee Info
ormation
Portal
(PIP).
The
website,
w
Andrea G
Glick, Director of the Mayor’s Office of Contrract Services
Crredit: Marcello Rios/MOCS
P,
now
www.nyc.gov/PIP
allows
c
contrractors to en
nroll to do bbusiness wiith the City on-line. Thhe website
prospeective and current
enablees them to id
dentify the sp
pecific good
ds and servicces they offeer so that theey can receivve notices
of upccoming proccurements. Vendors
V
can also use thee website to manage theiir contact innformation
and trrack paymen
nts owed to
o them. PIP also increaases transpaarency throuugh a new aautomated
subcon
ntractor tracking tool.
We co
ontinue to strreamline ourr VENDEX processing bby prioritizinng submissioons associateed with an
upcom
ming contracct award. Wee now requirre vendors too respond too requests for missing innformation
within
n five busineess days to en
nsure that th
he process is appropriatelly prioritizedd.
Small purchases are
a now cond
ducted onlinee, shorteningg processingg times.
The Prrocurement Policy Board has codifieed two new rrules:
o Thee first increaases the miccropurchasin
ng thresholdd from $5,0000 to $20,0000. The limiit had not
beeen raised sin
nce 2003. Th
his change will
w expedite purchases oof low dollarr items whille offering
M/W
WBE vendo
ors additional opportunitiies to receiv e awards.
o Thee second rulle change giv
ves the City
y the option to enter intoo contracts bbased on besst value to
the City, thereb
by optimizing quality, co
ost and efficiiency in our bid contractt awards.
Here at MOCS, we
w have ex
xpanded our customer sservice focuus as well. O
Our customeer service
p
guid
dance on enrrolling as a vendor, beccoming certified as an
repressentatives are ready to provide
M/WB
BE vendor, and
a completiing VENDE
EX forms.

Message From the Directorr i

Aside from the past year, we must not forget Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg’s commitment to reform
procurement during his tenure. From the beginning, as outlined in Procurement Reform A Blueprint for
Change, the administration has been committed to procurement reform and it has made good on its
promise. Our annual procurement indicators report is just one of the administration’s innovations and this
year we’ve devoted a section of the book to procurement changes promulgated during the past 12 years.
This report shows how far we have come.
I would like to thank all of our procurement professionals, particularly my team at MOCS, for all of their
hard work and our accomplishments over the past 12 years.

Andrea Glick
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In Fiscal 2013, New York City procured more than $16.5 billion worth of supplies, services and
construction, through more than 40,500 transactions. Procurement is used as a tool to serve the public and
to accomplish critical governmental functions. Agencies procure contracts that reflect the breadth and
variety of City services themselves.
New York City remains one of the largest contracting jurisdictions in the nation. In Fiscal 2013 the
City made significant investments in economic development, infrastructure, and waste management. The
biggest change this year from years past is the importance of emergency response. The devastation
wrought by Hurricane Sandy was unprecedented in scale and required a quick, robust response from the
City. This response involved not just many contracts and much spending but also a tremendous effort by
procurement staff, often displaced from their offices by flooding and power outages, and much creative
thinking about how to use procurement to get New Yorkers safe, secure and back in their homes as
quickly as possible. The importance of this effort is reflected in a new section on the City’s response to
Hurricane Sandy.
The City also continued its commitment to providing service to New Yorkers in need through
client service programs, and providing City workers with the goods and services necessary to do their
jobs. Significant procurements this year included major investments in the Early Intervention and
EarlyLearn programs to support the next generation of New Yorkers.
Under the leadership of Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, the City has committed to continuous
improvement in the procurement process. A detailed timeline of procurement reform is provided on page
105. And throughout this year's report, there are highlights of the many procurement reform initiatives
undertaken by this administration. One extremely significant initiative is the Minority and Women Owned
Business Enterprise (M/WBE) Program. During this year, the City renewed its commitment to the
program by updating the authorizing statute, replacing Local Law 129 of 2005 (LL 129) with Local Law 1
of 2013 (LL 1). While the updated program will not take effect until Fiscal 2014, many hours of work
went into the process of crafting the new program during Fiscal 2013. This report presents information on
the successes of LL 129 and provides a preview of how the program will continue to expand and grow
under LL 1.
This report tells the story of what New York City agencies bought during Fiscal 2013 and how
those purchases were made.1 Indeed, how we buy is just as important as what we buy. The procurement
system is designed to achieve three main goals:
•
achieve the best value for the taxpayers’ dollar, with high quality goods and services and
timely delivery at fair and reasonable prices;

1

Fiscal 2013 runs from July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013. Except where specifically noted, this report presents
information on procurements by only the Mayoral operating agencies that are governed by Chapter 13 of the New York City
Charter and the rules and regulations of the Procurement Policy Board (PPB). Agencies covered by this report are listed
following the Glossary.
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•
seek respo
onsible busiiness partneers, i.e., venndors whose records oof integrity, financial
caapacity and successful
s
performance justify
j
the use
u of tax dolllars;
•

ensure thatt our contraccting processs delivers faiir treatment to all vendoors.

To meeasure our su
uccess in ach
hieving thesee goals, the M
Mayor’s Offfice of Contrract Servicess (MOCS)
trracks key ind
dicators of th
he performaance of the City’s
C
procur
urement systeem. In addittion to the basic goals
off contracting
g, the City's need for goods and services is an econom
mic opportunnity for thouusands of
buusinesses. Moreover,
M
beecause robusst competitio
on lowers prrices and increases quallity, it is in the City's
innterest to exp
pand opportu
unity to as many
m
compaanies as posssible. Procurrement of gooods and serrvices also
haas environm
mental impaccts. As a sig
gnificant prrocuring entiity, the Cityy has an oppportunity too help set
sttandards and
d lead the waay to a more sustainable or “green” ffuture. In adddition, the C
City is also a leader in
thhe use of tech
hnology to further
f
the go
oals of an effficient and ttransparent pprocurementt system.
Throu
ughout this report,
r
the symbols below identifyy particular procuremennts or initiaatives that
illlustrate the commitmen
nt to these goals. We hope
h
that thhese visualss provide ann easy referrence to a
thhorough read
der or a quicck browser seeking
s
the areas wheree New York City procurrement operrated at its
beest.
nding Oppo
ortunity hellps make New
N
York City one of tthe most atttractive
Expan
am
mong the wo
orld to new businesses
b
and
a residentss. When the City can bee a better parrtner to
thhe thousandss of firms an
nd nonprofitt organizatio
ons with whiich we do bbusiness, wee create
joobs for New
w Yorkers an
nd expand the
t economy
y. When moore businessses want to become
veendors to thee City, all New
N Yorkerss receive thee benefits off increased seervice at a loower cost.
Innitiatives thaat helped ex
xpand opporrtunities in Fiscal
F
2013 include nonnprofit capaacity buildinng and the
M
M/WBE prog
gram.
Going
g Green. Th
he importancce of the env
vironment caannot be overstated. Cleean air,
w
water, and so
oil are criticaal to both th
he physical and
a econom
mic health off the City. B
Because
thhe decisions we make no
ow will affeect the futuree of the Cityy for generattions to com
me, it is
neecessary to make sure that
t
all proccurement deecisions are made with the environnment in
m
mind. Particu
ular initiatives that furth
hered this goal
g
in Fiscaal 2013 incllude purchaasing food
frrom local so
ources and encouraging
g constructio
on vendors to use enviironmentallyy preferable
m
materials.
hnology is critical
c
to the continued success andd improvem
ment of
Leverraging Tech
thhe procurement process. By making
g use of the latest technoologies, the City can coontinue
too enhance the efficien
ncy of proccurement while
w
not saacrificing qquality. Parrticular
teechnology in
nitiatives in Fiscal 2013 include thee ability of vvendors to enroll to do bbusiness
w
with the Citty online and
a
for prime contracctors to suubmit subcoontracts forr approval
ellectronically
y.
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Environment
Environment
Efficiency
Efficiency
Integrity
Integrity
Opportunity
Opportunity
Transparency
Transparency

I.

TAKING INVENTORY: WHAT WE BUY

Overall, procurements increased in Fiscal 2013 by about 50%, as several
large human service programs were awarded this year. Highlights from the Fiscal
2013 procurement cycle include:
Eight agencies account for approximately 80% of the City’s total procurement
dollar value; and the largest 25 contracts of the year account for 32% of the total
dollars awarded. The Administration for Children's Services (ACS) tops the list of
awarding agencies, owing to the award of contracts for the EarlyLearn program,
two of which are among the Top 25 procurements in Fiscal 2013.

Blueprint for
for Change
Change
Blueprint

SmallPurchase
Purchase 5+5
5+5System
System
Small

City agencies processed approximately $10.6 billion in payments on their
procurement contracts during Fiscal 2013 – including those initially registered
this year and those registered in prior years that are still active this year. While
registered award values include multi-year (projected) spending, payments reflect
actual dollars spent during the fiscal year.
Human service procurements made up the largest portion of the City’s
procurement volume, at 33% of registered awards. City procurement also
included goods and commodities (6%), construction (17%), architecture and
engineering services (4%), other professional services (10%) and standardized
services (30%).

Office of
ofContracts
Contracts Becomes
Becomes MOCS
MOCS
Office
Agency Delegation
Delegation Increases
Increases
Agency

The City procured more through larger contracts compared with prior years.
About 83% of all purchasing dollars flowed in contracts that exceeded $3 million.
These larger contracts represented just over 1.6% of the total number of
procurements made. By contrast, purchases for $100,000 or less accounted for
only 2% of the total dollar value purchased, but almost 87% of the number of
procurements processed.
During Fiscal 2013, City agencies awarded construction contracts valued at
more than $142 million that included at least one of fourteen possible
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing specifications. City agencies also
registered over $189 million worth of contracts that were subject to the more
comprehensive Green Buildings Law, Local Law 86 of 2005.

M/WBEProgram
Program Established
Established
M/WBE
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M/WBE Program Expansion
Apprenticeship

The City awarded 192 new concessions and collected nearly $46 million from
611 operating concessions. The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) led in
amount raised, with food operations and golf courses as its top revenue-producing
concession types. The City approved 10 franchise transactions and collected $197
million from 60 existing franchises, primarily from franchises held by the
Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT) for
cable television and by the Department of Transportation (DOT) for street
furniture. DOT and the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) registered
agreements valued at $12.4 million for sidewalk cafés and similar uses.

II.

THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS: BALANCING
THOROUGHNESS AND EFFICIENCY

P-card

Capacity Building for Nonprofits

Approximately 36% of City purchasing resulted from competitive
procurements, while less than 5% used selection methods controlled by
governmental agencies, 28% relied upon methods with limited competition and
30% reflected renewals and continuations of existing contracts, or modifications
to enhance those contracts.
To ensure that City agencies have a well-trained procurement staff, MOCS
hosts courses on best practices and compliance through its Procurement Training
Institute. In Fiscal 2013, 1,171 people attended one or more of the 38 classes
offered.
In Fiscal 2013, agencies issued 123 non-responsiveness determinations and 16
non-responsibility determinations.
Competitiveness increased, with 98% of contracts showing high levels of
competition (three or more competitors), compared to 95% last year.
The average time between public solicitation and finalization of award for
competitive bids decreased to 162 days, compared to 176 days in Fiscal 2012.

III.

Returnable Grant
Fund Expansion

Damages for Delay
Project Labor Agreements

Nonprofit Contract Facilitator
M/WBE Program Expansion

The City used an innovative procurement to pioneer the use of Social Impact
Bonds to reduce recidivism in young adults.

HUMAN SERVICES

Human services contracts– i.e., contracts that agencies enter into with vendors
(typically nonprofits) to provide services directly to clients and communities
throughout the City – amounted to 33% of the total contract-dollars awarded in
Fiscal 2013. Agencies hold new competitions for these client services contracts in
cycles that generally run from three to six years.
Long-term retroactivity in human service contracting decreased slightly to 11%
of continuation contracts. MOCS and the City’s human services agencies
ameliorated cash flow problems caused by late contracting and similar challenges.
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Automated Procurement
Procurement Tracking
Tracking
Automated

Through the City’s cash flow loan program – administered by the Fund for the
City of New York – MOCS issued 246 loans to 143 vendors in Fiscal 2013,
totaling $38.8 million.
MOCS staff worked with the City Council to vet recipients of discretionary
awards worth over $218 million.
The City’s Nonprofit Capacity Building and Oversight unit held training
sessions on best practices in nonprofit management attended by over 553
nonprofit leaders and staff from City agencies.

Standard Human
HumanServices
Services Contract
Contract
Standard
GroupPurchasing
Purchasing for
forHuman
HumanService
Service Vendors
Vendors
Group

The HHS Accelerator system went live to simplify and streamline the process
of doing business with the City for nonprofit organizations.

IV.

CONSTRUCTION

To meet the design, construction, and renovation needs of the City’s
infrastructure and built environment, the City’s eight primary agencies for
construction (DDC, DEP, DPR, DOT, DCAS, DOC, DSNY, and HPD) entered
into contracts that made up approximately 17% of all Fiscal 2013 procurements.

HHSAccelerator
Accelerator
HHS

Compete to
toWin
Win
Compete

During Fiscal 2013 alone, agencies awarded 70 contracts, valued at $757
million, under cost-saving Project Labor Agreements (PLAs). To date, 213
contracts valued at over $3 billion have been registered under a PLA. Through
these PLAs, the City aims to save more than $300 million, while preserving
approximately 1,500 construction jobs.

Agencies continue to improve their management of design and construction
contracts with respect to change orders. For both design and construction change
orders, processing times decreased since last year, from 81 to 71 days for design
and from 105 to 98 days for construction.
SmallPurchasing
Purchasing Initiative
Initiative
Small
Micropurchase Limit
Limit Increase
Increase
Micropurchase

Vendor Self-Service
Self-Service Enrollment
Enrollment
Vendor

For 49 contracts, worth nearly $507 million, agencies mandated participation
in apprenticeship programs to afford opportunities for New Yorkers to obtain
well-paying construction jobs. All PLA contracts also provide for apprenticeship
opportunities. In total, about 83% of the City’s newly-awarded construction
procurements provide for apprenticeships.

948 contracts, valued at $2.1 billion, were subject to prevailing wage
requirements, and 256 contracts, valued at $1.9 billion, were subject to the Living
Wage Law.
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V.

SUPPORTING CITY AGENCIES THROUGH GOODS AND SERVICES

To keep government running, City agencies need to procure everything from office furniture to
ambulances, from cleaning services to information technology.
Agencies used 972 requirement contracts and placed just over $1 billion worth of orders for supplies
and services. The most heavily used requirement contracts (by dollar value) were those for vehicles and
for fuel. The most frequently used requirement contract was for photocopiers from Canon. A total of 122
new requirement contracts were registered.
In Fiscal Year 2013, seven agencies registered 60 new master agreements. More than half (31) of the
newly registered master agreements were Department of Design and Construction (DDC) contracts for
architecture/engineering services and construction management services.
DCAS consolidated all City auto part rooms with a $225 million dollar contract with Genuine Parts
Company. This contract will result in a savings of 23% in reduction after-market parts cost to the City.
In Fiscal Year 2013, Citywide Administrative Services’ Office of Citywide Purchasing (OCP)
registered 19 shared services contracts projected to save the City $50 million over the next few fiscal
years.

VI.

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR MINORITY- AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS

The M/WBE program has resulted in the awarding of more than $3.4 billion in procurements for
certified M/WBE firms to date.
In Fiscal Year 2013, 877 M/WBE firms were awarded at least one contract or subcontract.
M/WBE certifications rose by 200% since Fiscal Year 2007, to 3,700 certified firms at the end of
Fiscal 2013.
During Fiscal Year 2013, agencies awarded 242 prime contracts subject to M/WBE subcontracting
goals, valued at about $1.5 billion, representing an increase from last fiscal year’s $1.2 billion.
During Fiscal 2013, agencies this year approved almost $41 million worth of subcontracts for certified
M/WBE firms to perform construction, A/E or professional services work. M/WBEs received 22% of all
subcontracts.
Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg signed Local Law 1 of 2013, strengthening and expanding the M/WBE
program. The biggest change is the elimination of the $1 million cap on contracts subject to the M/WBE
program.
The Compete to Win program helped M/WBEs win more contracts with the City with its suite of
services, including: NYC Teaming, NYC Construction Mentorship Bond Readiness, Upfront Capital
Loan, Technical Assistance, and Corporate Alliance Program.
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VII. HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE
On October 29, 2012, Hurricane Sandy made landfall in New York City. Its damage was
unprecedented in scope and affected the City profoundly. A new chapter in this year's report highlights the
critical role procurement played in the City's response.
In the days after the storm, procurement staff worked around the clock to make sure that displaced
New Yorkers had the food, clothing and shelter that they needed.
City agencies including the Department of Environmental Protection, the Law Department and MOCS
worked collaboratively to develop unique and creative solutions to the crisis. The Rapid Repairs program
used a flexible contracting structure and expedited processing to fix 11,800 homes for 54,000 residents in
just a few months.
Hurricane Sandy spending totaled over $807 million, with 85% going to construction.
DHS’s emergency declaration authorized $13.6 million for emergency shelter services for up to 2,319
individuals. DHS opened and operated 12 emergency evacuation sites.
Sandy destroyed many of New York City’s beaches. Agencies cleaned up debris, restored sand,
repaired piers and facilities, and installed new comfort stations at beaches in three boroughs.
In the pages that follow and in the appendices available online, we expand on each of the topics
outlined above. Additional information can be found at the following web sites:
For more information on MOCS and the topics covered in this report, nyc.gov/mocs
For a copy of the City’s PPB Rules, nyc.gov/ppb
For information for vendors and potential vendors, nyc.gov/selltonyc
For information on assistance available to nonprofits, nyc.gov/nonprofits
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TAKING INVENTORY: WHAT WE BUY

New York City procures more goods and services than any other municipality in the country, and
is one of the largest procurement jurisdictions at any level of government. In Fiscal 2013, the City
procured $16.5 billion of goods and services. This represents an increase of more than 50% relative to
Fiscal 2012, reflecting the cyclical nature of multi-year procurements.
Eight agencies account for approximately 80% of the City’s total procurement dollar value and
approximately 30% of the total number of contract actions in Fiscal 2013. The Administration for
Children’s Services (ACS) had the highest overall procurement value, led by procurements to provide
early education services to young children. The Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS)
posted the second-highest procurement value, with significant investments to improve the management of
the City’s fleet of vehicles and contracts to buy oil, gas and other power generators. The Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) had the third-highest procurement volume, including
comprehensive medical and mental health service for inmates in the City’s correctional systems.
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25 LARGEST CONTRACTS
The City’s 25 largest contracts collectively represent just under 32% of the overall dollar volume
of citywide procurements in Fiscal 2013. The table below ranks the top 25 contracts by dollar value.
These large City contracts reflect impressive progress by several agencies towards the Administration’s
goals for strengthening economic growth and development, meeting human services needs, and improving
infrastructure.
Table I-1: Top 25 Contracts of Fiscal 2013
#

Agency

1

DOHMH

Covansys Corp.

Fiscal Agent for Early Intervention Program

2

DSNY

Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey

Waste management disposal for various Port Authority
facilities

$754,900,000

3

SBS

New York Economic Development
Corporation

Citywide economic development

$691,163,000

4

DOHMH

Correctional Medical Associates of
New York PC

Comprehensive medical and mental health services

$270,656,452

5

DCAS

Genuine Parts Company

Automotive parts and inventory services

$225,000,000

6

SBS

New York Economic Development
Corporation

Citywide Maritime Economic Development

$204,975,000

7

DCAS

Castle Oil Corporation

Heating oil, bioblend and bioheat

$193,647,188

8

Vendor Name

DDC

Skanska-Trevcon JV

Purpose

st

East 91 St. marine transfer station

Contract Value
$1,011,274,803

$181,640,000

9

DOT

US Army Corps of Engineers

Hazard mitigation for East River bridges

$165,518,220

10

DOHMH

Corizon Health Inc.

Comprehensive medical and mental health services

$126,649,964

11

DCAS

Con Edison

Natural gas

$122,698,080

12

DCAS

Con Edison

Natural steam

$119,247,944

13

DDC

Triton Structural Concrete Inc.

Prefabricated modular building units for beachfront
recovery

$105,003,443

14

DOT

CCA Civil Inc.

Construction of Belt Parkway bridges

$104,227,630

15

DEP

Schiavone Construction Inc.

Bypass tunnel aqueduct shift

$101,666,665

16

DCAS

National Industries for the Blind

Durable goods

$99,786,618

17

HRA

Federation Employment Guidance
Services

Wellness, comprehensive assessment, and rehabilitation
services (WECARE)

$99,093,089

18

DCAS

The Brooklyn Union Gas Company

Natural gas

$95,555,902

19

DHS

DOE Fund Inc.

Shelter services for homeless adults

$91,265,300

20

HRA

FEDCAP Rehabilitation Services
Inc.

Wellness, comprehensive assessment, and rehabilitation
services (WECARE)

$84,417,701

21

DCAS

Con Edison

Steam

$84,314,643

22

DCAS

Con Edison

Natural gas

$78,875,966

23

ACS

Catholic Charities Neighborhood
Services

EarlyLearn services

$78,773,587

24

ACS

Lutheran Social Services of
Metropolitan NY

EarlyLearn services

$72,685,439

25

DCAS

The Brooklyn Union Gas Company

Natural gas

$71,716,434

Total Value
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$5,234,753,069

Human Services procurements were a priority in Fiscal 2013. The Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) invested $1 billion in Early Intervention, a program for infants and toddlers
with disabilities providing speech therapy, nursing and physical therapy to children under three years old.
Also among the 25 largest contracts, the Department of Homeless Services (DHS) spent $91
million in shelter services for homeless adults. Together, these efforts reflect the Administration’s goal to
provide a safe and secure living standard for all New Yorkers.
Economic growth and development are best cultivated in an environment with secure
infrastructure. After Hurricane Sandy, the City took action to bolster its infrastructure. The Department
of Transportation (DOT) invested $165 million in hazard mitigation for East River bridges to ensure safe
commutes each day for New Yorkers. At the same time, the Department of Design and Construction
(DDC) procured prefabricated modular building units for City beaches (see cover image) to replace
structures that were destroyed during Hurricane Sandy.
Taxpayer procurement dollars continue to go towards projects that spur growth and stability in all
five boroughs.

Belt Parkway Bridge
Credit: Creative Commons
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PROCUREMENT BY INDUSTRY
The Mayor’s Office of Contract Services (MOCS) tracks procurements in six major industry
categories: architecture/engineering, goods, construction services, human services, professional
services and standardized services (see Glossary for definitions). Chart I-1 below reflects Fiscal 2013
procurement value by industry category. As this chart illustrates, contracts for human services comprised
the largest portion of Fiscal 2013 procurement (33%). See Appendix A for agency-by-agency breakdowns
of procurement by industry.

Chart I-1: Dollar Value of Citywide Procurement By Industry
Total Dollar Value = 16.5 Billion

Goods 6%

A/E 4%

Professional
Services - 10%
Human Services - 33%

Human Services - 33%
Standardized Services - 30%
Construction Services - 17%
Professional Services - 10%

Construction
Services - 17%

Goods - 6%
Architecture/Engineering - 4%

Standardized Services - 30%
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This report tracks procurements by fiscal year
in which they are registered and counts the full
value of the contract in that year, even those
contracts that have terms spanning multiple years.
Because the proportion of multi-year contracts is
generally constant from year to year, this measure
provides useful comparative information about
procurement volumes. However, the registration
of large, multi-year procurements, for a single
contract or for a group of contracts within a
project or program, can significantly increase the
reported annual total. For example, in Fiscal 2013,
the largest contract is over $1 billion and 149
contracts were registered for the EarlyLearn
program. See page 43.

The value of contracts paid out each year
varies much less than the value of new
registrations. Chart I-2 below provides
information on the total payments made by City
agencies on their contracts – both those contracts
initially registered in this year and those
registered in prior years but still active in Fiscal
2013. While this year’s procurement total is 50%
higher than last year, payments to vendors
remained roughly the same, increasing by less
than 3%. In addition, while the proportion of
contracts registered in the human and
standardized
service
industries
increased
significantly in Fiscal 2013, the proportion paid
out in each industry remained relatively constant.

Chart I-2: Contract Registrations vs. Contract Payments

Fiscal 2013
Payments

Fiscal 2013
Registered Value

Architecture/Engineering
Construction Services
Goods

Fiscal 2012
Payments

Human Services
Professional Services

Fiscal 2012
Registered Value

Standardized Services

$0

$5

$10
$15
Value (Billions)

$20
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SIZE OF CONTRACTS
Table I-2 below presents overall procurement
volume at various dollar values. See Appendix B
for year-to-year totals for individual agencies. In
Fiscal 2013, contracts for $3 million or more
totaled 83% of the overall dollar volume of
citywide procurements. These larger contracts
represented just over 1% of the total number of
procurements made.

accounted for only 2% of the total dollar volume
purchased but 87% of the number of
procurements processed.
As Table I-2 indicates, agency procurement
actions also include modifications of existing
contracts, such as negative modifications that
occur when an agency requires less of a good or
service than it initially anticipated.

By contrast, purchases for $100,000 or less
Table I-2: Dollar Value of Contracts by Contract Size
Group
<$0
$1-$100K
$100K-$1M
$1M-3M
$3M-25M
>$25M
Total

Fiscal 2013
Value
-$469,831,324
$371,033,270
$1,168,837,917
$1,759,012,914
$4,726,596,208
$8,955,989,467
$16,511,638,451

%
-3%
2%
7%
11%
29%
54%
100%

Fiscal 2012
Value
-$325,804,384
$383,798,947
$1,172,425,924
$1,250,493,374
$3,964,757,116
$4,086,387,495
$10,532,058,472

%
-3%
4%
11%
12%
38%
39%
100%

Fiscal 2011
Value
-$494,618,396
$369,473,060
$1,150,658,936
$1,768,765,335
$5,368,642,883
$6,803,756,808
$14,966,678,626

%
-3%
2%
8%
12%
36%
45%
100%

Fiscal 2010
Value
-$356,175,022
$366,369,083
$1,264,255,921
$1,537,879,250
$4,749,256,580
$9,420,432,514
$16,982,018,326

%
-2%
2%
7%
9%
28%
55%
100%

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (EDC)
The Economic Development Corporation
(EDC), a nonprofit corporation operating under
contract with the City, is the primary vehicle
through which economic development services are
provided by the City.2 In Fiscal 2013, EDC’s
procurements totaled nearly $230 million. EDC’s
procurement methods are similar to those of City
agencies. These methods include public bidding
and request for proposal (RFP) awards (57%
collectively), sole sources (25%), and small and
micropurchases (6%). EDC’s other procurements
(12%) were done by means of “funding
agreements”
and
interagency
agreements,
transactions similar to negotiated acquisitions or
required source procurements. EDC’s selection of
the business partner for each procurement is
2

EDC supports these efforts by conducting planning and
feasibility studies, performing financial analyses, guiding
projects through necessary public approvals and packaging
various City programs and financing incentives.
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generally dictated by the commitments the City has
made to support particular economic initiatives,
specific institutions or redevelopment projects.
Most of EDC’s Fiscal 2013 procurements
supported professional services, including planning
and economic studies, economic developmentrelated services, and architecture and engineering
(73%). Another 25% went to support construction
and development projects. About 2% of EDC’s
procurements entailed the purchase of goods or
services such as equipment, printing and mailing.

REVENUE GENERATING AGREEMENTS
City agencies also provide services and
amenities through awards that allow private
entities the right to use City-owned property in
exchange for payment, provision of a public
service, or both. These transactions are classified
as either franchises, concessions or revocable
consents.
The City awards franchises and concessions in a
manner similar to the procurement process, mainly
using RFPs or CSBs. Many require public
hearings; others require approval by the Franchise
and Concession Review Committee (FCRC).
Revocable consents follow a permitting process;
the sponsoring agency conducts public hearings
and MOCS oversees compliance with applicable
laws and regulations.
Franchises
A franchise confers the right to occupy or use
City property, such as streets or parks, to provide a
public service, such as telecommunications or
transportation. The FCRC approved 10 franchise
transactions in Fiscal 2013, including two
information services franchises. The City’s 60
existing franchises yielded over $197 million in
revenue, including over $128 million from cable
television and $35 million from street furniture
(i.e., bus shelters, newsstands and automatic
toilets).

Bryant Park Concession
Credit: DPR

In addition to the revenue from street furniture,
Cemusa, the City’s Coordinated Street Furniture
franchisee, also offers in-kind services, such as
offering ad space to the City on street furniture
elements in other parts of the world to promote
NYC tourism.
This fiscal year, the Department of Information
Technology & Telecommunications (DoITT)
completed approvals of two new information
services franchisees; both companies are new
entrants to the information services market.
Information services franchisees such as the ones
approved this year will install fiber-optic
infrastructure within City rights-of-way for the
provision of many types of data transmission, thus
improving the City’s infrastructure and providing a
more competitive broadband environment to
support the New York City business community.
For a breakdown of franchise revenue, see
Appendix F.
Concessions
A concession allows a private entity to use Cityowned property for private use that serves a public
purpose. Examples include pushcarts in City parks,
recreational facilities such as golf courses and
parking lots. In Fiscal 2013, five agencies awarded
192 new concession awards, for which revenue
projections were estimated at $93 million over the
course of multi-year terms. Agencies awarded 90%
of these concessions through CSBs or RFPs, and
the rest by sole source or other methods.
During Fiscal 2013, the City collected more
than $46 million from 611 operating concessions.
The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR)
took in more than $41 million, with 54% coming
from sports, recreation and events including 20%
from golf courses. Another 32% of DPR’s revenue
came from food-related concessions including 14%
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from restaurants and 11% from pushcarts. DCAS
collected nearly $1.6 million from occupancy
permits. EDC collected more than $2 million from
occupancy permits and the City’s downtown
Manhattan heliport. NYC & Company collected
over $1.1 million in fees for merchandise bearing
City-owned trademarks and logos.
Of the new concessions in Fiscal 2013, DPR
made over 95% of the awards, representing over
99% of the value, for uses including restaurants
and snack bars; sports and recreation facilities and
amusement parks; parking lots; and other types of
concessions.3 This fiscal year, DPR awarded a
concession to CAI Foods, LLC for the operation
and maintenance of the Coney Island Carousel in
Steeplechase Park, Brooklyn. During each year of
the 10-year term, the City will receive the higher of
guaranteed minimum annual fees between $90,000
(for the first year of operation) and $117,000 (for
the 10th year of operation), or 15% of gross
receipts derived from the operation of the Licensed
Premises.
Various other City agencies also awarded
significant concessions this fiscal year. Notably,
DOT negotiated a License Agreement with the 34th
Street Partnership Plaza for the operation,
management and maintenance of the Herald
Square pedestrian plaza located at Broadway and
6th Avenue between West 33rd and West 36th
Streets, in Manhattan. This includes DOTapproved events, sponsorships and subconcessions,
including the sale of any of the following: prepared
food, flowers, locally grown produce or locally
3

In addition to DPR, four other agencies awarded
concessions during Fiscal 2013: EDC, on behalf of SBS,
DOT, DCAS, NYC & Co., on behalf of SBS. In addition to
the 192 concession awards noted above, DPR also issued 178
short-term (less than 30 days) permits, requiring neither
approval nor hearings, yielding $716,456 in revenue. The
FCRC approved seven other requests to negotiate sole source
concessions, three by DPR and four by DOT, that had not
reached the award stage as of the end of Fiscal 2013.
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manufactured products, and merchandise (such as
souvenirs or t-shirts) that brand or promote the
neighborhood or Herald Square Plaza.

Coney Island Carousel
Credit: Daniel Avila/DPR

Revocable Consents
Revocable consents follow a permitting process;
the proposed structures tend to be built adjacent to
the applicant’s property, and for the sole use and
benefit of the applicant, such as sidewalk
restaurant tables, or a bridge over a street
connecting two pieces of private property. The
sponsoring agency conducts public hearings, and
MOCS oversees compliance with applicable laws
and regulations. DOT registered 59 revocable
consents, with a total projected value of nearly
$4.9 million, for bridges, conduits and other street
and sidewalk obstructions. DCA registered 550
revocable consents for new or renewing sidewalk
cafés, with a total projected value of approximately
$7.5 million.

FACES OF PROCUREM
MENT

A
Accounting forr Reven
nue Contractss
Ongoiing oversigh
ht and enforccement of grross receiptss reported byy concessionnaires is a crritical part
off making surre the City gets
g the reven
nue to which
h it is entitleed. David Ceerron, the Chhief Accounttant of the
R
Revenue Diviision of the Department
D
of Parks & Recreation ((DPR), mannages the dayy-to-day opeerations of
thhe accountin
ng unit. The unit billed and
a collected
d $49 millioon in concession fees annd rent in Fisscal 2013.
H
He also workss on reviewiing and reporting on con
ncessions forr Comptrolleer audits.
W
What does th
he accountiing division
n do with
reespect to con
ncessions in
n City parkss?
We work closely with
h our concesssionaires
too ensure that they
y understaand the
reequirements of their agreement, and are
prrepared for future
f
auditss by DPR orr the New
Y
York City Co
omptroller. When a Co
omptroller
auudit occurs, I act as a liaison betw
ween the
D
Department of Parks and
a
Recreaation and
cooncessionairres.
W
What
step
ps
are
taken
when
w
a
cooncessionairre is not making
m
paym
ments in
acccordance with
w their liccense agreement?
David
d Cerron, Chieff Accountant

Often, our divission work
ks with
Revenue Division, DPR
Cr
redit:
Marcello Rios/MOCS
cooncessionairres to arrange paymentt deferral
pllans for thosse experienciing economiic hardship. For instancee, the afterm
math of Hurriicane Sandy left many
cooncessionairres in financcial ruin. Neeedless to saay, those conncessionairees fell behinnd on their ccontracted
paayments to DPR.
D
Deferrral payment plans help these
t
concesssionaires to get back onn their feet aand ensure
paayments aree made in acccordance with
w their agrreements. W
We do our bbest to work with conceessionaires
w
when they neeed help.
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PLANYC
On April 22, 2007, Earth
D
Day, Mayo
or Michaell R.
Bloomberg
annou
unced
PllaNYC, a broad
b
initiative to
ennhance New York City's
livvability and
d sustainabiility through
h 2030 and
d
beeyond. Upd
dated in 201
11, PlaNYC established
d
am
mbitious go
oals in the areas of land,
l
water,,
trransportation
n, energy, air
a and clim
mate change,,
2 individuaal initiativess. In Fiscall
ouutlining 132
20013, the Citty registered
d 15 PlaNY
YC contractss
foor a total of $22 million
n. Highlighteed below aree
exxamples of Fiscal
F
2013 PlaNYC
P
con
ntracts.

SSolar Electriccity on Publlic Buildingss
Inn Fiscal 22013 DCAS
S awarded Tangent
Enerrgy Solutionns, Inc. a coompetitive ssealed bid
(CSB
B) contracct for $177 million for the
instaallation, opeeration and maintenancee of solar
arrayys. When fuully deployedd, the arrayss will total
morre than 1.85 megawatts of installedd capacity
on tthe roofs oof four Cityy buildings in Staten
Islannd and the B
Bronx. The solar installlations are
expeected to prodduce more thhan 2 millionn kilowatt
hourrs of electriccity annuallly – enough to power
245 residential hhomes – andd decrease grreenhouse
gas emissions by 1,636 mettric tons a yeear. These
saviings will heelp the City towards itss PlaNYC
goall of reducinng City govvernment grreenhouse
gas emissions by 30% by 20017.
W
While the C
City will bbenefit from
m cleaner
enerrgy, under tthis contractt the City w
will not be
respponsible for purchasing, owning, insstalling or
mainntaining thee photovoltaiic system. A
As a result,
the City is sett to save m
more than $$8 million
com
mpared to tthe cost off installing the solar
systtems throughh its capital cconstructionn program.
Thee project will also helpp bring moree than 40
new
w green jobs to the City and pave thhe way for
simiilar projects – both public and privatte.
SStreet Tree P
Planting
D
DPR, as partt of MillionT
TreesNYC, intends to
plannt one millioon trees to im
mprove neighhborhoods
undderserved by parks.
P
Projects incllude an onggoing study of street
tree planting suurvival over the long-term, and a
piloot project to pprune recenttly planted sstreet trees
to im
mprove tree growth struccture and viggor.
T
To learn morre about theese and otherr PlaNYC
effoorts, log on too www.nyc.gov/PlaNYC
C.

Streett tree planting for
f MillionTreeesNYC
Cred
dit: Daniel Avila
a/DPR
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BUYING SUSTAINABLY
Y
Procurrement supp
ports in multiiple ways th
he Administrration’s efforrts to promoote a
suustainable New
N
York. Not
N only do
o specific prrocurementss advance thhe goals of the
C
City’s innovaative PlaNYC
C (see abovee), but vario
ous local law
ws ensure thaat sustainabiility
iss considered for all relevant procurem
ments.
Envirronmentally
y Preferablee Purchasing
g (EPP)
Pursuaant to Locall Law 118 of 2005, City
y agencies ar
are required to meet envvironmental standards,
suuch as minim
mum recycleed content, when
w
purchaasing particuular categoriies of goods. Table I-3 ddetails the
vaalue of the EPP
E goods pu
urchased by the City in Fiscal
F
2013.. A detailed listing of gooods contractts covered
byy the EPP standards
s
is included in
n Appendix E. (See Chhapter V, Suupporting City Agenciees through
G
Goods and Seervices, for more
m
informaation on City
y goods purcchasing.)
City agencies
a
also
o procure EP
PP goods ind
directly, by rrequiring Ciity constructtion contracttors to use
gooods that meeet EPP stan
ndards. Durin
ng Fiscal 20
013, City ageencies awardded construcction contraccts valued
at morre than $1422 million thatt included att least one oof fourteen
Table I-3: Fiscal
F
2013 EPP Goodss
possible EPP speccifications. T
This total inccludes moree than $47
Produ
ucts
Value
n in contraacts with specificationns for Eneergy Star
C
Carpeting
$3,290,750 million
produccts, over $711 million inn contracts w
with specificcations for
Paaper productts
$4,191,633
EPP-co
ompliant ligghting equippment, and nnearly $41 m
million in
A
Architectural Coatings
$1,339,815
contraccts with speecifications m
minimizing tthe hazardouus content
M
Miscellaneous Products
$1,261,650 of arch
hitectural cooatings.4 A detailed listt of these coontracts is
– Non-Constrruction
included in Appenndix E.
Total
$10,083,848
Althou
ugh they aree not subjecct to EPP reeporting requuirements, m
most of the City’s largeest capital
prrojects are covered
c
by the
t more com
mprehensivee Green Buiildings Law,, Local Law
w 86 of 20055 (LL 86),
w
with specific requirementts for green construction
c
n, energy cosst reduction aand water coonservation.5 In Fiscal
20013, City ag
gencies registtered over $189 million worth of conntracts that w
were subjectt to LL 86.

4

S
Some contractss use specificattions for more than one categ
gory.

5

P
Projects that co
ost $2 million or
o more and en
ntail new buildiings, additionss to existing buuildings and/or substantial
reeconstruction, must
m achieve LEED®
L
Silver certification frrom the Unitedd States Green B
Building Counncil (USGBC). Projects
coosting $12 milllion or more must also meet energy
e
cost red
duction targets.. Projects to insstall or replacee boilers and H
HVAC
coomfort controlss costing $2 miillion or more, and projects to
o install or repllace lighting syystems costingg $1 million or more, must
m
meet energy cost reduction targ
gets. Plumbing
g system projeccts costing $5000,000 or moree must meet waater use reductiion targets.
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II.

THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS: BALANCING THOROUGHNESS AND
EFFICIENCY

A well-functioning procurement system is critical to meeting the daily needs of the City. There are a
number of key agencies involved with contract processing and awarding, including the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), the Law Department, the Department of of Small Business Services
(SBS) Division of Labor Services (DLS), MOCS, and the contracting agency involved in the rigorous
process of selecting, evaluating, and ultimately awarding a contract to the best vendor for the job. Three
overarching goals guide our efforts:




achieve the best value for the taxpayers’ dollar, with high quality goods and services and timely
delivery at fair and reasonable prices;
seek responsible business partners, i.e., vendors whose records of integrity, financial capacity and
successful performance justify the use of tax dollars;
ensure that our contracting process delivers fair treatment to all vendors.
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PROCUREMENTS BY METHOD
Chart II-1 reflects the total Fiscal 2013
procurement volume by dollar value for each of the
procurement method categories tracked in this
report.
Agencies
select
the
appropriate
procurement method based on their business needs
and the City’s procurement rules.
By value, more than a third of all City
procurements use four competitive methods:
competitive sealed bids, with vendors selected on
a low-bid basis; accelerated procurements, a fasttrack bid process for commodity purchases such as
fuel that must be obtained quickly due to shortages
or rapid price fluctuations; competitive sealed
proposals (also called requests for proposals or
RFPs), with vendors chosen based on price and
quality-based factors; and small purchases, a less
formal competitive process for purchases valued
between $5,000 and $100,000. (The lower limit of
contracts for which this method is applicable will
rise to $20,000 in Fiscal 2014) Year-to-year

comparisons of procurement volumes by various
methods of procurement are shown in Appendix C.
The next largest group of procurements,
accounting for 30% of Fiscal 2013 procurement
value consists of six methods used to continue or
enhance existing contracts. These include
renewals, used when the initial contract provides
specific terms for continuation, typically at the
City’s option; amendment extensions, allowing
the addition of up to one year to any current
contract; negotiated acquisition extensions,
allowing a negotiated additional term on the same
basis as the initial contract; amendments, which
allow the addition or subtraction of funds to a
current contract to reflect programmatic needs; and
change orders, classified as either construction
change orders or design change orders,
amending the contracts that support capital
construction projects so that ongoing work can be
completed.

Chart II-1: Dollar Value of Contracts Citywide by Method of Procurement
Total Dollar Value = $16.5 Billion
Request for Proposal - 21%
Competitive Sealed Bid - 14%
Other Competitive Procurement Methods - 2%
Renewal - 14%
Amendment - 7%
Amendment Extension - 4%
Other Continuation Methods - 5%
Intergovernmental - 2%
Required Source or Procurement Method - 1%
Line-Item Appropriation - 1%
Sole Source - 10%
Government-to-Government Purchase - 6%
Emergency - 4%
Negotiated Acquisition - 4%
Other Limited Competition Procurement Methods - 5%
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Approximately
28%
of
Fiscal
2013
procurements used methods subject to more
limited or no competition. These methods include:
sole source awards, where only one vendor is
available for the needed goods or services;
emergency contracts, where public health or
safety considerations dictate rapid response;
negotiated acquisitions, where agencies may limit
competition based on such considerations as timesensitivity, confidentiality or the existence of very
few competitors in the market; innovative
procurements, where the City attempts a certain
type of contract for the first time (see page 23);
micropurchases, for purchases valued at no more
than
$5,000;
government-to-government
contracts, where the City’s vendor is itself a
government entity; task orders, a contract entered
into based on a previously agreed-upon umbrella
contract called a master agreement (see below);
buy-against procurements and assignments,
which are used when a vendor defaults, fails to
fulfill its responsibilities or becomes unable to
continue providing services or supplying goods;
and subscriptions for periodicals, off-the-shelf
training events, or memberships in professional
organizations.
Agencies also procure goods and services via
selection processes based on determinations by
other governmental agencies. These procurements
account for 5% of Fiscal 2013 procurement value,

and include: intergovernmental procurements,
where the City “piggy-backs” on contracts held by
other government agencies, typically state or
federal
entities;
required
method
and
required/authorized source awards, where an
outside entity (also typically a state or federal
agency) determines either how the City chooses a
vendor or whom the City chooses; and
discretionary awards (also called line item
awards), where elected officials are authorized to
designate the vendors and the amounts of the
awards (see Vetting Contracts Designated by
Elected Officials, page 36).
By far the most frequently used procurement
method is micropurchase, which makes up 56% of
the total number of Fiscal 2013 procurements, a
total of 22,599 actions. Because this method
reflects only purchases of $5,000 or less,
micropurchases account for a very small share of
overall contract value (0.23%). Competitive sealed
proposals (or request for proposals) and
competitive sealed bids accounted for 34% of
Fiscal 2013 procurements by value, although these
two methods account for a far smaller number of
procurements.
Detailed definitions of all these methods are
included in the Glossary to this report. Appendix C
details year-on-year procurements by method
totals.

TASK ORDERS
This report now tracks task orders, rather than
master agreements, in total procurement volume.
Task orders are contracts procured off an
underlying master service agreement held by a
City agency.
In past reports, we have focused on master
agreements because they are awarded through a
standard procurement process, overseen by MOCS,
whereas the individual task orders are not reviewed

by MOCS. However, by reporting on the task
orders we hope to give a clearer picture of what
projects the City undertakes each year and the
value of those projects. New master agreements
entered into in Fiscal 2013 are discussed separately
(see page 61) so as not to double count the value of
those contracts.
In some cases, a single vendor holds a master
agreement for a particular service and task orders
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can be awarded whenever the services are needed.
This structure is commonly used by an agency
when they do not know the full extent to which
services will be required, so the vendor can be on
call to provide "where and when" services. In other
cases, several vendors hold master agreements for
the same services. Then a "mini-bid" or "miniproposal" competition is required to award the task
order. These are most frequently employed for
citywide contracts, i.e. those held by a single
agency but available to all agencies to use. In each
case, the master agreement and task order structure
allows agencies to procure services more quickly
than a full bid or proposal process because many

aspects of the contract are already set by the master
agreement.
In particular, this change will affect reporting on
the City’s IT portfolio. Many major IT projects
involve the use of one or more contractors
procured via task order. Task orders are an
important part of IT procurement, where rapid
changes in technology make expeditied
procurement essential. See page 69 for a discussion
of IT procurement.

PROCUREMENT TRAINING INSTITUTE
In July 2006, the Bloomberg Administration
established
a
Professional
Mandatory
Certification
for
Mayoral procurement
1,171 people
personnel – the staff
responsible
for
attended one
overseeing procurement
at agencies
or more of the activities
under Mayoral control.
Under this framework,
38 courses
such personnel must be
initially certified by
offered.
MOCS and recertified
every five years thereafter through participation in
procurement trainings and activities. This
program offers City procurement professionals
the opportunity to learn procurement procedures
and disseminate best practices.
The Procurement Training Institute (PTI)
offers a full lineup of training courses on best
practices and legal compliance. The curriculum
ranges from courses on Project Labor Agreements
(PLAs) for Contract Administrators to Topics in
IT Contracting to Vendor Responsibility Process.
During Fiscal 2013, 1,171 people attended one or

more of 38 courses offered, while 29 Agency
Chief Contracting Officers (ACCOs) and other
City procurement staff were recertified and 10
were certified for the first time. Since the
inception of the program, 40 ACCOs and highlevel procurement professionals have been
certified, while 83 other procurement staff from
City agencies, including MOCS have been
certified.
As of the conclusion of Fiscal 2013, 6,055
individuals attended at least one of the 141 PTI
courses offered since PTI launched, while 152
individuals achieved their required certifications
or re-certifications.
PTI serves to complement extensive
professional
experience
and
educational
credentials already held by City procurement
professionals.
Amongst
certified
City
procurement professionals, 59% have at least 10
years of procurement experience and 23% have
20 years of experience or more. City procurement
staff also have a high level of educational
achievement: 40% have a bachelor’s degree, 36%
have a master’s degree, and 18% have a doctorate.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS
Agencies are required by Section 326 of the
City Charter and by Procurement Policy Board
(PPB) Rule 2-11 to hold public hearings on
proposed contracts valued at more than $100,000.
Hearings provide transparency and give the public
an opportunity to comment on the pending action.
The major exceptions to the hearing requirement
are contracts that are awarded as a result of
competitive sealed bids, or by accelerated
procurements. In those cases, agencies make
contract award decisions based solely on which
responsive and responsible bidder offers the lowest
price. Because only larger, more significant
contracts require public hearing, only about 4% of
procurement actions were covered in Fiscal 2013,
but they represent almost half of the dollar value of
procurement. In an effort to streamline the
procurement process, MOCS delegated authority to
agencies to hold their own public hearings.

VENDOR RESPONSIVENESS AND
RESPONSIBILITY

However, MOCS still administers public hearings
on behalf of agencies as necessary. During Fiscal
2013, MOCS administered public hearings for 290
contracts, worth a total of $7.3 billion, not all of
which were registered in the fiscal year. MOCS
scheduled and held these hearings during 20
separate sessions, which were attended by 242
people, with a total of 15 written and oral
testimonies.

MOCS held public hearings for 290 contracts in Fiscal 2013
Credit: Marcello Rios/MOCS

City agencies may only make awards to responsive and responsible vendors. A responsive vendor
is one whose bid or proposal submission conforms to all the terms set out by the City agency in its
solicitation. A responsible vendor is one that has the capability to perform the contract requirements and the
business integrity that will assure good faith performance.
Responsiveness
Prior to awarding contracts, City agencies
carefully review bids or proposals that are received
to determine if they are “responsive,” i.e. that the
contents contain all of the information required by
the solicitation. This review ensures fairness in the
procurement process. Reasons for nonresponsiveness determinations may range from
technical deficiencies like bids that are submitted
after the due date to substantive deficiencies such
as failing to meet minimum experience standards.
Once an agency finds a bid or proposal to be non-

responsive, then it can no longer consider that
submission for an award.
Agencies made 123 non-responsiveness
determinations during Fiscal 2013, significantly
down from 340 in Fiscal 2012. These
determinations were made due to: failure to
comply with material terms, conditions and
requirements of the solicitation (49%); procedural
flaws in the submission (12%); lack of bonding or
insurance (10%), mixed reasons (9%); lack of
required experience or capacity (8%), failure to
comply with M/WBE subcontracting requirement
(8%), past performance (3%); business integrity
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(1%). If a bid or proposal is determined to be nonresponsive, the vendor may appeal to the Agency
Head. Agency Heads received a total of 56 appeals
during Fiscal 2013; of these, the Agency Heads
upheld 48 non-responsiveness determinations and
reversed eight.
Responsibility
Pursuant to the PPB rules, Concession Rules,
the New York City Charter and New York State
law, the City may award contracts only to
responsible vendors. A responsible vendor is
defined as one that has the integrity and financial
capacity to fully perform the requirements of the
contract, as well as the business integrity to justify
the award of public tax dollars. Prior to the award
of each contract, a contracting agency must make a
determination of vendor responsibility based on
factors such as business integrity, financial
resources, technical qualifications and performance
history.
Determinations of responsibility or nonresponsibility are made by the ACCO on a contract
by contract basis. If a vendor is found to be
responsible, the contract award may proceed. If the
vendor is found to be non-responsible, the agency
may either reissue the solicitation or choose
another vendor by following the selection
procedure of the relevant procurement method, or
if there are no other responsive, responsible
vendors, reissue the solicitation.
Negative information, whether self-disclosed by
the vendor on a VENDEX6 questionnaire, provided
by the Department of Investigation (DOI) in its
”Vendor Name Check” letter,7 or uncovered by an

agency’s own research, does not automatically
result in an agency finding that the vendor is not a
responsible business partner. Assessing vendor
responsibility requires the awarding agency to
balance the seriousness of the negative
information, the evidence (if any) that the vendor
has remedied the problem and the City’s own
needs for particular expertise the vendor may bring
to a project. In some circumstances, DOI, MOCS
and the contracting agencies protect the City’s
interest by negotiating detailed responsibility
agreements with vendors to allow them to receive
contract awards, while providing for monitoring
and other specific protections for the City.
Agencies have the obligation to find bidders or
proposers for City contracts to be non-responsible
when the facts warrant such a finding. A vendor
may appeal an ACCO's determination of nonresponsibility to the respective Agency Head
within 10 days of receipt of the decision. If an
Agency Head upholds the ACCO's determination
of non-responsibility, the vendor may appeal to the
City Chief Procurement Officer (CCPO) within 10
days of the receipt of the Agency Head's decision.
The CCPO, who is also the Director of MOCS, is
the final administrative appeal available for a
finding of non-responsibility.
Agencies made 16 non-responsibility findings
in Fiscal 2013 based on issues related to
performance history and business integrity. In
total, vendors appealed three non-responsibility
findings to the Agency Head during Fiscal 2013.
Two of the appeals to the Agency Head were
upheld and one was reversed. See Appendix P for a
breakdown by agency.

6

VENDEX is a public database that tracks vendor
information as provided by vendors, City agencies and law
enforcement organizations.
7

When an agency is preparing to make an award, the
VENDEX system generates a referral to DOI for a “Vendor
Name Check,” commonly referred to as a “VNC.” DOI
determines whether the prospective vendor or those affiliated

with it have been the subject of a DOI investigation and
summarizes any relevant information in a response letter sent
to the agency for consideration when making a responsibility
determination.
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PERFORMA
ANCE EVAL
LUATIONS
Docum
menting how
w a vendor performs iss critical to successful ccontract mannagement, aas well as
deetermining whether
w
a veendor should
d receive futture contractt dollars. Unnder the Cityy’s procurem
ment rules,
a prospectivee vendor that has perforrmed unsatissfactorily in the past is presumed too be non-responsible.
Thhe vendor will not receive any future con
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at least on
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y’s
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m
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w
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orr better. Ap
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y 95% of those
t
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wever, 7% of
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m
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quuality of perrformance.
Vendo
or Report Card
C
In 2010, the Depaartment off Informatio
on
Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT
T)
V
Man
nagement Office
O
(VMO
O),
crreated the Vendor

and implementeed the V
Vendor M
Monitoring
Asses sment (VM
MA) program
m to managge its IT
vendoors.
Thee VMA proogram utilizes Survey-G
Gizmo, an
off-thee-shelf prodduct to colllect survey responses
from project stakkeholders. T
The MOCS V
VENDEX
mework is uused as a
perforrmance evalluation fram
basis for gauginng performaance. Expaanding on
VEND
DEX’s brooad categoories
(timelliness, fiscal administration,
and performancee) the VM
MA
focusees on several criteeria:
of
timelinness
deliverabbles,
comm
mercial/contraactual relatiionship, financial relationshhip, accuracy of
deliveerables, quallity of prodduct/ servicee support,
qualityy of infoormation security, technology/
strateggy transpareency, qualitty of resouurces and
qualityy of customeer service/caare.
Thee VMA proogram colleects this innformation
from Survey-Gizzmo on a contract-byy-contract
basis and then agggregates thhe informatiion into a
cumullative score for the venndor. The suurveys are
sent oout twice a year for ccontracts thaat support
criticaal IT servicees and are coompared over time to
show pprogress.
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COMPETITIVENESS
Competition in City contracting benefits the City in several ways. Agencies benefit from a diverse pool
of experiences and technical approaches, and they realize savings when vendors compete to do the work at
the lowest cost to the City. Competition increases as the number of vendors proposing or bidding on
procurements increases. In this section, we’ll look at competition in two types of City procurements,
competitive sealed bids and request for proposals which are both solicited from citywide bidders’ lists.
Competitiveness levels have fluctuated over the past few fiscal years. However, the City has continued
to perform well. Table II-1 provides a summary of the citywide competition level by industry.8 The level
of competitive procurements is at 98%, higher than the past four fiscal years.
(See Appendix D for agency details.)

Table II-1: Citywide Competition Level by Industry
(Dollar Value)
% of Highly Competitive Procurements
Industry Sector

8

Fiscal
2013

Fiscal
2012

Fiscal
2011

Fiscal
2010

Fiscal
2009

Architecture/Engineering

100%

100%

99%

91%

87%

Construction Services

97%

97%

98%

88%

62%

Goods

92%

89%

87%

98%

95%

Human Services

100%

99%

82%

95%

69%

Professional Services

99%

92%

99%

69%

74%

Standardized Services

92%

90%

91%

89%

97%

Total

98%

95%

88%

89%

80%

A “highly competitive” procurement is defined as one with at least three responses.
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VENDOR REHABILITATION
The City is required to do business only with
responsible contractors, which means that a
contractor must have the capability in all respects
to fully perform the contract requirements and
must also have the business integrity to justify the
award of public tax dollars.9 If a vendor has any
cautionary information in the VENDEX database
that might raise questions regarding its business
integrity, MOCS is permitted to note in the
VENDEX database any corrective actions that the
vendor has taken in order to rehabilitate itself, and
to address the issues to the satisfaction of the City.
This process allows the contracting agency to
address responsibility issues, while also retaining
the valuable services of particular vendors.
Corrective actions taken can include: retaining
an auditor, monitor, technical consultant, or an
independent private sector inspector general
(IPSIG) to review the vendor’s business practices,
oversee its performance, or develop specific
remedies with respect to the cautionary
information in VENDEX; dismissing employees
whose actions were the subject matter of the
cautionary information in VENDEX; or entering
into agreement on a corrective action plan (CAP)
with DOI prescribing corrective actions or
otherwise remedying the subject matter of the
cautionary information in VENDEX. Vendors in a
wide variety of business areas, such as professional
services and human services, engaged in these
types of corrective actions during Fiscal 2013 in
response to cautionary information in the
VENDEX database:


9

An IT services firm entered into a
certification agreement with the City during
Fiscal 2013 in response to information
uncovered by a DOI investigation. The

PPB Rule 2-08(b)(1)

investigation revealed that the company
improperly paid for City employees to
attend a professional sporting event in a
luxury suite, as well as expensive lunches in
five-star restaurants. The IT services firm
agreed to adopt a “zero tolerance” policy
prohibiting company employees from
offering or giving anything of value to any
City employee or official. The company also
agreed to appoint a compliance auditor to
review the company’s adoption of and
compliance with the “zero tolerance” policy
and its code of ethics. As a result of this
settlement agreement, the IT services firm
was able to continue its work on City
projects and to remain eligible for future
contract awards from the City.


A human services provider with a longstanding positive track record as a City
vendor that provides foster care services
entered into a CAP with the City during
Fiscal 2013 to address problems with the
organization’s fiscal administration. The
human services provider agreed that it
would take several corrective measures,
such as procuring and engaging a new
independent auditor (to be approved by the
City) to conduct fiscal audits for its
contracts with the City for the prior four
years; completing the CBO Nonprofit
Vendor Review process; and developing and
implementing new corporate governance
plans and a code of ethics. After entering
into the CAP, the City was able to continue
contracting with the provider for provide
foster care services.



Another human services vendor that
provides important educational services to
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the community entered into a CAP with the
City during Fiscal 2013 to address problems
with the organization’s fiscal administration.
The provider agreed that it would take
several corrective measures, such as paying
all current and past due payroll taxes to the
Internal Revenue Service; entering into a
Management Services Agreement with an
outside company to furnish a number of

management functions on behalf of the
organization;
completing
the
CBO
Nonprofit
Vendor
Review
process;
developing and implementing new corporate
governance plans and a conflict of interest
policy. As a result of this CAP, the City was
able to continue contracting with the
provider.

CYCLE TIME
The City typically procures goods, standardized
with the need to resolve these vendor issues with
services and construction services by competitive care and thoroughness. In addition, MOCS
sealed bid. Of the $16.5 billion procured by the continues to work with agencies in addressing new
City in Fiscal 2013, these three industries local laws, policies and procedures. See page 105
accounted for 53% of the procurements by
Table II-2: Competitive Bid Cycle Time
value. Since CSBs account for a large portion
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
of our procurements and facilitate the Agency
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
purchase of essential goods and services for
ACS
281
221
310
N/A
218
the City, it is imperative that we strive to
DCAS
160
163
168
135
116
process these procurements in a timely
DDC
135
166
141
150
151
fashion. The cycle time indicator tracks how
DEP
172
187
169
130
154
long agencies take to process CSBs. The
DHS
137
145
136
139
120
cycle time for a CSB is calculated from the
DOT
211
197
167
150
127
date when an agency posts an open
DPR
157
136
98
124
140
advertisement in the City Record to the date
DSNY
229
215
190
162
192
the contract is submitted for the
FDNY
212
210
220
157
188
Comptroller’s Office for registration.10
HPD

Cycle times may be affected by various
HRA
factors, such as complicated vendor integrity
NYPD
issues, insurance requirements, labor law
Citywide
compliance, and budget challenges that delay
final contracting decisions. MOCS works with City
agencies to help address these issues, balancing the
overall goal of efficient procurement processing

162
159
158
162

176

165

137

10

In order for this indicator to reflect only typical processing
times and provide a meaningful average, information is
included where the agency handled more than five CSBs.
The cycle time for contracts awarded from “atypical”
procurements, such as those delayed by litigation or
investigation, is excluded.
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136

for a timeline of procurement reforms.
As Table II-2 shows, in Fiscal 2013, the average
cycle time for competitive bids was 162 days,
compared to 176 days in Fiscal 2012. Part of this
decrease stems from a lower percentage of large
bid contracts, which may take additional time for
agencies to finalize. Large bid contracts (contracts
over $10 million) made up only 9% of the
contracts in the Fiscal 2013 citywide average,
compared to 14% in Fiscal 2012. For contracts
valued at less than $10 million, the average cycle
time in Fiscal 2013 was 160 days, down from an
average of 166 days in Fiscal 2012.
While cycle time is higher than a few years ago,
it is important to note that the inclusion of
additional local laws and policies required
additional oversight review and due diligence on
the part of the contracting agencies. Nonetheless,
the City’s commitment to timely processing led to
an internal study of cycle time in Fiscal 2013.
MOCS and the Mayor’s Office of Operations
conducted a study that considered more than 4,000

CSBs that were registered during the past six
years. The analysis showed that a longer bid cycle
time was associated with a decreased probability
that the cost of the contract would rise by more
than 10% of its original value over its lifetime. The
model took into account outliers, differences
across agencies and industries, as well as the
amount of each project that had been completed to
date and was determined to be successfully
predictive of almost 90% of the observations.
While a statistical study of this sort cannot
conclusively prove causes, it is possible that extra
time spent vetting vendors leads to both long cycle
times and positive cost-control outcomes. Further,
no single bottleneck in the procurement process
was identified with statistical significance. While
we are continuing to work to reduce cycle times in
order to procure goods and services in a timely
manner, we are mindful of the need for
procurement to proceed at an appropriate pace to
ensure good contracting outcomes.
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INNOVATIVE PROCUREMENTS
The Human Resources Administration (HRA),
pursuant to the procedures provided for in PPB
Rule 3-12, Innovative Procurement Methods,
requested and received CCPO approval to test the
use of Social Impact Investment funding. On
behalf of the City HRA initiated a demonstration
project, pursuant to PPB Rule 3-11, to pilot the use
of Social Impact Investments as start-up funding
for social improvement programs.
Social Impact Investing is a recently developed
method for funding client-based human services.

outcomes. If the outcomes are met, the resultant
cost savings are used to not only fund the
initiatives in the long term, but also to return the
private investors’ outlay of initial funding.
In the United States, the first project
established using this contracting structure is the
Adolescent Behavioral Learning Experience
(ABLE) program, which provides education,
counseling, and training with the goal of reducing
the likelihood of recidivism for young adults, and
is a part of the Mayor’s Young Men’s Initiative.
The
program
began at Rikers
Island on January
2, 2013, and the
Vera Institute of
Justice
is
verifying initial
results
for
reporting.
Goldman Sachs
provided initial
financing, and Bloomberg Philanthropies provided
grant support. The City contracted with MDRC, a
non-profit organization, to coordinate and manage
the program’s implementation.

“As the first city in the nation to launch a
Social Impact Bond, we are taking our efforts
to new levels and we are eager to see the
outcome of this groundbreaking initiative.”
– Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg,
August 2, 201211
The concept builds off the ideas in impact
investing, which combines the creation of both a
potential financial return and social value, in
exchange for the transfer of risk to the private
sector. Although Social Impact Investments
include both Social Impact Bond (SIB) and Pay for
Success (PFS) projects, the model is most
commonly referred to as a SIB.
The SIB model utilizes private funding to fund
certain social service initiatives, which are
intended to have cost savings for government. In a
SIB setting, government funds are utilized only if
the human services-related initiatives meet preestablished outcomes, and actual government funds
are saved due to that initiative meeting the
11

Press Release, Mayor Bloomberg, Deputy Mayor Gibbs
and Corrections Commissioner Schriro Announce Nation's
First Social Impact Bond Program (August 2, 2012).

Payment to the vendors selected by MDRC will
come from the initial private investment.
Continued payment from the City to MDRC and
through to vendors and investors such as Goldman
Sachs is contingent on MDRC meeting preestablished milestones throughout the six-year
duration of the demonstration project. In Fiscal
2014, pursuant to PPB Rule 3-12(f) governing the
use of innovative procurements, MOCS, along
with HRA, will submit interim and final reports to
the PPB recommending whether it is in the City’s
best interest to codify this procurement method
within the Rules for future use.
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BEST VALU
UE
In April 20
013, the PPB
B adopted am
mendments to
itss rules pu
ursuant to recent chaanges in th
he
am
mendments made to thee New York State Generral
M
Municipal Laaw (GML) Section 103
3. Prior to th
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m
modificationss to GML Section
S
103, contracts for
f
gooods and mo
ost standard
d services co
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g
by
y publicly advertised, lo
ow
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nto
coonsideration include:

•
Warranties and mainteenance to bee provided
with thhe product oor service;
•
References,
past
performannce
and
reliabiility, includding durabiility of thee product
being offered andd current or past experience with
the proovision of siimilar goodss or services;
•
Organizatiion, staffinng and aability to
underttake the typee and complexity of the work;
•

Financial ccapability; aand

•
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and llocal laws, rules, liceensing requuirements,
wheree applicable,, and executtive orders, including
but noot limited too compliancce with existing labor
standaards and prevvailing wagees law.
Thee best valuee standard w
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the pprocurement process. IIt also enssures that
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servicces at the low
west potentiaal cost.

•

Featurres of the offfered producct and servicces
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d
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uct
offfered;
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The City procured $5.5 billion of human services in Fiscal 2013

Credit: Marcello Rios/MOCS

III. HUMAN SERVICES
The human services programs offered by the City are diverse, ranging from homeless shelters to
children’s educational programs and senior centers. These services serve to meet the critical needs of
some of the City's most vulnerable populations, thus having a major impact on communities that are often
at risk. The sensitive nature of most human client services dictates a need for a flexible, thorough and
transparent contracting process. Programmatic needs warrant a process that allows the City to award
contracts with consideration to qualitative factors in addition to price. In order to effectively serve the
needs of the City’s constituents and deliver high quality services, these vendors are often selected with a
consideration of vendors’ experience delivering services, their connections to the community they will
serve and the approach by which a vendor intends to meet programmatic goals.
One prominent example of the City’s innovative approach to the delivery of human services is in
the provision of health services for inmates. In New York City, the annual inmate admission is over
80,000 individuals with an average daily inmate population of approximately 12,000. Providing
comprehensive health services to a correctional population of this size is a challenge. Large
municipalities, including Los Angeles and Chic
ago, administer correctional health care services
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through their correctional agencies. In New York City, unique among municipalities nationwide, the
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) oversees the provision of these services. Inmate
health services to prevent illness include conducting pap smears and mammograms for women and
providing education on preventing sexually transmitted diseases for men and women. In Fiscal 2013,
DOHMH entered into a $270 million contract with
NYC will be the first city in
Correctional Medical Associates of New York.
Services include a complete examination at intake
the nation to monitor
with screenings for infectious diseases. After the
inmates after they leave
examination, inmates are assigned their own
the correctional system. electronic health record so that their care can be
properly delivered and monitored. DOHMH is in the
process of connecting these records to a state-wide health information exchange which will allow for
continuity of care as patients leave the jail system. This will make New York the first city in the nation to
ensure that health care monitoring for inmates continues after they are released from the system.
In the City’s efforts to obtain the best quality of services at a fair and reasonable price, most
human services contracts are competitively procured through requests for proposals (RFP). As mentioned
above, RFPs allow the City the flexibility to consider both quantitative and qualitative factors. In Fiscal
2013, 67% of new human services contracts were procured through an RFP. One major initiative that
accounted for a significant percentage of all human services RFPs in Fiscal 2013 was ACS’s EarlyLearn
Program. These contracts represented 66% of human services RFPs by volume. EarlyLearn is an
education program for children between six months and five years old. The competitive process resulted
in over 250 proposals and the selection of 154 vendors to provide these crucial education services
Citywide. For more information, please see the EarlyLearn section on page 43. EarlyLearn illustrates how
RFPs allow the City to maximize quality and efficiency by evaluating factors including programmatic
approach and organizational capacity, in addition to cost.
The City has continued to implement changes to streamline procurement in this industry. Through
the Health and Human Services (HHS) Accelerator program, the City is making it easier for vendors to
propose on solicitations and for agencies to procure services efficiently. For example, this initiative
reduced redundancy by creating a centralized database for vendors to store frequently requested
documents and share these documents across multiple City agencies. For more information, please see the
Faces of Procurement feature about the Accelerator program on page 42.
Continuity of services is important when working with sensitive and at-risk clients. City agencies
strive to register contract actions to extend, renew or replace existing human services contracts on time to
avoid a gap in services and undue hardship on the nonprofit vendors.12 Of all the human services
contracting actions in Fiscal 2013, 26% went towards modifying or extending existing contracts, including
16% for renewals of contracts. For example, in Fiscal 2013, the Department for the Aging (DFTA)
processed a $1.1 million contract with Visions to provide specialized services for the blind and visually
impaired. The renewal allows the City to continue providing such services while also granting adequate
12

When contracts are registered by the City Comptroller after the set start date for services, the contract is considered
retroactive. Retroactivity is discussed in greater length on page 31.
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time to coordinate a new competitive solicitation to expand opportunities for new providers to do business
with the City.
Human service contracts account for a significant part of citywide procurements at 33%, or $5.5
billion. The highest volumes of these actions are attributed to ACS (41%), DHS (14%), DOHMH (14%),
and HRA (10%). During Fiscal 2013, agencies continued to show the City’s commitment to essential
services. DOHMH registered a $1.8 million contract with Lantern Community Services Inc. to operate
NY/NY III Congregate Supportive Housing. This contract, which stems from a standing Open-Ended
Request for Proposal (RFP) for this type of congregate housing, provides supportive housing to homeless
single adults who have completed some level of substance abuse treatment as well as for chronically
homeless families.
Through an RFP, the Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD) entered into
contracts totaling approximately $22 million for the 2013 summer youth program.13 These vendors
provide youth workforce services. The Summer Youth Employment Program is a critical resource for
youth seeking work and provides an avenue for gaining the competencies that will help them transition to
responsible adulthood. The rest of this chapter discusses in more detail how the City continues to provide
critical human services and strives to improve the provision of services.

13

98 providers received awards from the RFP, 97 contracts were registered in Fiscal 13, 1 was registered in Fiscal 2014.
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CONCEPT REPORTS
As per Section 3-03(b)(1) of the PPB rules,
when an agency decides to initiate or
substantially change a human services program,
it issues a “concept report” for the purpose of
soliciting feedback from stakeholders and the
community. A concept report includes the
purpose of the program, the procurement
timeline, the method by which all proposals will
be evaluated, the proposed term of the contract,
funding information and proposed requirements
for vendor performance reporting.
One particular concept paper of note in Fiscal
2013 has been the Department of Probation’s
(DOP) Every Child Has an Opportunity to Excel
and Succeed (ECHOES) program. In September
2012, DOP released a concept report for the new
ECHOES program, with anticipated annual
funding of $300,000. Part of Mayor Bloomberg’s
Young Men’s Initiative (YMI), ECHOES
combines intensive case management provided
directly by DOP Probation Officers and a life
readiness component (“Be Ready”) provided
under contract to youth on probation citywide
who are at risk of out-of-home placement.
ECHOES strives to provide youth with a
trusting relationship to support and motivate
them to perform well in school, learn marketable
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skills, and make behavioral changes that will
enable a successful transition into adulthood.
This program encourages a transformational
relationship between the Probation Officer and
youth in both one-on-one and group settings,
while engaging youth in rigorous structured
programming which includes service learning
projects,
life
skills
classes,
and
internships/externships through the “Be Ready”
contract. DOP initially sought a single contractor
to provide services citywide from one site in
Harlem to approximately 70 youth annually on
probation.
Between the release of the concept report and
the drafting of the RFP, nine organizations sent
comments to DOP. Taking this feedback into
consideration, DOP reduced the number of
estimated participants from 70 to 40 youth and
separated the program into two geographic
service options – Manhattan, and Brooklyn or
Queens – allowing for two program vendors.
Offering the program in two areas will make
services more accessible to youth residing in all
five boroughs. DOP released the ECHOES RFP
on June 19, 2013 and they anticipate awarding
the contracts in early fall.

CENTRAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
The City has long been at the
Chart III-1: Central Insurance Program Costs
forefront
of
innovative
by Agency 2009-2013
approaches to support the $300M
nonprofit sector. Over thirty
years ago, the City’s Department $250M
for Social Services provided a
number of programs, including $200M
HRA
children’s
services,
home
DYCD
attendant services and services $150M
DFTA
for the aging. When the City
ACS
began to contract out for these $100M
services, they needed to support
$50M
the nonprofits in that transition.
At that time, the City established
$M
the Central Insurance Program
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
(CIP) to pool the insurance needs
total coverage provided through the CIP program
of certain programs and purchase insurance on
has decreased. See Charts III-1 and III-2.
nonprofits’
behalf.
Coverage
included
All told, in Fiscal 2013, the City spent $140.5
comprehensive general liability (GL), workers’
million to provide insurance coverage to
compensation (WC), disability, property and, in
nonprofits through CIP, 48% less than the $270.6
some cases, health insurance. The City’s
million spent in Fiscal 2012. CIP’s Fiscal 2013
portfolio has changed over the years and CIP has
agency portfolio, which covered more than 500
been an effective partner throughout. Recently,
nonprofit providers operating at more than 1,100
in light of programmatic changes and the
availability of insurance to the nonprofit
Chart III-2: Central Insurance Program Costs
sector on the open market, the City has
by Type 2009-2013
begun to transition out of pooled $300M
insurance. In Fiscal 2012, DFTA
stopped providing insurance $250M
through CIP and assisted
nonprofits
with
accessing $200M
WC/GL
insurance coverage through
Disability
Essensa, the City’s group $150M
Other Coverage
purchasing organization (GPO).
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HRA followed suit in Fiscal $100M
Additional Costs
2013 when New York State
$50M
shifted to a Managed Care
approach and ceased providing
$0M
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Table III-1: Fiscal 2013 Central Insurance Program Costs
Program

DFTA

DYCD

$7,577,959

n/a

$204,360

$63,091,614

$70,873,933

$762,549

n/a

$22,170

$3,055,223

$3,839,942

$54,850

n/a

$2,000

$95,177

$152,027

$27,286,775

n/a

n/a

Additional Costs

$2,605,818

$412,386

$73,844

$35,736,705

$38,416,367

Total by Agency

$38,287,951

$412,386

$302,374

$101,978,719

$140,569,044

14

Disability

WC/GL

ACS

Other Coverage
Health Insurance
15

HRA

n/a

Total by Category

$27,286,775

sites, included specific programs of ACS, DYCD
and HRA. All covered nonprofit providers
received coverage for workers’ compensation
and general liability (WC/GL) and disability at a
total cost of over $74.7 million. Within those
costs, HRA’s home attendant program accounted
for more than 89% of citywide WC/GL costs and
more than 80% of citywide disability costs. As
mentioned above, the HRA Home Attendant
Program moved to a Managed Care environment
in Fiscal 2013 which meant that CIP coverage
was in effect for only three fiscal quarters. This
resulted in a decline of 49% of the HRA WC/GL
costs in Fiscal 2013 from $128 million to $63
million.

proactive step in 2007 to work towards long term
mitigation of higher costs as a result of the state
reforms and implemented the Workers’
Compensation Settlement Initiative (WCSI).
This initiative covered claims from 2004 to
present. This initiative empowers City claims
adjustors to actively pursue settlement and
closure options on claims. In 2012, the insurance
carrier had secured settlements and closures on
449 claims with a savings of $14.8 million. In
2013, the number of closed claims has increased
to 600 with a reduction of claims reserves in the
amount of $20.4 million. Closing claims and
reducing reserves is crucial to eliminating future
retrospective cost.

Health insurance, only offered to a small
fraction of employees covered by other CIP
insurance in Fiscal 2013, accounted for $27.2
million or 19% of the total CIP expenditures.
This is much lower than $123.3 million in Fiscal
2012. DFTA, which opted out of the insurance
pool on July 1, 2012, still incurs some expense
related to active WC/GL claims that carry a
retroactive dollar value.

In Fiscal 2013, CIP also implemented the
Claim Inventory Workout (CIW) in an effort
to reduce costs. Working in conjunction with the
insurance broker, CIP reviewed Workers’
Compensation claims with the purpose of
seeking settlement opportunities for claims
developed prior to 2004. As of June 1, 2013 over
1,000 files were assessed, resulting in 50 claims
closed with dollar savings of $2.1 million. In
addition, there are 181 claims pending settlement
approval which could result in an additional
savings of $8.03 million.

As expected with a retrospective insurance
plan, the cost of insurance increased over the
years. In 2007, the New York State Workers’
Compensation reforms brought additional
instability into the market and it has taken some
years for the market to stabilize. CIP took the
14

Includes budgeted amounts for retrospective claims.

15

Additional costs refer to the costs associated with the
Citywide broker contract
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MONITORING AND REMEDYING RETROACTIVITY IN HUMAN SERVICES CONTRACTING
The City seeks to achieve 100% timeliness in contracting. A contract is considered late or
“retroactive” when its start date occurs before the contract is registered by the City Comptroller.
Retroactivity may cause cash flow and service continuity problems for human services vendors because
the City cannot pay the vendors prior to registration, although the vendors are providing services.
MOCS evaluates agencies for compliance with timeliness benchmarks for renewals and extensions
(amendment extensions and negotiated acquisition extensions), as well as RFP awards for existing
programs, i.e., awards that are not for new or substantially-modified programs. In all cases, when agencies
fail to register contracts on time, the nonprofit providers must find the resources to pay salaries, rent and
insurance as they continue to serve clients, even though their City payments are late because their contract
has not been registered.
Table III-2: Major Human Service Agencies
Overall Retroactivity for Contract Continuations
Fiscal 2013
All Continuations

Retroactive Continuations

Agency
Count

$ Value

Percent Retroactive by Dollar
Value

Count

$ Value

Average
Days
Retro

Fiscal
2013

Fiscal
2012

Fiscal
2011

Fiscal
2010

ACS

60

$70,106,488

42

$27,574,007

14

39%

83%

23%

69%

DFTA

160

$83,600,962

82

$41,698,313

8

50%

44%

36%

9%

DHS

54

$413,498,605

3

$22,480,710

20

5%

43%

37%

34%

DOHMH

95

$533,192,072

9

$12,300,260

56

2%

17%

44%

43%

DYCD

707

$312,758,303

464

$273,246,499

75

87%

64%

29%

64%

HRA
All
Other
Agencies
Total

85

$500,909,067

31

$260,507,433

90

52%

56%

69%

91%

62

$121,626,989

35

$67,988,576

51

56%

81%

55%

73%

$2,035,692,486

666

$705,795,798

61

35%

55%

29%

61%

1,223

Agency performance on this indicator as compared with last year shows mixed improvement and
continued challenges. As shown in Table III-2, for contract continuations that were retroactive, the
average number of days of retroactivity was 61 days which represents a 35% increase from Fiscal 2012.
The increase is mainly attributable to a few agencies that continue to struggle with retroactivity. DOHMH,
DYCD and HRA all had a higher number of continuations in terms of both contract count and contract
value compared to last year.
However, a more significant indicator than overall retroactivity is the level of long-term
retroactivity, defined as delays longer than 30 days. When agencies are able to register their contracts very
soon after their start dates (i.e., within the first 30 days), payments to vendors typically do not lapse. Thus,
to more accurately review agencies’ performance, MOCS focuses on the rates of “long-term
retroactivity,” i.e., delays of longer than 30 days.
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Here, the results are mostly favorable. As Chart III-3 shows, overall across all of the agencies, long
term retroactivity decreased to 11% in Fiscal 2013 from 12% last year. DFTA and DOHMH were
successful in maintaining the low levels of long term retroactivity they accomplished last year with rates
of 3% and 1% respectively. ACS and DHS also maintained a solid performance compared to last year.
HRA has previously struggled with managing long-term retroactivity levels, but has consistently
improved. In Fiscal 2013, HRA brought its long term retroactivity down to 7%, representing an 84%
decrease from last year.
Chart III-3: Major Human Services Agencies:
Long-Term (>30 Days) Contract Retroactivity
80%
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Unfortunately DYCD did not perform as well on their long term retroactivity. In Fiscal 2013,
DYCD’s long term retroactivity increased to 40% from last year’s 34%. Of the large human services
agencies, DYCD manages the largest portfolio of contract actions. The funding sources for many of
DYCD’s programs are secured late in the fiscal year; as a result, DYCD has struggled with processing
contracts in a timely fashion. MOCS will continue to work closely with all of the human services agencies
to mitigate and correct late contracting patterns to ensure that any shortfalls that burden nonprofit
providers can be swiftly addressed via the use of the City’s now much-expanded cash flow loan fund,
administered through the Fund for the City of New York.
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VENDOR LOAN
O
FUND
The City’s
C
comm
mitment to the
t nonproffit sector haas been a sspecific focuus of the B
Bloomberg
A
Administratio
on. The Retu
urnable Gran
nt Fund (RG
GF), which is administeered by the Fund for thhe City of
N
New York (FCNY) in con
njunction wiith the Mayo
or’s Office oof Contract S
Services (MOCS), is onee of many
vaaluable toolss utilized to assist nonprofits that hav
ve a contracctual relationnship with thhe City. Overr a decade
aggo, the City created the RGF to help
p nonprofit organizationns avoid shoort term cashh flow deficits caused
byy delays in the contractting processs. This revollving loan ffund program
m provides interest freee loans to
veendors expeeriencing sho
ort term cassh flow need
ds. The eliggibility criterria and loann process haas evolved
ovver the yearss in responsee to the diveersity of the City’s humaan services pportfolio; however, the ppremise of
thhe loan prog
gram has rem
mained the same
s
and most loans prrovide funding for essenntial operatioonal costs
suuch as payro
oll, rent and utilities.
u

160

The amount available
a
for leending
increased from
m $8m to $20m
m
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V
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In response to ecconomic harrdships caused by the rrecent recesssion, in 20009 Mayor M
Michael R.
Bloomberg laaunched thee Mayor’s Nonprofit
N
Asssistance Innitiative to eexpand the City’s support to the
ded expandiing the RGF
F. On July 11, 2009, the amount avaailable for
noonprofit secttor. The inittiative includ
leending increaased by 150
0%, from $8 million to $20
$ million. Furthermorre, the eligibbility criteriaa for loans
w
were substanttially expand
ded. For example, vendo
ors experienccing fundingg delays from
m sources otther than a
C
City contract,, or delays in
n payments on
o registered
d contracts, ccan now obtaain a short-term interest free loan.
Thhese expanssions in availlable funding
g and eligibiility criteria reflect the C
City’s comm
mitment to thhe strength
off its nonproffit sector and
d the value of its partnersship to proviide essentiall services to New Yorkerrs.
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As detailed in Table III-3, in Fiscal 2013, the RGF made 246 loans to 143 vendors totaling $38.7
million, representing a 47% increase in the total value of all loans when compared to Fiscal 2012. The size
of an individual loan ranged from $2,237 to $2.3 million, showing diversity in program size and vendor
need. The need for loans tends to correlate to the human services contracting volume in any given year
(see Chart III-4). In Fiscal 2013, there was a 15% increase in the number of human services contracts, up
to 33% of the total contracting volume compared to 28% in Fiscal 2012. The upward trend in contracting
volume resulted in an upward trend in the number of loans given as well; in Fiscal 2013, 246 loans were
disbursed compared to 126 in Fiscal 2012.
Table III-3: Fiscal 2013 Returnable Grant Fund Loans
Top Five Processing Agencies by Dollar Value
Fiscal 2013
Agency

Fiscal 2012

Value

Count

Value

Count

Value

Count

ACS

$20,063,624

79

DHS

$8,348,783

16

HRA

$10,343,771

22

DYCD

$6,495,633

106

DYCD

$4,727,090

40

ACS

$8,276,006

61

DHS

$4,143,157

20

DFTA

$4,470,237

22

CJC

$7,095,039

17

HRA

$3,187,625

3

CJC

$2,854,096

12

DHS

$5,501,036

13

DFTA

$2,521,023

14

DOHMH

$2,015,283

7

DYCD

$4,583,862

35

Top Five
All
Others
Total

$36,411,061

222

$22,415,489

97

148

24

$3,992,638

29

Top Five
All
Others
Total

$35,799,714

$2,351,669

Top Five
All
Others
Total

$6,975,086

56

$42,774,800

204

$38,762,730

246

Agency

Fiscal 2011

$26,408,126

16

126

Agency

Among the RGF loans granted to non-profits during Fiscal 2013 are:


A $254,830 loan to the Brooklyn Kindergarten Society to alleviate cash-flow problems while they
awaited the registration of a $18.9 million contract for services within the Administration for
Children’s Services’ innovative EarlyLearn program;



A $40,000 loan to Hudson Guild to alleviate cash-flow problems while they awaited the
registration of a $180,000 City Council discretionary contract to provide services within the
Department of Youth and Community Development’s “Out of School Time” program.

16

The total value and number of loans in Fiscal 2012 have been updated since publication of the Fiscal 2012 Indicators Report.
The numbers here reflect the most accurate available values for Fiscal 2012.
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FACES OF PROCUREM
MENT
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VETTING CONTRACTS DESIGNATED BY ELECTED OFFICIALS
Some nonprofits receive contract awards because they are directly designated for such awards,
termed “discretionary” or “line item” contracts, by the City Council or a borough president.17 Although
the value of these awards is a small percentage of the total procurement volume, these awards support
large institutions and small nonprofits alike with expense funding that is processed via line item contracts
or grants, or capital funding that results in a grant, contract or funding agreement. Strict requirements
apply to every award and the vendors are extensively vetted to ensure the integrity of each vendor with
which the City contracts, no matter how small.
Sometimes discretionary funds can go to large programs to provide additional support to already
funded providers. In Fiscal 2013, $51 million was allocated through the Department of Youth and
Community Development (DYCD) for the Out of School Time programs. Out of School Time programs
provide a mix of academic, recreational and cultural activities during holidays and summer vacation for
children in grades K-12 across all five boroughs.
Table III-4: Top Ten Agencies Administering Line Item Awards
Expense Awards
Expense Awards
Capital Awards
from Fiscal 2013
from Prior Years
Agency
EDC18

$

$

N/A

#
N/A

DYCD

$53,859,293

DFTA

N/A

#
N/A

$
$113,085,771

937

$5,132,578

460

N/A

N/A

$58,991,871 1,397

$30,900,252

925

$1,157,081

104

N/A

N/A

$32,057,333 1,029

DHMH

$22,891,275

287

$3,871,944

40

N/A

N/A

$26,763,218

327

CJC

$12,106,850

44

$5,558,654

15

N/A

N/A

$17,665,504

59

DHS

$14,746,889

3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$14,746,889

3

HRA

$11,174,006

22

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$11,174,006

22

ACS

$10,878,181

30

$3,500

1

N/A

N/A

$10,881,681

31

DDC

$0

0

$0

0

$10,000,000

19

$10,000,000

19

$206,035

2

$8,635,930

501

DCLA
Other
Total

$8,429,895

499

N/A

$15,894,345 414
269219
$180,880,986 3,161 $15,992,976

N/A

17
$0
637 $123,291,806

#
21

Total

$
$113,085,771

#
21

0
$16,163,564 431
42 $320,165,767 3,840

The City Council, through the Criminal Justice Coordinator (CJC) and SBS, allocated $111,000 to
The Hope Program. Since 1984, The Hope Program has been empowering New Yorkers to achieve
economic self-sufficiency through employment and advancement. The awards provided Brooklyn
residents with work readiness training and job placement services. In 2013, 255 Brooklynites were
17

Section 1-02(e) of the PPB rules authorizes awards “community-based not-for-profit organizations or other public service
organizations identified by elected City officials other than the Mayor and the Comptroller.”

18

The figures presented for EDC reflect the total registered value of the award, aggregating funding from sources in addition to
City Council members and borough presidents.
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enrolled across all programs. These programs also helped residents retain positions and advance. Jamall, a
graduate of the GROCERYworks program, went from a prison sentence to completing an internship in the
food industry and transitioning into a new career as a line cook.
Another example of line item expense funding can be found in the
seven awards allocated to Reach Out And Read of Greater New York
totaling $47,000 administered through DYCD. Founded with the
mission to partner with doctors and communities to “prescribe books”
and “promote interest and awareness about the importance of early
exposure to books and the enjoyment that reading can bring,” Reach
Out and Read used its discretionary awards to sustain programs at 191
hospitals and pediatric offices, reaching over 270,000 children
annually. This award went to purchase 17,745 books for children.

Reach Out and Read serves over
270,000 children annually
Credit: Reach Out and Read

Out of the Box Theatre Company
presents new interpretations of period
plays and contemporary classics featuring
working professionals at their peak and in
their prime: seasoned actors, directors &
designers primarily past 50 years of age.
The Company used its Fiscal 2013
Manhattan Borough President award to
put on a production of 45 Seconds from
Broadway. Out of the Box Theatre
Company also donates up to 30% of
ticket proceeds to senior centers in
Manhattan.
6/15 Green was awarded $3,000 in
discretionary funding in Fiscal 2013 for
its Brooklyn Alliance of Neighborhood Gardens (BANG) Project. 6/15 Green was created in an effort to
take back control of a vacant lot in its members’ neighborhood. With the award, 6/15 Green created a new
urban land trust, purchased hardware and lumber for welcome signs and installed a new solar powered
water feature.
Out of the Box donates ticket proceeds to senior centers
Credit: Out of the Box Theatre Company

Since discretionary award recipients are chosen directly by elected officials, the competition
requirements of the PPB rules do not apply. This makes the vetting process crucial. As part of this
process, the City Council requires nonprofits seeking more than $10,000 to demonstrate that they are
qualified to provide services. This “prequalification” process is initiated through a filing with DYCD, and
is overseen by MOCS. The pertinent agencies overseeing each program area make the substantive
determinations as to whether each applicant is qualified. Organizations receiving $10,000 or less are
vetted by Council staff. To facilitate contract processing, MOCS maintains and distributes a consolidated
list of all cleared awards to agencies as reviews are completed.
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Brooklyn Alliance of Neighborhood Gardens Project
Credit: 6/15 Green

In Fiscal 2013, the City Council allocated $218 million in expense budget dollars in over 5,000 awards.
Agencies processed these awards as efficiently as possible. To speed contract processing for qualified
organizations, those that were prequalified in a prior year were required simply to certify to their
contracting agency that no material changes in programming or key staff have occurred since their last
submission of an application. Any changes that could affect prequalification status must be disclosed.
MOCS clears these awards as quickly as possible, but delays may occur. Delays commonly occur when
awardees become delinquent with applicable State Attorney General Charities Bureau registration and
annual filing requirements. Nevertheless, by the end of Fiscal 2013 MOCS had succeeded in clearing 98%
of that year’s discretionary awards and agencies had completed registration of 88% of the value of those
awards, coming in above last year’s 84% completion rate.
Beginning in Fiscal 2011, as a result of a
new directive from the Speaker of the City
Council, each funded organization receiving
over $10,000 in cumulative City Council
discretionary funding must have a member
of its senior staff or board of directors attend
a MOCS-sponsored Capacity Building
Training session.19 These sessions bring
together experts to help nonprofits expand
their capacity in fundraising, leadership
skills, board development, internal controls,
the City contracting process, legal
compliance, nonprofit lobbying and
leadership development.

Table III-5: Fiscal 2013 Top Five Agencies Discretionary
Council Expense Allocations
Council
Cleared
Value
Agency
Allocation
Allocation
Processed in
Value
Value
Fiscal 2013
DYCD
$93,717,544
$91,864,990
$83,396,844
ACS
$42,120,389
$42,001,389
$40,066,492
DHMH
$25,078,384
$23,761,519
$20,944,418
DFTA
$16,034,001
$15,337,518
$15,263,359
CJC
$12,523,219
$12,523,219
$6,536,141
Top 5
subtotal

189,473,537

$185,488,635

$166,207,254

Other
Agencies

$29,099,575

$28,923,668

$26,178,180

$218,573,112

$214,412,303

$192,385,434

Total

Discretionary
funding
and
these
programs to support nonprofits serve an important role in affording City Council members and borough
presidents the opportunity to identify the needs of their communities and fulfill them through quality
service providers.

19

Nonprofit organizations that receive over $1 million in programmatic funding from City agencies are exempt from the
training mandate as they are reviewed by MOCS’s Capacity Building and Oversight unit (see page 39). In addition, large
nonprofits may apply for a waiver of the mandate based on their in-house expertise in the areas covered by the training.
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NONPROFIT
T CAPACIT
TY BUILDIN
NG
There are over 30
0,000 nonprofit organizations in Neew York Ciity registeredd
w
with the IRS under Section 501(c)(3) of the Inteernal Revenuue Code. Appproximatelyy
siix percent (1
1,800) of th
hese organizaations receiv
ve contract or grant funnds from the
C
City. These City-funded
C
nonprofits
n
provide
p
many
y of the cliennt and comm
munity serviices
thhat New Yorrkers rely on
n in tough tiimes. In factt, governme nt-funded feee-for-servicce contracts constitute
thhe largest so
ource of fund
ding for non
nprofits throu
ughout New
w York City.. City agenccies alone prrocessed a
tootal of 4,522 contracts an
nd grants forr $4 billion in
n Fiscal 2013.
C
Bu
uilding and Oversight (CBO) initiaative, launchhed by MOC
CS in 2007,, provides
The Capacity
deedicated tecchnical assisstance to th
he City’s no
onprofit venndors. Overr the last siix years, M
MOCS has
suupported the City’s nonp
profit partnerrs through a free trainingg program, tthe CBO Revview program
m, as well
ass a helpdesk
k for nonpro
ofits to acceess instant assistance.
a
Inn Fiscal 20113, CBO staaff respondeed to over
7,,000 phone and
a email reequests for nonprofit
n
asssistance and over 2,200 vvisitors cam
me to the CBO
O website
too obtain information on its
i programs.
Immed
diately afterr Hurricane Sandy,
S
CBO
O added a neew initiativee to assist thhe many orgaanizations
thhat were reelling from thee effects of the
t storm, either becausee their officees were damaged and/or there was
ann increased need for th
heir services. Over 600 nonprofit reepresentativves attended informationn sessions
orrganized by the Mayorr’s Office to
o learn abou
ut the FEM
MA Public A
Assistance prrogram, which offers
reecovery gran
nts to nonp
profits. CBO
O
Tablee III-6: Atten
ndance at F
Fiscal 2013 C
Capacity Bu
uilding
thhen conveneed a multi-agency task
k
Traiinings
foorce to prov
vide ongoing assistancee
T
Training Topic
Attendees
too
nonproffits
throug
ghout
thee
24
appplication prrocess. CBO
O also servess Discretionaary Clearance and Prequalificcation
too link FEM
MA, the NYS Office off Client Servvice Contracts
11
Emergency Managemen
nt and thee
Building In
nfrastructure too Support Orgaanizational Devvelopment
10
N
NYC nonproffit sector, ad
dvocating on
n
29
beehalf of orrganizations that faced
d Competitivve Contracts
diifficulties
with
thee
process. Discretionaary Contracts
23
A
Approximatelly 700 NYC
C nonprofitss
Internal Co
ontrols
20
ulltimately applied for
f
FEMA
A
B
Trainiing for Councill Funded Comm
munity
asssistance
and,
witth
CBO’ss Capacity20Building
436
Partners
leeadership, th
he task force reached outt
Total
553
too each organ
nization to asssist with thee
appplication prrocess.

20

This class wass offered six tim
mes during Fisscal 2013.
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“I think this was
better than I
expected, a great
way to keep all orgs,
small and big,
accountable. Please
continue the great
work!"

CBO conducted 12 nonprofit training sessions during
Fiscal 2013, attended by a total of 553 nonprofit leaders and staff
from City agencies charged with working with nonprofits, an
increase of 119 (or 27%) over last year. Two types of trainings
were provided: (1) full-day “Capacity Building Trainings,”
which are funded by the New York City Council and combine
comprehensive compliance information with skill-building
workshops, and (2) half-day topical trainings through the
Procurement Training Institute (see page 15). Training topics
and attendee numbers are listed in Table III-6.

As part of the CBO initiative, MOCS conducts reviews
of nonprofit providers’ internal controls, governance structures,
and fiscal oversight practices. To avoid imposing delays in the
contracting process, reviews are not linked to particular contract
‐Program staff,
awards. Nonprofits holding $1 million or more in City contracts
social service agency
are selected by CBO through a randomized process, although
CBO also reviews smaller organizations that request a review, or
in Manhattan
that are referred to CBO by City agencies. Of the 1,473 nonprofit
human service providers holding contracts in Fiscal 2013, only
376 met the $1 million CBO threshold. However, the value of
contracts held by these 376 nonprofits comprises nearly 97% of the value of all open contracts with the
nonprofit sector.
In Fiscal 2013, CBO opened four new reviews and completed or closed 66 reviews, most of which
had been opened in prior years. Additional reviews remained active as of the close of Fiscal 2013 as
organizations were still in the process of implementing CBO recommendations. Recommendations may
include improved board structure and governance policies, stronger financial controls, stricter conflicts of
interest and other organizational policies and improved executive compensation based on best practices.
Many recommendations are intended to be implemented over a period of time, particularly those that
require adoption by a board of directors. Since the program began, CBO has opened reviews of 480
nonprofits and completed 230 of those reviews.
In addition to its regular reviews, CBO provides an important oversight function when the City has
serious integrity concerns about a vendor. In such cases, MOCS, CBO and the contracting agencies may
work with the vendor to establish a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) that addresses the City’s concerns.
(Often the CAP requires a nonprofit vendor to complete a CBO review.) Once the CAP is in place, CBO
helps make sure the vendor stays in compliance with the CAP’s terms. In Fiscal 2013, MOCS and CBO
helped develop four new CAPs. In total, CBO is currently overseeing compliance for eight CAPs,
including CAPs put in place in prior fiscal years.
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C
CBO Hiighligh
ht: Merrrill Parrk Civicc Assocciation
CBO reviews
r
are conducted at
a random fo
or vendors thhat hold Cityy human serrvice contraccts valued
att $1 million
n or more in aggregatee, and generrally involve corresponndence and conversationns over a
siignificant len
ngth of timee, depending
g on the typee of recomm
mendations thhe nonprofit agrees to im
mplement.
Inn Fiscal 2013
3, CBO com
mpleted a rev
view of Merrrill Park Civvic Associatiion/Robert C
Couche Senior Citizen
C
Center. Estab
blished in 1957, this Qu
ueens-based
d nonprofit oorganizationn provides ssenior servicces in the
Sppringfield Gardens
G
neigh
hborhood in Queens.
CBO staff
s
found that
t the orgaanization waas providing quality servvices, but waas not adheriing to best
prractices relatted to board oversight an
nd several im
mportant intternal controols. CBO maade a recomm
mendation
consistinng of an tw
welve pointt plan to
strengtheen the orgganization’s financial
“The Robertt Couche Sen
nior Citizen Center has had a very
controls, board sttructure, aand legal
pproductive yeear thus far, however,
h
it is very encourag
ging to know
your organiza
ation CBO co
ontinues to bee available to
o offer sound
compliannce. Recom
mmendations included
advice and in
nsightful inforrmation when needed as in the past. We
such thiings as doocumenting financial
look forward to
t a continued
d relationship.”
”
policies aand proceduures; getting the board
more invvolved in ooversight off finances
-Eleanor Kelly
ly, Executive Director
D
annd auditing
g; and im
mplementing
g policies on
w
whistleblowerrs, conflict of
o interest, an
nd nepotism
m.
CBO provided po
olicies to asssist Merrill Park
P
C
Civic Associaation such ass a sample budget,
b
finan
ncial
poolicies and procedures manuals an
nd guidancee on
neepotism, conflict of in
nterest, whisstle blower and
doocument reetention pollicies. CBO
O also referred
M
Merrill Park
k Civic Center to other
o
techn
nical
asssistance
resources.
Merrill
Park
Civic
C
A
Association’ss board was
w
instrum
mental in the
coompletion off the CBO Review
R
proceess and took
k the
leead in ensu
uring full im
mplementation of the best
prractices CBO
O recommen
nded.

Robert Coouche Senior Ciitizen Center
Credit: Merrill Park Civicc Association
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FACES OF PROCUREM
MENT

H
HHS Acccelerator: Sim
mplifying the process
HHS Accelerator was created
d to simplify
fy and speedd the contraccting processs for humann services
prroviders. Th
hrough a deliberate and collaborativ
ve multi-yearr planning pprocess withh providers, redundant
paaper-based requirements
r
s were remo
oved, processses reenginneered, and ccontract doccuments stanndardized.
H
HHS Accelerator rolled out
o its first ph
hases to the public in Fiiscal 2013. R
Ryan Murrayy and Vincennt Pernetti
frrom the HHS
S Accelerato
or team discu
ussed the pro
oject with M
MOCS. The tteam is led bby Executivee Director
Louisa Chafee and First Deputy
D
Direcctor Dan Sym
mon.
H
How did thiss initiative begin?
b
We reely heavily on
o providers to deliver critical
c
cliennt and comm
munity servicces to New Y
York City
reesidents, Deputy Mayorr Linda Gibbs took up the charge to collaboraatively imprrove procurement for
huuman services and the co
oncept for Accelerator
A
was
w born.
H
How does HH
HS Accelera
ator impact contracting
g for nonprrofits and th
he City?
HHS Acceleratorr improves the
t providerr experiencee by establishing the D
Document V
Vault – a
ceentral, onlin
ne system th
hat allows providers to
o electroniccally store aand submit frequently requested
prrocurement documents
d
to
t agencies and
a a Prequaalification Ap
Application – a simple eleectronic queestionnaire
foocused on orrganizationall capacity, compliance with
w filings rregulations aand experiennce deliverinng relevant
seervices all in
n one conven
nient portal system.
s
W
What are thee next phasees of the pro
oject?
Startin
ng in Fall 2013,
2
providers will allso benefit from a new
w RFP form
mat that plaaces more
em
mphasis on program
p
app
proach and a Financial Management
M
t module thaat creates a common userr interface
foor providers and City ageencies to maanage budgetts, invoices aand paymennts.
W
What challen
nges have yyou faced aalong the
waay?
One challeenge we haave faced iss defining
serrvices across a range of sectors. Wee produced
thee new NYC
C Client and Communityy Services
Caatalog, deffining all services the City
addministers. N
Nonprofit aand agency program
staaff and pollicy leaders worked toogether to
sim
mplify and clarify definitions, andd the City
wiill use thesee clearer, connsistent defiinitions to
deelineate types of servicess.

HHS
H
Accelerato
or Team
Credit: Marceello Rios

w
www.nyc.gov
v/hhsacceleraator.
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Too learn moree about HHS Acceleratorr, visit

EARLYLEARN
EarlyLearn NYC is the City’s investment in a
publicly-funded early childhood education system
designed to raise educational standards, increase
family supports and strengthen professional
development for teachers. Studies
show that 90% of brain
development occurs before age
five, and that children who are
enrolled in quality early care are
more
likely
to
succeed
academically, graduate from high
school, and become part of the
workforce.
These
contracts
account for the majority of
spending for ACS in Fiscal 2013;
additionally, EarlyLearn accounts
for 15% of contract actions across
the City and 70% of contract
actions for ACS in Fiscal 2013.

proposal. The City received over 250 proposals in
response to the solicitation to provide EarlyLearn
services. Most importantly, the majority of
vendors are located in communities where early

In order to provide these
services, the City reached out to organizations
across all boroughs through a request for

childhood education services are most needed.

EarlyLearn serves over 42,000 NYC children annually
Credit: Tyler Ocon/MOCS

This initiative currently serves over 42,000
children across 149 registered contracts.

PROMPT PAYMENT
As part of implementing a fair and transparent
contracting process, the City has measures in
place to make sure vendors are paid in a timely
fashion. A consistent cash flow is critical to the
stability of business operations. Delayed
payments can have a negative impact on project
completion and milestone timeliness. With this
in mind, Section 4-12 of the PPB rules works as
an incentive for City agencies by authorizing
interest payments for late registration of human
services contracts. For example, a provider may
have to take out a loan as a result of a late
registration of a contract. The City would then be

required to reimburse the provider for interests
incurred on such loan.
Similarly, PPB Rule 4-06 prescribes
protections and requirements under City
contracts that allow for assessments of interest on
late payments due to pre-established criteria.
Each of these claims must be substantiated and
subject to strict requirements in line with
protecting tax dollars. Overall, these interests
constitute a nominal amount across City
agencies. In Fiscal 2013, the net interest paid on
justified claims was $2,232.
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Marcello Rios

The City procured close to $3 billion in construction services

Credit: Tyrone McFarlane/MOCS

IV. CONSTRUCTION
Over the last decade, the City has transformed its approach to construction. Major changes in the
City’s practices have embraced social responsibility, environmentally sound policies, and progressive
design. This undertaking is significant considering the diversity, scale and complexity of public
construction projects. Municipal construction projects are funded through City expense dollars, capital
money and grants. Capital projects are financed by selling bonds and involve the construction,
reconstruction, acquisition or installation of “a physical public improvement” such as a bridge. Therefore,
agencies must carefully plan for the scopes of projects while ensuring that funds are in place on time for
the procurement process. The City’s presence in this industry is notable; by way of illustration, in Fiscal
2013 the City awarded approximately $2.6 billion in construction work. Construction services accounted
for 17% of all City procurement. These programs will continue to have an important role in municipal
construction in the short and long term.
The City has transformed its physical plant and developed mechanisms to better respond to a
continuously evolving construction portfolio. Prior to the creation of the Department of Design and
Construction (DDC) City agencies had carried out their own construction projects. By consolidating these
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efforts, the City was able to use its resources more efficiently.
Under the current administration, the City began to adopt and
build upon innovative concepts in construction procurement
such as Quality Based Selection (QBS), Sustainable Design
and Active Design. For instance, the Design and Construction
Excellence Initiative paved the way for the codification of
improvements in procurement practices such as QBS. Modeled
after the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) Design
Excellence program, QBS allows the City to prioritize quality
by focusing on a company’s experience and technical
approach, as opposed to price, when awarding contracts. For
an in-depth discussion on QBS, please see page 57.
The City has embarked on progressive design by
engaging in research, partnering with expert entities, and
passing legislation. Earlier this year, the City committed to the concept of Active Design. The idea, based
on substantive research, is that urban design and building code changes can improve health conditions by
supporting physical activity. For example, agencies will be required to review the design of covered
capital projects to identify opportunities to incorporate active design elements. On page 58, Joanna Frank,
Executive Director of the Center for Active Design, discusses how changes in the built environment can
help to address obesity and related chronic diseases.
NYC bike lane
Credit: Robert Katz/MOCS

The City has also positioned itself at the vanguard of procurement legislation and policy reform to
promote fair practices and improve contracting in this industry. In 2009, the City announced a series of
PLAs with provisions to help small, minority- and women-owned construction firms and to promote
careers in the field of construction. These agreements engage the City and the Building Trades unions in
common labor provisions that apply to all contractors and subcontractors working on a project. See a
discussion of PLAs on page 48. The City estimates that this program will result in approximately $300
million in gained savings, and over 1,500 new construction jobs.
Similarly, in 2009, the PPB rules were changed to grant agencies more flexibility in using a
Prequalification list (PQL) for construction. Prequalification allows an agency to review the qualifications
of a company, deem it qualified to compete, and then compile a list which is then used in the award
competition. PQLs save agencies time in their contract award process. In Fiscal 2013, DDC used this
procurement approach for seven construction projects including beach restoration after Hurricane Sandy
and citywide sewer reconstruction.
In comparison to other municipalities, public construction projects in New York City are unique in
many ways including industry diversity and size. These factors present special challenges for us. To give
some perspective, Phoenix, Arizona is a large, fast-growing city making substantial investments in new
construction. According to its 2013-2018 Preliminary Capital Improvement Program (CIP) report,
Phoenix manages a localized portfolio of new construction, renovation and improvements of existing
infrastructure and land acquisition valued at approximately $2.8 billion over five years. That’s the same
amount as the New York City’s portfolio this year.
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Moreover, the types of projects managed by New York City are quite diverse even within the
industry. The City’s public construction
contracts can be classified into 10 general
categories: Sewers, Water Mains, Water
Pollution Control, Watershed, New Buildings,
Building Renovations, Housing, Roads,
Bridges and Parks. On one end of the
spectrum, the City uses small contractors to
work on housing renovations and other
similar projects. For example, in Fiscal 2013
HPD awarded a $17,509 contract to Bijoy
Construction Group for roof replacement.
Similarly, A. Russo Wrecking, Inc., a
certified Women-owned Business Enterprise
Kensico Dam
(WBE), also won several small demolition
Credit: NYC Water
jobs through competitive sealed bids at this
dollar range. On the other end, the City also has regional and national firms competing for large projects
in key water supply projects and water pollution control plants. For instance, DDC awarded a $45 million
contract to C & L Contracting Corp. to build an athletic center on Staten Island. These contracts illustrate
the breadth of publicly funded construction in the
City.
In this environment, the City’s construction
program warrants flexibility in procurement in order
to achieve cost efficiencies and adjust to changing
conditions. Construction procurement is primarily
done through CSBs, which accounted for 96% of all
new contracting in this industry this fiscal year. In
the architecture and engineering industry, where
agencies need greater flexibility to evaluate vendors’
qualifications, the predominant method of
procurement was request for proposals (RFP),
accounting for 90% of new contracting.
City capital projects also require an ability to
respond to changes in conditions and unforeseen
Public Safety Answering Center II Bronx, NY
circumstances. Vendors often face unanticipated
Credit: Marcello Rios/MOCS
situations such as changing weather conditions and
deal with densely populated work sites. In order to respond to unexpected conditions, agencies process
change orders to modify the terms of contracts. Change orders can add or subtract money from the value
of the contract as well as address immediate needs including design changes or unexpected site conditions.
For example, a change order was necessary when additional materials were unexpectedly needed to
remove and dispose materials containing lead and asbestos at Bowne House in Weeping Beech Park. In
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Fiscal 2013, agencies processed over 2,700 construction and design change orders worth almost $633
million. Delays in capital projects can result in significant losses for the City. Therefore, the City has
continued to make efforts to control escalation in construction costs. Page 53 discusses change order cycle
time in greater depth, and provides an insight into construction agencies’ performance in this area.
Ultimately, all the construction contract categories introduced earlier permeate the lives of New
York City residents. For this reason, the City has worked diligently to deliver the highest quality of
construction projects and related services. The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) oversees
work on sewers, water mains, water pollution control, and the watersheds. These projects allow the City to
maintain an adequate supply of clean, fresh drinking water for all New Yorkers, and prevent the spread of
waterborne disease. In Fiscal 2013, for example, DEP began work with Schiavone Construction to build a
bypass tunnel for the Delaware aqueduct. This $101 million contract and similar projects will help
maintain crucial watersheds.
The City routinely conducts maintenance and construction to ensure safety as millions of people
enter New York City each day by bridges and use sidewalks and roads. In Fiscal 2013, DOT awarded a
$104 million contract to CCA Civil Inc., for the construction of 3,000 feet of the Belt Parkway in
Brooklyn, which includes replacement of bridge parts over Gerritsen Inlet. This contract is highlighted in
this fiscal year’s top 25 procurements. (see page 2).
DPR awards numerous contracts in order to
maintain playgrounds, tennis courts, and ball fields.
DPR’s site work is performed by vendors such as
TBO Sitescapes, which reconstructed basketball
courts, paved tennis facilities, and performed
general site work throughout Brooklyn for $2.5
million in Fiscal 2013.
This year 50% of the construction universe
can be attributed to new buildings (12%),
renovations (17%), and housing (21%). One
DEP oversees work on sewers, water mains, water pollution
example of these building projects is the East 91st
control, and the watersheds.
Credit: DEP
Street Marine Transfer Station. In Fiscal 2013,
DDC contracted with Skanska-Trevcon JV for $181 million to build this new structure in Manhattan.
Within the facility, waste is packaged into containers and transported away from the City by barge. The
work completed through this contract is an important part of the solid waste management plan of the
Department of Sanitation (DSNY) for the next 20 years. As you read through the rest of this section,
you’ll learn about how the City remains a key player and driving force behind many innovative
approaches to procurement in the construction industry.
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PROJECT LABOR AGR
REEMENTS
S
Project Labor Agreeements (PL
LAs) are agreements
a
beetween a pro
operty ownerr and relevan
nt unions thaat establish
laabor provisions that wiill apply to all work done
d
on a
prroject. Sincee Fiscal 201
10, the Bloo
omberg Adm
ministration
haas engaged in a series of PLAs with
w
the Bu
uilding and
C
Construction Trades Coun
ncil of Greatter New Yorrk (BCTC)
aiimed at realiizing potentiial cost savin
ngs of more than $300
m
million, while preserving
g 1,500 con
nstruction jo
obs during
thhe economic downturn. The
T PLAs lo
ower constru
uction costs
annd promote job stabiliity by prov
viding comm
mon labor
prrovisions fo
or contracto
ors and sub
bcontractorss, such as
sttandard work
k hours and holidays, an
nd lower overtime and
shhift premium
ms. In additio
on, when utiilizing a PLA
A, the City
caan save timee and money by awarding constructio
on work to
a single geneeral contracto
or, instead of
o multiple contractors
c
ass would otheerwise be req
quired by thee State’s Wiccks Law.21
To date, 213
2 contractts valued at over $3 biillion have
beeen registereed under PL
LA. In Fiscall 2013 alonee a total of
700 contracts valued
v
at $757 million were
w registerred under a
PL
LA. 58 off these PL
LA contractts were co
onstruction
coontracts, with
w
the oth
hers falling
g under prrofessional
seervices.
Three contracts accou
unted for ov
ver 50% of the dollar
vaalue of PLA
A work registtered in Fisccal 2013. Th
he East 91st
Sttreet Marinee Transfer Station new
w construction project
w
was registerred for $182
$
million. DDC procured
prrefabricated modular units in respon
nse to Hurriccane Sandy
att a cost of $105
$
million
n. The first phase contract for the
D
DEP water by
ypass tunnell in the Hudson Valley, negotiated
inn Fiscal 20
012 with th
he Hudson Valley Buiilding and
C
Construction Trades Cou
uncil, was allso registered
d for $102
m
million.

FISH PASSSAGE
This yeear, the Depaartment
of Parks aand Recreatioon
awarded a contract forr
constructioon on the Eaast 182nd
Street Dam Fish Passage thhrough a
competitivve sealed bbid. This project will
install a sppecially buillt passage too help fish
swim upsttream.
The East 182nnd St. Dam is
approximaately 2.9 m
miles upstreeam from
where thee Bronx Riiver meets the Long
Island Soound. The ppassage willl provide
anadromouus fish acccess to a ffreshwater
spawning habitat, whiich will helpp establish
a sustainaable herringg populationn on the
river.
This
contract
will
alsso
fund
reconstrucction of partss of the dam
m, fencing,
a new piccnic area, aand restoration of the
surroundinng ecosystem
m. Work is scheduled
to be comppleted in Sprring 2015.
This prroject is parrtially funded through
a grant joiintly by the W
Wildlife Connservation
Society-thhe
Nationnal
Oceannic
and
Atmospheeric Admiinistration (NOAA)
South B
Bronx Watterfront Paartnership.
Support w
was also froom received from the
NYS Envvironmental Protection Fund and
the Nationnal Fish and Wildlife Fouundation.

21

The Wicks Laaw requires sep
parate specificaations and bidd
ding for
pllumbing, HVA
AC, and electriccal work on pub
blic constructio
on projects
: $3 million
ovver a certain threshold amoun
nt determined geographically
g
inn Bronx, Kings, New York, Queens
Q
and Richmond countiees, $1.5
m
million in Nassaau, Suffolk, and
d Westchester, counties and $500,000
$
in
all other countiees.
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Fish passagee installation
C
Credit: DPR

PLA Workforce
W
The PLAs
P
also co
ontain provissions to promote M/WB
BE contractoor participation.
M
MOCS and SBS
S
continu
ue to particiipate in the Mayor’s C
Committee oon Constructtion
O
Opportunity to
t look at bo
oth contracto
or and work
kforce diverssity on PLA
A projects onn an
onngoing basis. In Fiscal 2013, 24 contracts
c
un
nder PLA, vvalued at $997 million, w
were
aw
warded to M/WBE
M
firm
ms, 77 actiive PLA projects had 123 subconntracts awarrded to
M
M/WBE firms, with a totaal value of $28.7
$
million
n.
us of the traade workforcce on each P
PLA projectt22 is taken tthe first weeek of each
A snap shot censu
quuarter (i.e. the first weeek of January
y, April, Jully and Octoober) giving a picture off workforce diversity,
appprentice uttilization an
nd use of ‘bring
‘
along
g’ hiring prrovisions foor regular w
workers of nonunion
coontractors.
Chart IV-1 presen
nts data from
m this census that breaks down the w
worker participation by ggender and
etthnicity. Chaart IV-2 breaaks down th
he worker paarticipation bby union stattus. The chaart shows thaat the vast
m
majority of workers
w
on PLA
P
projects are union members foollowed by apprentices in a union sponsored
appprenticeship
p program. M/WBE
M
con
ntractors and
d other conttractors mayy ‘bring alonng’ some of their own
w
workforce if no
n union wo
orkers are avaailable, or un
nder other coonditions sppecified in thhe PLA.
Charrt IV-1: PLA
A Workforcce by
Gender & Ethnicity

22

Chart IV-2: PLA Woorkforce by
U
Union Statu
us

Projects with NYC
N
BCTC do
o not include a PLA project in
i the Hudson V
Valley.
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APPRENTICESHIP
Apprenticeship programs provide for education and training in a skilled trade through a
combination of on the job training under the guidance of experienced workers and classroom instruction.
These programs provide New Yorkers with a path to advance into well paying careers in the construction
industry. Under a directive issued by MOCS (the Apprenticeship Directive), the City requires nearly all
vendors awarded construction contracts over $3 million to show participation in apprenticeship programs
that have been approved by the State Department of Labor and have successfully operated and passed
probationary status.
Table IV-1 Fiscal 2013 Newly-Awarded Construction Contracts – Apprenticeship Program Coverage
App. Dir.
Agency

PLA

Gov't/NonProfit/Utility

Union

Total $
$ Value

%

$ Value

%

%

$ Value

%

$90,916,648

$14,600,000

16%

$48,261,128

53%

$502,110

1%

$19,846,800

DDC

$1,019,917,899

$342,723,097

34%

$475,292,798

47%

$177,657,725

17%

DEP

$689,931,262

$3,000,000

0%

$163,060,508

24%

$352,963,930

DOT

$144,309,579

$108,602,630

75%

$0

0%

DPR

$195,706,293

$32,075,264

16%

$10,852,955

$2,797,069

$0

0%

HPD

$24,408,434

$5,825,000

24%

All
Others

$68,214,324

$0

0%

$2,236,201,508

$506,825,992

23%

DCAS

DSNY

Citywide

$ Value

Uncategorized
$ Value

%

22%

$7,706,610

8%

$1,456,653

0%

$22,787,626

2%

51%

$42,976,000

6%

$127,930,824

19%

$7,831,854

5%

$15,760,095

11%

$12,115,000

8%

6%

$42,664,131

22%

$32,563,158

17%

$77,550,785

40%

$0

0%

$2,275,000

81%

$0

0%

$522,069

19%

$0

0%

$10,132,440

42%

$0

0%

$8,450,994

35%

$30,281,474

44%

$5,060,037

7%

$28,090,794

41%

$4,782,019

7%

$727,748,863

33%

$599,087,227

27%

$140,693,500

6%

$261,845,927

12%

In Fiscal 2013, City agencies registered 49 construction contracts that fell under the
Apprenticeship Directive, representing a total value of nearly $507 million. In addition to these contracts,
the City awarded 58 construction contracts (valued at just under $728 million) under the City’s PLAs.
While contracts subject to a PLA are technically exempt from the Apprenticeship Directive, the terms of
the PLA require all contractors working on PLA projects to participate in the union-affiliated apprentice
programs. Thus, an additional $728 million in construction contracts had apprenticeship participation via
the PLAs. An additional $599 million of construction contracts went to firms that participate in apprentice
programs, although the specific procurements did not require apprentice participation. The number of
emergency contracts related to Hurricane Sandy dramatically increased the volume of contracts which
were not subject to the Apprenticeship Directive or the PLAs.
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Chart IV-3: Fiscal 2013 Apprenticeship Primes
Top Ten Trades
80
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40
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During Fiscal 2013, virtually all vendors covered by the Apprenticeship Directive complied by
participating in programs affiliated with a union, usually a union associated with the Building Trades
unions. The trades most commonly included in those prime contracts are those associated with heavy,
highway or site construction, as distinct from work within a building.
Table IV-2: Fiscal 2013
Apprenticeship
Subcontracts on Non-PLA
Primes
Agency

#

$ Value

DCAS

12

$1,852,500

DDC

24

$27,220,278

DEP

116

$29,914,619

DOC

3

$1,010,000

DOT

3

$613,000

DPR

89

$12,222,645

DSNY

13

$3,034,671

FDNY

10

$1,967,910

HPD

12

$2,243,800

NYPD

2

$99,800

Total

284

During Fiscal 2013, there were a total of 284 subcontracts, valued at
$80 million, on projects covered by the apprenticeship directive but not a
PLA. Subcontracts involving apprenticeable trades are only required where
the value is one million dollars or more. Many subcontracts are for services
that do not involve trades such as professional engineering, laboratory testing
and construction photography. In Fiscal 2013, 22% of the value of
subcontracts under the Apprentice Directive was awarded to M/WBE firms.

$80,179,224
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Table IV-3: Fiscal 2013 Subcontracting on Non-PLA Construction Contracts
Subject to Apprenticeship Requirements
Total Subcontracts

Type of Goals
Program

M/WBE Subcontracts

Non-M/WBE Subcontracts

Count

Value

Count

Value

%Value

Count

Value

%Value

113

$55,744,627

37

$8,866,746

15%

76

$46,877,881

84%

LL129 Goals
Apprenticeship
Only

167

$24,366,097

58

$9,820,509

40%

109

$14,545,587

60%

4

$68,500

0

$0

0%

4

$68,500

100%

Total

284

$80,179,223

95

$18,687,255

22%

189

$61,491,968

77%

State/Federal
Goals

Table IV-4 below shows the trades associated with the subcontracts of contracts under the
apprenticeship directive.

Table IV-4: Trades Listed in Fiscal 2013
Apprenticeship Subcontracts
Trade Classification

# Subcontracts
Including
Listed Trade

Trade
Classification

# Subcontracts
Including
Listed Trade

Boilermaker

1

Operating
Engineer

23

Bricklayer/Mason

9

Ornamental Iron

20

Carpenter

17

Painter

10

Derrickperson/Rigger

2

Painter Structural

7

Dockbuilder

2

Paver

3

Electrician

54

Plumber

25

Engineer

6

Pointer

4

Floor Coverer

2

Roofer

9

Glazier

6

Sheet Metal

16

Heat & Frost
Insulator

7

Steamfitter

13

Laborer

85

Stone Mason

4

Mason

3

Structural Iron

11

Metallic Lather

3

Tile Layer

2

Millwright

3

Timberperson

1
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CHANGE ORDERS
Change orders are amendments to construction contracts to authorize additional work necessary to
complete the project or to add work that does not materially change the original contract scope. To
accurately report processing timeliness and change orders as a percent of the original contract, we
categorize change orders into either design change orders (DCOs) on architectural and engineering
contracts relating to such projects or construction change orders (CCOs) for those on the actual
construction services component of the projects.
In Fiscal 2013, design change orders averaged 17% of the original contract value, slightly lower
than Fiscal 2012. Although this represents a significant portion of the original contract value, it is
important to note that often revised designs can help mitigate increases to the construction costs. Further,
almost 90% of change orders were 5% or less of the original contract amount. We continued to improve
processing times for DCOs. In Fiscal 2013 the average processing time decreased by 12%, from an
average of 81 to 71 days.
Table IV-5: Fiscal 2013 Design Change Order (DCO) Processing
DCOs as a % of Contracts
Original
Contract
Value

DCO Value

68
53
33
10

$208,965,015
$376,065,541
$164,063,802
$13,552,449

7
171

Agency Count

DDC
DEP
DOT
DPR
All
Others
Total

Processing Time (Days)

Fiscal
2013

Fiscal
2012

Fiscal
2011

Fiscal
2010

Fiscal
2013

Fiscal
2012

Fiscal
2011

Fiscal
2010

$34,435,226
$73,835,649
$14,526,576
$1,337,974

16%
20%
9%
10%

13%
33%
6%
6%

9%
9%
8%
10%

23%
20%
17%
17%

75
85
39
103

81
87
64
91

89
123
89
144

196
158
156
97

$19,702,315

$5,149,282

26%

3%

7%

22%

49

75

153

93

$782,349,123

$129,284,707

17%

19%

9%

20%

71

81

109

156
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For construction change orders, most agencies performed comparably to last year. With the
continued economic downturn leading to lower construction prices, City agencies benefitted as the value
of construction change orders relative to original contract values remained low, at 3%, slightly less than
Fiscal 2012. Construction change order processing times continued to show improvement in Fiscal 2013,
as the average processing time declined by 7% from an average of 105 days to 98 days.

Table IV-6: Fiscal 2013 Construction Change Order (CCO) Processing
CCOs as a % of Contracts
Agency

Count

Original
Contract Value

CCO Value

DCAS
DDC
DEP
DOT
DPR
DSNY
All
Others
Total

121
812
966
103
366
147

$102,315,105
$2,667,384,531
$8,557,010,106
$2,019,766,832
$421,835,027
$735,341,350

49
2,564

Processing Time (Days)

Fiscal
2013

Fiscal
2012

Fiscal
2011

Fiscal
2010

Fiscal
2013

Fiscal
2012

Fiscal
2011

Fiscal
2010

$6,438,284
$119,300,979
$236,848,282
$45,232,751
$46,169,931
$1,564,247

6%
4%
3%
2%
11%
0.2%

13%
4%
3%
2%
14%
2%

5%
7%
3%
3%
7%
0%

3%
5%
3%
4%
11%
3%

95
98
110
49
86
80

100
152
74
60
131
145

83
112
132
76
155
121

80
105
179
141
179
81

$97,555,109

$48,263,924

49%

21%

6%

3%

119

106

94

108

$14,601,208,060

$503,818,398

3%

4%

3%

3%

98

105

125

150

There are a number of specific reasons an agency will decide to move forward with a change
order. Reasons for change orders include non-material scope change, field condition, design omission,
design error and administrative change. Many times there are multiple concurrent reasons that an agency
must proceed with a change order. According to data from the citywide Automated Procurement Tracking
system (APT), 43% of construction change orders in Fiscal 2013 resulted from a field condition, 19%
resulted from administrative changes, and another 19% resulted from design omission.
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PREVAILING
G & LIVIN
NG WAGE LAWS
Agencies also evaluatte a vendor’s complian
nce
w
with federal, state and City labor law
ws that secu
ure
thhe wage righ
hts of the veendor’s employees. Und
der
thhe State Labo
or Law, prev
vailing wagee requiremen
nts
appply to pu
ublic work projects and buildin
ng
23
seervices. City
C
law establishes Living
L
Wag
ge
reequirements for certain types
t
of con
ntracts such as
coontracts for building services,
s
day
y care, Head
Sttart prograams, homee care, fo
ood servicees,
teemporary wo
orkers and services to persons wiith
ceerebral palsy
y. In Fiscal 2013, the City awardeed
9448 contractss, valued att $2.1 billio
on, subject to
prrevailing waage requirem
ments and 256
2 contractts,
vaalued at $1.9
9 billion, su
ubject to the Living Wag
ge
Law. EDC also
a
processsed 29 con
ntract action
ns,
vaalued at $157 million
n, for worrk subject to
prrevailing waage requirem
ments.

102 ttriggers ennhanced ageency
inspecction of bidss when the pprice
differeence betweeen the appparent
low bid and the next lowest
responnsive bid exxceeds speccified threshholds. The
agencyy must obtaain detailed informationn from the
low bbidder to maake sure thatt the low biid has not
been m
made in disrregard of thee obligation to pay all
workeers their legaally mandateed wages. Foor contract
awardds subject to EO 102, M
MOCS must rreview the
contraacting agenccies’ determ
minations beefore such
contraacts can be aawarded.
Chartt IV-4: Prevvailing Wage Contractss by Agency
y
Total Nu
umber of Coontracts = 9948
ACS - 4%
% DCAS 11%

Pursuant to
o Executive Order No. 102
1 (EO 102
2),
M
MOCS and City
C agenciees are requirred to oversee
annd ensure compliance by City vendors wiith
prrevailing and
d living wag
ge laws. In particular,
p
EO
E

N
NYPD 4%

All
Others O
16%
HPD 20%

DE
EP 133%
DPR 14%

DSNY 3%

T
The City awardeed 948 prevailin
ng wage contraccts in Fiscal 20
013
Credit: Marrcello Rios/MOC
CS

DDC
C10%
%

DOT 5%

MO
OCS conduccted 25 such reviews durring Fiscal
2013, approvingg all of thhe relevantt awards.
Agenccies that have been delegaated this
responnsibility reviiewed and appproved an additional
21 aw
wards. Of thee 46 approveed awards, 39 resulted
in reggistered conntracts during Fiscal 22013; the
other seven contrracts remainned pending as of the
end off the fiscal yyear.24

23

Projects for co
onstruction, recconstruction orr maintenance on
o
beehalf of a publiic entity are generally consideered public
work. Building services
s
are defined as work, on behalf of a
puublic entity, wh
hich is associatted with care an
nd upkeep of an
a
exxisting building
g (e.g., cleaners, gardeners an
nd security
guuards) and valu
ued at more thaan $1,500.

24

Ninee awards were aapproved in Fiscal 2012 but nnot reported
as regisstered in last yeear’s Procurem
ment Indicatorss Report.
Eight oof these awardss were registereed in Fiscal 2013, the low
bidder on the remainiing contract wiithdrew from thhe job and
the conntract was awarrded to anotherr vendor.
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FACES OF PROCUREM
MENT

JJohn Sp
pavins – MOC
CS Coorrdinatoor for L
Labor Initiativves
H
How has city
ywide constrruction chan
nged under the Bloomb
berg Admin
nistration?
Thhe Bloombeerg Administration made a number of decisiions relatedd to the im
mportance off labor in
coonstruction. First, prevaailing wage enforcemen
nt on public
w
work and buiilding servicce contracts is importantt because it
leevels the com
mpetitive plaaying field on
o bids that require the
usse of skilleed trade lab
bor. The pre-award
p
process
p
has
aggencies look
king at the low bidder for prevaailing wage
coompliance (o
originally maandated by Executive
E
Orrder No. 73
annd updated by
b Executive Order No.. 102). We also
a created
seeveral kinds of training in prevailin
ng wage com
mpliance at
alll levels of City
C governm
ment.
In add
dition, this Administrati
A
ion developeed a policy
onn apprenticeeship particip
pation which
h balances th
he needs of
sm
mall contracctors with ou
ur interest in
n a skilled construction
c
w
workforce and
a
opporttunities forr New Yorkers
Y
in
appprenticeship
p training. The
T use of prroject labor agreements
siince the ado
option of the Wicks Laaw Reform Act by the
Sttate Legislaature has pro
ovided for labor
l
cost savings
s
and
sttreamlined construction
c
primarily within
w
the caategories of
neew building,, repair of pu
ublic buildin
ngs, and wateer pollution
coontrol plantss.

John Spavvins, Labor Initiiatives Coordin
nator, MOCS
Crredit: Marcello Rios/MOCS

Y
You worked with MOCS
S on the Wiicks Law Reeform Act. W
Why is it soo important to the City?
The Wicks
W
Reform
ms were sign
ned into law
w in April 20008 and tookk effect at thhe beginningg of Fiscal
20009. This acct accomplish
hed several key
k objectiv
ves, the mostt important bbeing the abbility to bid tto a single
fuully accountaable contracttor when building or ren
novating an aabove grounnd structure. The Wicks Law prior
too the 2008 reforms requ
uired separatte bidding off electrical, plumbing annd HVAC w
work resultinng in four
coontractors (three ‘Wick
ks trades’ plus
p
a geneeral construuction contrractor) eachh having a piece of
reesponsibility
y for the deliv
very of a sin
ngle project.
W
What changees would you like to seee in construction in the years aheaad?
I woulld like to seee the public agencies
a
add
d additional alternative cconstruction procuremennt models
too the toolbox
x, and to con
ntinue stream
mlining the ex
xisting procuurement andd payment prrocesses.
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QUALITY-BASED SELECTION (QBS)
Quality Based Selection (QBS) is a methodology, typically used when procuring construction
related services, when evaluating proposals from a RFP. The method focuses on the technical merit of
proposals, after which the City enters directly into price negotiations with the highest rated proposer. For
this type of professional service, and other approved procurements where it is in the City’s best interest to
contract with the best qualified vendor for a particular project, QBS is the preferred selection method as
per PPB Rule 3-03(g). From Fiscal 2009 to Fiscal 2013, the City has procured 230 contracts using QBS
for approximately $1.4 billion.
QBS was introduced to the City’s contracting process in 2004 under the Innovative Procurement
rule (PPB Rule 3-12), whereby new procurement methods are piloted and reviewed before being
considered for PPB rule codification. As part of Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg’s Design + Construction
Excellence Initiative, DDC began
implementation of its Design
Excellence
program
under
Commissioner David Burney. The
priorities of DDC’s program aligned
with the principles of QBS and so,
in partnership with MOCS, DDC
and DPR tested the viability of
using QBS to select consultants for
July 12, 200425
architectural and engineering design
work.

“Each year…our administration
demonstrates its commitment to
fostering good design in our city.”
- Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg,

The goals of adopting QBS were to increase competition for City projects by attracting highly
qualified firms which may otherwise have been reluctant to pursue City contracts, improve the quality of
design for public construction work, and realize cost savings over the life of the project.
The first two procurements testing QBS were RFPs for master service agreements for architectural
and engineering services, and attracted the largest number of proposals ever received by DDC as well as
new vendors in two solicitations. One was directed at smaller firms with no more than 10 professional
staff to work on projects of smaller scope (estimated up to $5 million, not to exceed $10 million at one
time); the other RFP was directed at larger firms with no limit on firm or project size. The first solicitation
resulted in 171 proposals; 94% of those firms had never contracted with the City. The second drew 135, of
which 73% had never contracted with the City. DDC successfully awarded a variety of projects using
QBS, and the selection method was adopted into the RFP evaluation process by the PPB in 2006.

25

Press Release, Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg Announces the 22nd Annual Art Commission Awards For Excellence In
Design (July 12, 2004).
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G
Getting New Yorkers
Y
s Movin
ng
Jooanna Frank is the Execu
utive Directo
or of the Cen
nter for Activve Design
(ccenterforactivedesign.org
g/), a nonpro
ofit organizaation based inn New Yorkk City that
prromotes chan
nges in the built
b
environ
nment as meaans to comb at obesity annd related
chhronic diseasses.
C
Can you describe how the
t Active design
d
guideelines were developed and what ssorts of devvelopment
th
hey encoura
age?
Activee Design, th
he principlee of having
g the built environmennt
prromote pub
blic health goals,
g
was years in th
he making. There is a
prrecedent for this; in the early 20th century,
c
befo
ore the deveelopment andd
w
widespread use of antibio
otics, infectio
ous disease was pandem
mic. The Cityy
adddressed th
he crisis by
y upgrading
g the wateer distributiion system
ms
(rreservoirs, piiping, etc.) to
t ensure cleean water, an
nd passing hhousing law
ws
too reduce oveercrowding. So
S historicallly, the builtt environmennt has playedd
a role in impaacting publicc health.
The Active
A
Desig
gn Guidelin
nes are a sett of strategiies aimed aat
crreating healtthier neighb
borhoods, bu
uildings, streeets, and ouutdoor spacees
thhat encouraage walking
g, bicycling
g, and acttive transpoortation andd
reecreation. Pu
ublished in 2010, they are
a the resu
ult of a multtidisciplinaryy
Joanna Frank, Executtive Director,
coollaboration between City
C
agencies, design an
nd health pprofessionalss,
Center for A
Active Design
deevelopers, and
a
academ
mic partnerss. Then, in 2012, a m
multi-agencyy
Crredit: Marcello Rios/MOCS
O
Obesity Task Force conveened as partt of the Mayo
or’s public hhealth initiattive and pubblished “Revversing the
Eppidemic: Th
he New York
k City Obesiity Task Forrce Plan to P
Prevent and Control Obeesity,” recom
mmending
thhe full scale implementattion of the Active
A
Design
n Guideliness.
G
hiighlight a wide
w
range off projects inn NYC that eencourage aactive recreattion (such
The Guidelines
ass parks, play
ygrounds, and places likee the High Line),
L
active ttransportatioons (such as pedestrian pplazas and
biicycle infrasstructure), healthy
h
food
d access (inccluding farm
mers marketts and comm
munity garddens), and
acctive circulaation within buildings (for examplee in the new
w Cooper U
Union buildinng, or the V
Via Verde
m
mixed- housin
ng developm
ment in the Bronx.)
B
W
What role do
o you envisiion the Cen
nter will pla
ay in urban design and
d new constrruction in N
New York
C
City moving forward?
Over the
t next yeaar, we expectt to hold at least
l
a dozenn training seessions targeeting City aggency staff
inn order to support
s
imp
plementation
n of Executiive Order N
No. 359. W
We plan to hhost quarterrly public
w
workshops with the desig
gn community and comm
munity-based organizatiions. We waant to build aawareness
onn many leveels – with thee agencies who
w oversee built environnment initiaatives, with tthe designerss who can
diirectly shapee the health impacts
i
of specific
s
projeects, and witth the users of public sppaces and buuildings so
thhey know wh
hat is possiblle and underrstand the po
otential healtth benefits.
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The City procured over $1 billion in goods in Fiscal 2013

V.

Credit: Marcello Rios/MOCS

SUPPORTING CITY AGENCIES THROUGH GOODS AND SERVICES

The City provides many services due to the
hard work and dedication of its thousands of
employees. In order to keep City government
running, those employees need vital support
services, often provided by contracted vendors.
These vendors provide the pens and pencils for
every office, the ambulances and fire engines,
cleaning services for City buildings, maintenance
and repair of vital machinery, laboratory testing,
specialized legal services, information technology
services and meet many other vital needs.
Procurements of this type fall mainly into three
industries: professional services, standardized
services, and goods.

Professional services include contracts for the
provision of various kinds of expert advice and
consulting, including legal services, medical
services and information technology consulting.
Sometimes, professional services vendors support
City initiatives in other areas as well. Consultants
help design better, more efficient human service
programs and construction management firms
assist the City with organizing the complexity of
large construction projects.
Contracts for economic development are also
considered to be professional services, and so the
very large contracts funding EDC and Governors
Island held by SBS make the agency the largest
purchaser in this industry, with 79% of the
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procurement in professional services in Fiscal
2013. Because there is only one unique vendor to
perform the economic development services
required by these large contracts, the sole source
method accounts for 79% of the new
procurements in this category. Because
professional services require the vendor to
exercise discretion, they are often procured
through the RFP method (9% of new professional
services contracting in Fiscal 2013). DDC used
the RFP method to procure several new contracts
for construction management. DoITT is also a
major procurer of professional services, primarily
for IT consulting. These contracts were primarily
procured as task orders off master agreements
(themselves procured mostly as RFPs) or through
the intergovernmental method.
Standardized services are defined as those
services that do not require the exercise of
discretion on the part of the vendor. The major
purchasers of standardized services are DCAS
(27%) and DSNY (23%). DCAS procures many
standardized services as requirements contracts
(see page 61) for the use of all City agencies.
DCAS also contracts for utilities, including gas
and electricity, for City buildings. DSNY holds
many contracts for the export of solid waste from
the City. In Fiscal 2013, half of the portfolio of
standardized services contracts consisted of
renewals and extensions of existing contracts,
including the renewal of much of DSNY's
contracts for solid waste export.
The most self-explanatory of all industry
classifications is goods. Durable goods purchased
for use by City workers are all grouped in this
category. Goods procured in Fiscal 2013 include
consumables such as food and fuel, vehicles
including heavy duty trucks, fire engines and
Police Department (NYPD) scooters, asphalt for

road repair, portable radios computers and
software and office supplies.
While virtually every agency made some goods
purchases during Fiscal 2013, by far the largest
purchaser was DCAS, with 78% of the total
volume. When only goods purchases over
$100,000 are considered, that share goes up to
86%.
Because goods are commoditized, they are
generally procured by finding the provider willing
to offer the best price. As such, 67% of new
purchases of goods in Fiscal 2013 were procured
through a competitive sealed bid or accelerated
method. Sometimes agencies find it advantageous
to leverage the buying power of the state or
federal government to achieve lower pricing and
so an additional 16% of new goods purchases
were made using the intergovernmental method.
Although they only account for 8% of goods
purchasing by dollar value, 83% of all goods
purchasing actions used the small or
micropurchase methods.
For all these types of contracts, procurement
efficiency is a major concern. To that end, the
City also makes use of other contracting processes
discussed in this chapter to leverage the City’s
buying power and expedite procurement
processing. Requirements contracts and master
agreements allow agencies to register a single
large contract with a provider and then use a
streamlined ordering procedure to procure goods
or services on an as-needed basis. Procurement
cards allow agencies to make purchases up to
$5,000 using an agency credit card, saving time
and money (see page 75). Although these
alternative structures are not counted with new
procurement volumes, they constitute an
increasingly important way that agencies support
their day to day activities.
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REQUIREME
ENT CONT
TRACTS AND MASTER
R AGREEM
MENTS
To acquirre necessarry goods and
a
quuickly, efficciently, and
d at the low
west
coost, the City
y often enteers into a sin
ngle
ussed by one or
o more ageencies on an
n “as
baasis.

servicees
possiblle
contracct
needed
d”

ment Contraccts
Requirem
A requirem
ment contracct is entered
d into by on
ne
off the City
y’s two major
m
goodss purchasin
ng
aggencies – DCAS
D
for most
m
types of
o goods an
nd
seervices and
d DoITT for some information
teechnology (IIT) goods. Each DCA
AS or DoITT
T
reequirement contract
c
is made
m
availablle to multiplle
aggencies, ofteen including
g both Mayo
oral and non
nM
Mayoral agen
ncies. Through this vehiicle, a vendo
or
coontracts to su
upply the Ciity’s entire “requirementt”
foor a particular good or service.
s
Wheen an item is
i
avvailable thro
ough a req
quirement co
ontract, Citty
poolicy requirees agencies to
t use that co
ontract ratheer
thhan procure the
t item sepaarately.
The City benefits
b
from
m requirem
ment contractts
inn several ways. First, rather
r
than having each
aggency perfform mark
ket researcch, develop
sppecificationss and releasee solicitation
ns separately
y,
thhese function
ns are perfo
ormed centraally, yieldin
ng
m
multi-year contracts that meet
m all ageencies’ needss.
A
Additionally, economiess of scale are obtaineed
siince requirem
ment contracct pricing is based on th
he
tootal purchasees the City expects to make, ratheer
thhan on smalller single agency
a
totals. Moreoverr,
reequirement contracts allow
a
agencies to placce
orrders withou
ut going thrrough the more
m
length
hy
prrocurement process thaat would be required fo
or
onne-time purcchases.
Both DCA
AS and DoIT
TT maintain
n a complette
onnline list of all requirem
ment contracts available to
t
aggencies. For
F
purch
hases agaiinst DCAS
reequirement contracts, agencies use
u
“releasse
orrders” to pu
urchase a single
s
produ
uct or set of
o
iteems, or “blanket
“
orrders” if the agenccy

anticiipates
multiple
purchhases from a particular
vendoor throughouut the year.
Durinng
Fiscaal
2013,
agenccies created 7,405 orderrs
againnst
multi-agency
requiirement conttracts.
Inn Fiscal 20133, DCAS beggan a pilot pprogram to
use ""Punch-Out"" ordering within FMS for six
particcipating ageencies. This nnew proceduure makes
the oordering exxperience coomparable to online
shoppping. After logging innto FMS, thhe agency
buyerr selects thhe ‘Punch-O
Out-enabled’’ contract
and iis directed tto the vendoor’s websitee, where a
shoppping cart is filled. U
Upon proceeeding to
checkkout, the shhopper is auttomatically redirected
back to FMS. Thhe shoppingg cart will thhen ‘copy
forwaard’ into a ppurchase ordder which will be sent
electrronically too the venndor, after requisite
approovals have been appliied. This w
will make
shoppping for theese products more user friendly
and aallow the Citty to capturee detailed innformation
aboutt items tthat are ppurchased citywide.
Histoorically, thee City has had to relly on the
vendoor for this innformation.
Thhe City's conntract with S
Staples, whiich covers
a vaariety of office suppplies, is the first
requiirements conntract in thee pilot program. This
contrract was choosen as the pilot due too its high
volum
me of ordeers and applicability too all City
agenccies. If succcessful, the City hopes to create
this ffunctionalityy with more of its comm
monly used
cataloog requirem
ments contraacts and rolll out the
progrram citywidee to all agenncies.
DC
CAS purchaases most ggoods valuedd at more
than $100,000 oon behalf oof all City agencies;
DoIT
TT offers a set of ccitywide innformation
technnology contrracts. Mayooral and nonn-Mayoral
agenccies used 9772 requiremeent contracts in Fiscal
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Table V-1: Fiscal 2013 Top 10 Requirement Contract Encumbrances
Vendor
Purpose
Castle Oil Corp.
Heating oil, bioblend and bioheat
FIA Card Services
Procurement card
Allied Barton Security Srvcs.
Unarmed security guards
Sprague Energy
Diesel & biodiesel, bulk delivery & rack pick-up
Mythics Inc.
Oracle software maintenance
Sprague Energy
Diesel & biodiesel, bulk delivery & rack pick-up
Allied Barton Security Srvcs.
Unarmed security guards
Hertz Equipment Rental
Rental of various equipment
Major Chevrolet Inc
Vehicles
Manhattan Ford Lincoln
Hybrid vehicles
Total (Top 10)

2013, placing orders valued at just over $1
billion.26
DCAS holds 963 contracts and accounted for
97% of requirement contracts usage. DoITT holds
nine requirement contracts, accounting for $28
million, or approximately 3% of usage. Nearly all
requirement contracts have multi-year terms, and
92% were competitively bid. A total of 122 new
requirement contracts were registered during
Fiscal 2013.
Of the approximately $519 million in
purchasing from multiple agency DCAS and
DoITT requirement contracts, 67% was for the
purchase of goods, with the largest portion of that
going for fuel and vehicles. As the table above
shows, the top 10 most heavily used requirement
contracts (by amount encumbered) account for
$283 million, or 55% of all such contract usage.
The most frequently used requirement contract
(by number of orders) was for photocopiers from
Canon Business Solutions, with 321 orders
totaling $1.9 million.

26

This total includes single agency requirement contracts,
e.g. specialized chemicals used only by DEP. DCAS holds
788 such single agency use requirement contracts. During
Fiscal 2013 agencies made payments totaling approximately
$556 million through single agency requirement contracts.

Orders
$76,638,017
$69,464,350
$38,804,433
$21,922,000
$14,252,250
$14,132,367
$12,884,526
$12,497,767
$11,712,592
$10,540,371
$282,848,673

Master Agreements
Master agreements for services allow agencies
to use a fast-track solicitation process to obtain
the specific services needed from firms that
already hold a general or “master” contract with
the City, providing flexibility when the scope of a
project or task cannot be defined in advance or the
nature of services needed cannot be determined at
the time the contract is solicited and registered. At
the time the services are needed, a scope is
prepared and the agency creates a task order for
the vendor. Master agreements are often awarded
to multiple vendors that provide a similar service.
When an agency has a need for this type of
service, these vendors re-compete to win the task
order for such work.
Single agency master agreements afford
flexibility for an agency to rapidly respond to
needs that may occur suddenly or unpredictably,
e.g., for small repairs or upgrades. They also have
the advantage of allowing the agency to defer
commitment of funding until the task order is
created. City procurement rules also provide for
multiple agency task order contracts in which one
agency registers and administers a master
agreement and assists other agencies with the
processing of individual task orders as their needs
arise. Having multiple City agencies utilize the
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saame master agreement to fulfill theeir collectiv
ve
reequirements saves timee and resou
urces in th
he
prrocurement process.
p
Because th
his report no
ow tracks taask orders in
i
thhe total proccurement vo
olume (see Task
T
Orderss,
paage 14), in
n order to avoid doub
ble counting
g,
m
master agreem
ments newly
y registered in the fiscaal
yeear are no longer includ
ded in total procuremen
nt
voolume. In Fiiscal 2013, seven
s
agenciies registered
600 new masteer agreementts. More than
n half (31) of
o
thhe newly registered master
m
agreeements werre
D
DDC contracts for architecturee/engineerin
ng
seervices and construction
n managem
ment servicess.
A
Also notable are ten
n new DC
CAS masteer
aggreements fo
or translation services (see
(
page 66
6)
annd four Do
oITT masterr agreements to provid
de
geeographical information
n systems. All
A the masteer
aggreements reegistered thiis year were the result of
o
ann RFP proccess or the renewal of
o a contracct
prreviously pro
ocured throu
ugh an RFP.

CEO
O Anti-Poveerty Prograam Evaluaation and
Reseearch Masteer Agreemen
nts
Thhe Center foor Economicc Opportuniity is part
of thhe Mayor’s Office estaablished in 2006 by
Mayoor Michael R. Bloombberg to devvelop and
impleement innovvative new aanti-poverty pprograms.
CEO
O programs are develooped in colllaboration
with the City ageencies that im
mplement annd operate
m.
them
Thhe CEO, in partnership with HRA,, procured
indeppendent evalluation, monnitoring, andd program
reseaarch from eight researchh organizatioons for its
wide range off anti-poverrty program
ms. CEO
needeed these serrvices on ann as-needed bbasis and,
as suuch, establishhed master aagreements thhrough an
RFP.
Eaach CEO aanti-poverty program rrequires a
uniquue evaluation strategyy, informedd by the
progrram’s focus,, the availabbility of dataa, and the
timinng of exppected proggram outcoomes. To
mainntain a higgh level oof effectiveness and
accouuntability, C
CEO assesses the impaact of its
progrrams througgh an in-hhouse team
m and in
partnnership with the City ageencies that implement
and m
manage those programs.
Too complem
ment the C
CEO team and the
agenccies, HRA/C
CEO awardeed these eigght master
agreeements to ressearch organnizations witth varying
areass of expertisee. Each indiividual task order will
be aw
warded throough a mini--competitionn to those
contrractors which have the nnecessary exxpertise in
the reequired areaa of interest. The eight contractors
are A
Abt Associattes Inc., Braanch Associiates, Inc.,
Chappin Hall Ceenter for Chhildren, Funnd for the
City of New Yoork, MDRC, The Urbann Institute,
Vera Institute of Justice, Inc.. and Westatt, Inc.
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SHARED SERVICES
Since January 2011, DCAS’s Office of
Citywide Purchasing (OCP) has created an
expanded portfolio of “shared services” contracts
that can be accessed by any City agency. This
allows the City to save money by leveraging the
City’s purchasing power and reducing
administrative costs. In Fiscal Year 2013, OCP
registered 19 shared services contracts projected
to save the City $50 million over the next few
fiscal years:
• A $24 million contract with Michael Stapleton
Associates, Ltd., for citywide K-9 explosives
detection services;
• A $20 million contract extension with Allied
Barton Security Services, LLC, for unarmed
security guards;
• A $10 million contract with E.J. Ward for a
citywide Fuel Tracking system that feeds data into
the Fleet Management System;
• Four requirements contracts, totaling $4.8
million, with Sid Tool Company, Inc., W.W.
Grainger, Inc., Fastenal Company, and B&F
Electric Motors, Inc., for the provision of
Maintenance, Repair, & Operation Supplies (such
as hand/power tools, paints, HVAC and
refrigeration, etc.).
This list also includes the fleet management,
language services, and auto parts contracts
discussed below.
The Department of Citywide Administrative
Services also anticipates the registration of, or has
already registered, additional Shared Services
contracts in Fiscal 2014, including:
• Two contracts, totaling $7.2 million, with
Partners in Safety, Inc., and North Shore Medical
Labs, Inc., for citywide drug testing services;
• A $3.1 million requirements contract with
Yaboo Fence Company, Inc. for the installation

and repair of fencing at City-owned locations
across the five boroughs;
• Six contracts, totaling $684 million, with
Allied Barton Security Services LLC, Securitas
Security Services USA, Inc., and FJC Security
Services, Inc., for the provision of fire safety
personnel, and both armed and unarmed security
guards for City agencies and City-owned
buildings;
• A $2 million contract with Nuenergen LLC
for demand response services at City agency
facilities to help reduce energy demand at peak
times, reduce emissions, and ensure a robust and
reliable energy infrastructure;
• A no cost contract with U.S. Bank National
Association for the provision and servicing of
Purchasing Cards (P-Cards);
• A $1.7 million contract with Maximum
Security Group, Inc. for the provision of
locksmithing services;
• An $18.2 million contract with Xerox
Corporation for citywide enterprise print
management services;
• A $30 million contract with Wright Express
Financial Services for the provision and servicing
of universal fuel cards for the City Fleet;
• A $3.3 million contract with Culver Floor
Covering Company, Inc. for the provision and
installation of carpeting for all City agencies, as
well as removal of old carpeting and other
flooring; and
• A $3 million contract for flooring tile
furnishing and installation, which has not yet been
awarded.
By using the collective purchasing power of all
agencies, the City provides and will continue to
provide premium services to its residents at the
lowest cost possible.
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GENUINE PARTS
In Fiscal 2013, the City, through DCAS, started to consolidate all of the City auto part rooms used
to maintain the City’s Fleet of vehicles with a $225 million contract with Genuine Parts Company.
Historically, the City, through contracts managed by DCAS, had kept over $50 million in on-hand
inventory through over 125 concurrent parts contracts valued at over $148 million.
As part of a five-year contract with a five-year renewal option, Genuine Parts Company will
become the sole parts supplier (“one-stop shop”) and parts room operator for the entire City Fleet. This
will result in an estimated 23% reduction in after-market parts costs by enabling the City to avoid paying
for or taking risk on inventory. The contract requires Genuine Parts to stock parts as needed and supply
them on aggressive turn-around schedules, usually the same day. The City only pays for the parts it uses
on its vehicles, not for inventory.
Having completed its initial roll-out, Genuine Parts Company is currently operating at seven
agencies, which are DSNY, DPR, DOT, the Fire Department (FDNY), NYPD, Department of Correction
(DOC), and DCAS. The company is servicing the parts needs of 10 City garages and 12 mobile repair
trucks, with plans to implement the service at several additional facilities.
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FACES OF PROCUREM
MENT

T
Transla
ating Pu
ublic Seervices
In New
w York City
y there are more
m
than 800 languagess spoken
evvery day, wh
hich lends vibrancy to th
he City but presents
p
diff
fficulties
prroviding pub
blic services. Executivee Order No. 120 of 20008 and
Local Law 73
7 of 2003 label the six most com
mmon non--English
laanguages spo
oken in the City (Chineese, Russian
n, Korean, S
Spanish,
Italian and Creole)
C
and specifically
s
require agen
ncies to impplement
laanguage asssistance plaans. In Fisccal 2013, DCAS’s
D
Offfice of
C
Citywide Pu
urchasing (O
OCP) registtered 10 master
m
agreeements,
tootaling $61 million, forr language interpretatio
on, translatioon, and
trranscription services witth Languagee Line, Inc., Voiance Laanguage
C, Accurate Communicaation, Inc., Geneva
G
Worrldwide,
Seervices LLC
Innc., and Interrpreters Unllimited, Inc. - a significaant accompliishment
foor the Shared
d Services in
nitiative. MO
OCS spoke with
w Liana P
Patsuria,
thhe DCAS purchase director, about th
hese servicess.

L
Liana Patsuria, Purchase Direcctor, DCAS
dit: Marcello R
Rios/MOCS
Cred

W
What are La
anguage Serrvices?
Langu
uage services are a portffolio of citywide contraacts that willl cover all oof the City’ss language
trranslation an
nd interpretaation needs, allowing ag
gencies to eeffectively pprovide telepphonic interrpretation,
doocument tran
nslation, in--person interrpretation, trranscription,, sign languuage, and Coommunicatioon Access
R
Realtime Tran
nslation (CA
ART). CART
T serves many with heaaring loss thaat might nott be proficiennt in Sign
Language, as well as indiividuals who
ose first lang
guages are diifferent from
m the language used on tthe phone,
annd helps them
m understan
nd speakers by
b providing
g a real-time “transcript”” of what is bbeing said.
In Fiscal 2013, OCP
O
consolid
dated languaage contractss into a centtral set of coontracts covvering 175
laanguages. Th
his leveragess the City’s huge
h
buying
g power to acchieve the m
most competiitive pricing available.
A
Agencies issu
ue a service request
r
to th
he pool of veendors and tthen award tthe task ordeer based on tthe lowest
prrice. This giv
ves agenciess an opportun
nity to estab
blish a scope of services that’s speciffic to their aggency.
C
Can you givee an examplle of how these contractts will save money for tthe City?
A greaat example is
i telephonicc interpretation, which iss heavily useed due to 311. Our roughh estimate
off the City’s usage
u
for theese services is 12.5 milllion minutes . A prior conntract had a unit price oof 90 cents
peer minute. Under
U
this Master
M
Agreement, we brought
b
thatt cost down to 57 centss per minutee. At 12.5
m
million minuttes, this coulld equal a su
ubstantial sav
vings of arouund $4 millioon.
W
What were th
he biggest challenges
c
th
hat you faceed in procurring these contracts?
The co
onsolidation
n of specificaations and reequirementss during the developmennt of the RFP was the
m
most challeng
ging aspect of this pro
ocess. Every
y agency haas different needs speciifically gearred to the
deemographicss they serve.. For examplle, DOHMH
H needs accuurate interpreetation of meedical terms while the
Law Departm
ment needs accurate in
nterpretation of legal teerms. Once all of thesse requiremeents were
coonsolidated, vetted, and approved by
y the agenciees, the rest juust becomes a routine prrocess.
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FLEET MANAGEMENT
Historically, City agencies used over 200
contracts for parts, Fleet servicing, and leasing.
While the City has been working on identifying
savings opportunities in its Fleet operations since
2009, these efforts were formalized in April 2012
when Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg signed
Executive Order 161. This executive order
initiated a series of reforms to the City’s Fleet
operations of almost 26,484 City-owned and
leased vehicles and appointed the City’s first
Chief Fleet Management Officer to oversee these
reforms. The goal of these reforms is to save costs
by consolidating Fleet services in one agency
(DCAS), reducing the number of gasoline-only
light-duty City vehicles while investing in hybrid
and electric-only light-duty vehicles, and
improving the tracking of vehicles and fuel. As of
today, these reforms are progressing as intended:
the City is anticipated to save an estimated $415
million in Fleet operation costs from the date of
the Executive Order through Fiscal 2015,
including $192 million in one-time capital
projects and nearly $45 million per year for Fleet

operations and maintenance. Through Fiscal
2013, approximately $239 million in savings, or
50% of the total estimated savings, has already
been achieved.
The City has made immense progress in
consolidating Fleet services. Through service
level performance agreements between City
agencies, the NYPD has become the primary
maintenance provider for light-duty Fleet units,
while the DSNY has agreed to service additional
heavy units from other agencies. DPR and DOT
have also opened their doors to provide
maintenance services to other agencies. In total,
the City has consolidated Fleet service facilities
from 47 to 37 locations, including the transfer of a
major repair shop in Queens from DEP to FDNY,
eliminating the need to build FDNY a new
ambulance repair shop. Furthermore, the City
closed the in-house Fleet auction yard at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard and is in contract with
Property Room to conduct City vehicle auctions
online, increasing gross revenues from auctions
by 19%. Meanwhile, the City has generated over
$700,000 per year in revenue at the
former in-house auction yard site while
using it for short-term parking and
movie shoots while negotiating longterm development options.

DOT hybrid truck
Credit: DCAS

The City has committed to reduce
fuel costs by eliminating gasoline-only
City vehicles, replacing some of them
with their environmentally-friendly
counterparts. Much progress has been
made in this area – since Fiscal 2009,
the City has reduced its non-emergency
light duty Fleet by 1,367 units. DCAS
helped eliminate over 250 leased
vehicles at DPR over the last two years,
which will save $13.4 million in leasing
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costs over four years, and is working with OMB
and DOT to find up to $5 million in annual
savings from their leasing programs. In July 2012,
the City established an agreement with Zipcar to
provide City agencies access to over 2,800 private
vehicles for official use, which will save nearly
$100 million over the next 10 years. Zipcar will
also reduce costs, as part of a $2 million contract,
by providing car-share technology on over 650, or
15%, of the City’s remaining non-emergency
light-duty vehicles.
A big part of these reforms is introducing
environmentally-friendly vehicles to the Fleet.
Currently, the City operates over 5,500 hybrid or
all-electric vehicles, including 103 Chevrolet
Volts, 293 electric carts, 60 Ford Fusions, Nissan
Leaf(s), Toyota Priuses, or hybrid diesel-electric
trucks. Furthermore, the City operates over 1,100
alternative fuel units, such as compressed natural
gas and biodiesel, making the City’s Fleet the
greenest and most sustainable municipal fleet in
the country. In Fiscal 2013, DCAS registered
three contracts for additional environmentallyfriendly vehicles:
•
A $1.5 million requirements contract with
DiFeo Nissan Partnership (d/b/a Hudson Nissan)
for additional Nissan Leaf vehicles;
•
A $1.8 million requirements contract with
Tower Ford, Inc. for the provision of additional
Ford Focus vehicles; and

•
An $84,000 contract with Green Power
Technology, LLC for Electric Vehicle (EV)
charging units.
The introduction of automated fuel tracking
and continued investments in hybrid vehicles
helped the City, from Fiscal 2011 to Fiscal 2013,
successfully reduce total fuel use within its Fleet
by 2.4 million gallons, or 4%. Additionally, in
Fiscal 2014, DCAS will roll out an automated fuel
tracking system at DSNY, FDNY, DOT, DEP,
and DOC, as well as upgrade the system at DPR,
as part of a $10 million contract with E.J. Ward.
Through this new contract, the City anticipates an
additional 5% reduction in fuel use.
The City has also found savings by replacing
its current Fleet Maintenance Control and
Management System (MCMS) with a new
citywide Fleet Enterprise Management System,
through an $8.6 million contract with
AssetWorks, Inc. The system will improve
tracking of all Fleet vehicles by incorporating data
on fuel consumption, auto parts consumption, and
vehicle
inspection
schedules
into
one
comprehensive, easy-to-use interface. This new
system will allow all City agencies to easily share
Fleet and fuel services, and will improve the
City’s ability to monitor performance and costs in
all areas.
The City, through cooperation between DCAS
and other City agencies, will continue to
streamline Fleet operation, improve services, and
reduce costs.
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IT CONTRACTING
Government increasingly relies on information technology (IT) to improve services,
connect with citizens, and make operations more efficient. Outside contractors are a key
component of the way the City delivers IT services – often the City relies on their specialized
expertise in the short term to help build a new system that will remain in use by the City for
years, or to help maintain hardware and software originally created by that particular vendor.
Chart V-1: IT Spending by Type by Volume

Hardware - 26%
Hardware and
Software - 7%
Services Only 39%

Chart V-1 presents all Fiscal
2013 IT procurements by type:
hardware, software, and services.27
There is some overlap between the
categories but this chart represents
a reasonable estimate of where the
City spends IT dollars.

Software - 28%

To save time and administrative costs, City
agencies often procure IT using the
intergovernmental method to “piggy back” on
an existing state or federal contract. City
agencies issue a solicitation to all of the
vendors who hold a relevant contract, and
select the proposal that is either the most
advantageous to the City, and/or offers the
lowest price (depending on the type of
solicitation that was issued and the criteria
stated in the solicitation). Chart V-2 illustrates
the procurement methods City agencies used
most heavily for IT, compared to the
percentage of all City contracts. IT
procurement
emphasizes
task
orders,
intergovernmental and amendments.

Chart V-2: Citywide Spending by Method vs.
IT Spending by Method
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30%
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20%
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Citywide

IT Contracting

27

Many IT contracts include multiple types of goods and services. For instance, often software contracts support oncall support services. The data in Chart V-1 categorizes these procurements according to the primary type.
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TECHNOLO
OGY DEVEL
LOPMENT CORPORAT
TION (TDC
C)
The Technology
T
Developmen
D
nt Corporatio
on (TDC) is a nonprofit corporation
thhat was form
med in late 2012 to maxiimize efficieent and effecctive implem
mentation off
C
City IT projects. TDC provides seenior projecct managem
ment servicees to criticaal,
coomplex and//or high costt IT projects.. In general, such projeccts have budggets of over $25
m
million, invollve multiplee agencies orr constitute Mayoral priiorities. In aaddition, TD
DC provides a host of
otther IT support services to agencies managing th
heir own proj
ojects.
TDC employees
e
are
a highly qu
ualified and
d experiencedd IT professsionals who perform maany of the
prroject man
nagement and
a
quality
y assurancee
(P
PMQA) consulting services traditionally
y
deelivered by expensive, private for--profit firmss.
Thhe TDC hass already had
d a significaant impact on
n
IT
T projects accross the City
y and, even at its curren
nt
sttaffing level of just nine full-time IT
T employeess,
C
Credit: TDC
it is expected
d to save the City up to
o $5 million
n
annnually com
mpared to thee cost of eng
gaging privatte PMQA veendors. In aaddition, usinng TDC empployees to
peerform thesee services heelps to ensurre that know
wledge is retaained and shhared across current andd future IT
prrojects.

REINVENT NYC.
N
GOV
NYC.gov, the City's offficial websiite, serves neearly 30 milllion visitors each year. T
To ensure thhat the site
caan provide increasingly
i
y important features succh as video, business trransactions, and other iinteractive
appplications, DoITT registered a $6
684,000 con
ntract with Huge, Inc. in Fiscal 22013 to upggrade and
m
modernize the site's desig
gn to improve the user experience. This contraact will signnificantly im
mprove the
C
City’s ability to serve the public by prroviding fastter access too informationn.
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VENDOR ENROLLMEN
N
NT
Attraccting a wide range of veendors for City
C work heelps ensure tthe City recceives the beest quality
seervices at th
he lowest prrices. When soliciting vendors,
v
thee City publiccly advertises opportunnities. The
V
Vendor Enrolllment Center (VEC) att MOCS enrrolls businessses wishingg to sell gooods or services to the
C
City. Many vendors offerr goods or seervices in mo
ore than onee category, aand they are enrolled forr all goods
annd services they
t
offer. When
W
an agen
ncy needs to
o procure a ggood or servvice, they usee the citywidde bidders
list to obtain
n vendors fo
or the solicitaation.
In
I Fiscal 201
13, MOCS worked
w
togetther with DC
CAS, FISA and the Com
mptroller's
Office to
t create a new
n process for vendors to manage ttheir own ennrollments. T
The Payee
Informaation Portal (PIP), wh
hich alreadyy allowed vvendors to update theiir contact
information and view
w information
n about theirr contracts w
with the Cityy, now allow
ws them to
en
nroll to do business
b
with
h the City an
nd manage tthe types of goods and/oor services tthey offer.
A
Allowing ven
ndors to man
nage their own enrollmeent will leadd to more acccurate Cityy bidders’ lissts, which
w
will in turn im
mprove comp
petition in prrocurement.

Enrollments

In ord
der to ensure that all enro
olled vendors are activelyy seeking too do businesss with the Ciity, and as
a part of the roll-out
r
of th
he vendor seelf enrollmen
nt system, veendors who did not havee an active aaddress on
file and who had no receent businesss with the City
C were reemoved from
m the enrollm
ment databaase. These
veendors weree alerted to
Chart V-3:
V New V
Vendor Enroollments byy Month
thhe changes and
a the new
450
fuunctionality through a
400
m
mailing cam
mpaign as
350
w
well as postin
ngs on City
w
websites
and
a
were
300
enncouraged to re-enroll.
250
Inn May 201
13, 20,097
200
veendors weree removed.
A
At the end of Fiscal
150
20013, there were
w
49,164
100
vendors
inndividual
50
ennrolled to do
d business
0
w
with the City,
C
down
frrom 66,025 enrolled in
Fiiscal 2012. Although
thhe total number
n
of
veendors wentt down, overr 3,000 new or returning
g vendors ennrolled durinng the year, a number coomparable
too years past. Further, th
he new dataabase, free of
o wrong adddresses andd vendors w
who are no longer in
buusiness, conttains much more
m
accuratte informatio
on.
Almosst half of alll vendors arre enrolled in
i seven areaas: construcction goods (10%); misccellaneous
sttandardized services, (10%); con
nsulting seervices (6%
%); informaation technnology goodds (6%);
foood/fuel/clotthing and non-durable goods (6%); buildings, new
w and rennovation (66%); and
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furniture/equipment and durable goods (6%). As shown in Chart V-4, these areas of high enrollment
correspond to many of the top areas reflected in agency small purchase and micropurchase volumes,
indicating a match between the products and services vendors are seeking to sell to the City and actual
patterns of agency purchasing.
Chart V-4: Vendor Enrollment by Industry Detail with Small Purchases and Micropurchases
Percentage of Total Enrollment

Other Industries

Standardized
Services

Goods

Small Purchases and Micropurchases

Vendor Enrollments

Construction Goods
Information Technology Goods
Food/Fuel/Clothing and Non-Durable Goods
Furniture/Equipment and Durable Goods
Office Supplies
Medical/Laboratory Goods
Vehicles/Supplies
Safety Supplies
Miscellaneous Standardized Services
Construction-Related Services
Maintenance/Repair Services
Information Technology Support
Training/Subscriptions
Consulting Services
Buildings, New and Renovation
Miscellaneous Professional Services
Architecture/Engineering
Human Services
Educational Services
Infrastructure (Roads,Parks,Bridges,Water and Sewer)
Medical Services
Information Technology Support
0%

2%

4%

6%
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To enroll to do business with the City, vendors can go directly to PIP at www.nyc.gov/PIP. Once
enrolled, vendors should contact agencies directly to make them aware of their interest and capacity to do
business with the City. Agency contact information is available at www.nyc.gov/selltonyc or by calling
311.
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SMALL AND
D MICROPU
URCHASES
Availaable for smaaller dollar value
v
procurrements, thee small purchhase and miicropurchasee methods
alllow City ag
gencies to seccure needed goods and services
s
swifftly. These ccontracting m
methods helpp agencies
fuulfill their im
mmediate or high-prioritty operationaal needs wheen requiremeent contractss are not avaailable for
paarticular item
ms.
Small purchases are
a contracts that are valu
ued betweenn $5,000 andd $100,000 aand are procuured using
thhe small purchase metho
od. (The low
wer limit of contracts
c
forr which thiss method is aapplicable w
will rise to
$220,000 in Fiiscal 2014.) The small purchase meethod involvves solicitinng at least fiive randomlyy selected
veendors from
m the citywid
de bidders' liists along wiith a matchiing number of certified M/WBE firm
ms. Small
puurchases in Fiscal
F
2013 totaled just over $111 million,
m
lesss than 1% off procuremeent dollars buut 10% of
thhe total num
mber of contrracts. Five categories
c
acccount for 557% of the vvalue: consttruction goods (16%);
m
maintenance/rrepair services (11%); information
n technologgy goods (99%); miscelllaneous staandardized
seervices (9%)); and buildin
ngs, new and
d renovation
n (8%)
In Fisccal 2013, thee City rolled
d out the Sm
mall Purchasee Procuremeent Module
inn the City’s Financial Management
M
System (FM
MS), allowinng agencies tto conduct
thhe procuremeent process for small pu
urchases elecctronically. T
The use of thhe module
haad been pilo
oted by a few
w agencies over
o
the passt several yeears, but durring Fiscal
20013, it was rolled
r
out to 42 City ageencies. This change
c
standdardized andd streamlinedd
sm
mall purchassing through
hout the City
y. It also hellps with thee managemennt of bidderrs’ list data bby having
aggencies reco
ord bid resp
ponse data directly
d
into
o FMS. Moore accurate and active lists will rreduce resooliciting and
d help to expedite procurrements. Thee new system
m also allow
ws the trackinng of the cyccle time of
sm
mall purchasse procurem
ment from in
nitiation thro
ough registraation. Of thee 4,042 smaall purchasess made in
Fiiscal 2013, 1,468
1
(36%) were able to
o be clearly tracked usinng the new m
module.29 Thhose procurem
ments had
ann average cy
ycle time of just
j less than
n 27 days. MOCS
M
will coontinue to m
monitor this ddata.

29

Due to differin
ng agency pracctices, some sm
mall purchases were made onlly partially usiing the new moodule and thereefore may
noot have been prroperly linked to their procurement documeents.
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Hiighlights off Micropurcchasing
M
Micropurchasses are restricted to
coontracts
under
$5,000.
$
The
m
micropurchasse method permits agenccies
vendors
on
too
choose
based
coonvenience, efficiency
y and prrice,
w
without form
mal competiition, for nonn
reecurring pu
urchases. Almost
A
23,000
m
micropurchasses accoun
nted for $37
m
million duriing Fiscal 2013, Th
hese
puurchases made
m
up 56% of all
prrocurement actions during Fiscal 20
013,
buut much lesss than 1% off spending.
In April of 2013, the
t
PPB ru
ules
addopted neew rules raising the
m
micropurchasse limit fro
om $5,000 to
$220,000. Thiis change, which
w
requiired
cooncurrent acction by the City Counccil30
inn May of 2013,
2
will grant agenccies
grreater
fllexibility
to
aw
ward
m
micropurchasse contracts to responsible
veendors, espeecially M/W
WBEs. In Fiscal
20013, 25% of
o all microp
purchases were
w
aw
warded to ceertified M/W
WBEs.

Abraham
ms Consulting LLC, an
IT goodss and services firm and
certified MBE based iin Queens
received 13 micropurcchases
totaling $$46 thousand..
Abraham
ms supplied seeven
different agencies withh various
computerr supplies.
Caldeeron Locksmiiths, based in
Manh
hattan, receiveed 10
micro
opurchases tottaling $34
thousaand. Calderonn provided
locksm
mith services and suppliess
to six different ageencies.
Unique W
Woodworkingg, a
carpentryy firm and cerrtified
MBE bassed in the Broonx,
received eight micropuurchases
totaling $$9000. They ssupplied
various cconstruction ggoods to
five agenncies.
Plann
ning to Succeeed, a certifiedd
MBE based in Broooklyn
receiv
ved one microopurchase forr
$5000
0 in Fiscal 20 13 from
DLCA
A. The firm hhelped the Citty
to plaan a marketingg campaign
for the Afrikan Poeetry Theater.

30

Although the PPB
P rule chang
ge became effeective in May 2013,
2
the City Council's resoolution was nott effective untill July 2013.
Thhe increased lim
mit will therefo
fore be reflected
d in the Fiscal 2014 Indicatorrs.
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PURCHASING CARD PROGRAM
In Fiscal 2013 the City’s Purchasing Card
Program (p-card program) continued to expand
and provided critical support to the City prior to,
during, and following Hurricane Sandy. A p-card
is an agency-issued credit card that facilitates
quick processing of micropurchases at a reduced
administrative cost, while providing financial
controls, oversight and transparency. An online
card management system assists agencies in
monitoring and managing card usage, and
displays detailed transaction information.
During Hurricane Sandy, 27 agencies used
their P-card to purchase needed goods and
services quickly to serve those in need. In Fiscal
Year 2013, P-cards were used to procure a total of
$56.4 million worth of Hurricane Sandy-related
goods and services from more than 650 vendors.
Aside from Hurricane Sandy, during Fiscal
Year 2013 Mayoral and non-Mayoral agencies
made $21.7 million in P-card purchases, an
increase of 19% from the prior fiscal year total of
$18.3 million. The largest agency utilization was
the DOT at $4.5 million, followed by FDNY at $4
million, DEP at $3.5 million and the Department
of Parks and Recreation (DPR) just short of $2
million. Citywide spending using the card
amounted to 40% of total agency micropurchase
spending, up significantly from 30% the prior
fiscal year. This increase reflects a continued
move by agencies to place more micropurchases
on P-cards, but also a change to the way the
universe of P-card eligible purchases is
calculated. This year, HPD construction-related
micropurchases are not included in the
calculations, as they are procured through HPD’s
own system that authorizes, tracks and issues
payment. These transactions are not P-card
eligible because there is no means by which a
cardholder could use a card to pay for the

purchase. The data reflects the removal of these
P-card ineligible micropurchases.
In Fiscal 2013, 14 agencies met or exceeded
the City’s long-term goal of using P-cards for
33% of all micropurchases, up from eight
agencies in Fiscal 2012. At four of those agencies,
more than 70% of all micropurchases are made
with P-cards. FDNY utilizes their P-card the
most, placing 89% of their micropurchases on Pcards, followed by DOT at 84% and DHS at 73%.
Overall, agencies made 30,353 purchases from
6,694 vendors, representing a 14% and 8%
increase, respectively, from Fiscal 2012. The total
number of P-cards used to make purchases was
623, an 11% increase from the prior fiscal year
(559). FDNY had the largest number of active Pcard users with 118, followed by DEP with 100,
DOT with 93 and DOHMH with 60. These four
agencies together have 60% of all active City
cardholders.
The average transaction size across all agencies
was $715, an increase from $683 the prior fiscal
year. Two-thirds of all P-card transactions were
for $500 or less but were only 14% of P-card
spending. In contrast, transactions greater than
$2,500 constituted 9% of all transactions but 47%
of all P-card spending. On average, agencies
made 116 P-card transactions totaling $83,000 per
day and each active cardholder made an average
of 49 transactions per year.
P-cards continue to be an effective mechanism
to introduce new vendors into agency
procurement portfolios, and this shift continued in
Fiscal 2013. P-card purchases with vendors used
no more than 10 times represented 50% of all Pcard vendors used, down from 53% the prior
fiscal year and down from 59% in Fiscal 2011.
The largest category of P-card utilization was
with vendors in the construction field (29%),
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followed by membership/association charges and
interactions with other government entities (i.e.,
“non-procurements”).
P-cards also facilitate entry by vendors new to
City business, particularly M/WBE vendors.
Agencies are strongly encouraged to use M/WBE
vendors for their micropurchases. This fiscal year,
215 M/WBE vendors were used in 3,351 P-card
transactions. This represents a slight decrease in
the number of M/WBE vendors used, despite an
increase in the number and value of those
transactions. Continuing trends established in

prior fiscal years, five of the top 10 P-card
vendors by dollar value were certified M/WBEs.
The NYPD used M/WBE vendors for 58% of all
their P-card purchases. The average P-card
transaction with an M/WBE vendor was almost
$1,260, significantly higher than the non-M/WBE
average transaction value.
Lastly, the City released a new solicitation to
prepare for the expiration of the current P-card
provider contract. DCAS/OCP is working to
complete the contracting process.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL
The City uses contracts procured by the federal or New York State government. These contracts give
the City access to price advantages available at volume discounts and pre-established contract terms.
General Services Administration
The Federal Government’s General Services
Administration (GSA) allows state and local
governments to purchase goods and services using
federal contracts. New York City participates in
the Cooperative Purchasing Program and the
Disaster Purchasing Program.
Cooperative Purchasing Program
Section 211 of the E-Government Act of 2002
authorized the Cooperative Purchasing Program,
whereby state and local governments can purchase
IT goods and services through GSA’s Schedule 70
contracts. The GSA’s Cooperative Purchasing

Program was expanded in 2008 under the Local
Preparedness Acquisition Act to include Schedule
84, which the City uses to purchase security and
law enforcement equipment. The discounts that the
City is able to access through federal contracts are
particularly beneficial when purchasing fast
evolving technology and high-tech equipment used
for law enforcement to support investigation,
prevention, and search and rescue efforts.
Disaster Purchasing Program
The Disaster Purchasing Program, authorized by
Section 833 of the John Warner National Defense
Authorization Act of 2006 and by the Federal
Supply Schedules Usage Act of 2010, allows state
and local governments to buy from all federal
supply schedules in preparation for, response to
and recovery from major disasters. This program
greatly expands access to Federal contracts for the
purposes of homeland security and critical life and
safety missions, facilitating disaster management
planning and bolstering recovery efforts.

Credit: Creative Commons
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Office of General Services
The New York State Office of General Services
(OGS) is the state’s central procurement office and
establishes and manages contracts for use by local
governments and entities statewide. Section 163 of
the State Finance Law and Sections 100 and 104 of
the General Municipal Law authorize New York
City to purchase through OGS commodity,
information technology, and services-centralized
contracts. The City benefits from pricing and
contract terms by using OGS contracts for large
aggregate quantities. OGS contracts can provide
savings of 10 to 40% of average purchase prices.
Additionally, the City saves administrative costs

by spending less time researching vendors,
searching specifications, and reviewing responses.
OGS awards contracts on the basis of lowest
price and/or best value to a responsive and
responsible vendor, in compliance with the New
York State Finance Law and the City’s PPB rules.
In the past, the City used OGS backdrop
contracts to procure IT professional services for
systems integration (SI) and project management
and quality assurance (PMQA). OGS has since
transitioned away from these types of contracts and
now offers Hourly Based Information Technology
Services (HBITS), which has led to the City
establishing its own SI and PMQA citywide
contracts through DoITT in their place.
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NEW YORK
K STATE FOOD
O
PURCH
HASING
On Au
ugust 17, 20
011, Mayor Michael R. Bloombergg signed Loccal Law 50 of
20011, which helps City
y agencies provide
p
New
w Yorkers with fresh, healthy, annd
deelicious food
d produced in
i New York
k State. New
w York City was one of the first majjor
ciities to deveelop a speciffic initiative on local foo
od procurem
ment. Pursuaant to this laaw,
M
MOCS, in consultation with
w the City
y's Food Poliicy Coordinaator, promullgated guidelines
foor City ag
gencies wiith strategies to pro
ocure food from Neew York State (avaailable at
w
www.nyc.gov
v/MOCS).
Tablee V-2: Results of Food So urcing Surveey
Otther Source Otherr Source - Durring
From
m NYS Sourcce
O
Outside NYS
NY
YS Availabilitty
A
Availability
$5,491,103
$
$10,401,769
$
$853,667

City agencies purchaase food bo
oth directly,,
suuch as DCA
AS’s purchaases of food
d that DOC
C
seerves in corrrectional faacilities, and
d indirectly,,
suuch as DFT
TA's contraacts for sen
nior centers,,
w
which often include prov
vision of food for clientss
w
within the con
ntracted scop
pe of work.

wheen the produuct is not. Thhis year’s data shows
$5.449 million off reported foood purchasiing from a
NYS
S source.
C
Calendar yeaar 2012 is the second year that
dataa from venddors has beenn collected. The City
will continue tto make eff
fforts to inccrease the
quanntity of data avaiilable. Forr further
info rmation, inncluding totaals broken down by
foodd type and a list of venndors who ccompleted
the sourcing surrvey at the City’s requeest, please
see A
Appendix O31.

Agencies provide fresh, healthy food prroduced in NYS
S
Credit: Marceello Rios/MOCS
S

To determiine the sourcces from wh
hich the City
y
buuys food, ag
gencies distrribute an an
nnual survey
y
too their vendo
ors and to Ciity contractin
ng agencies..
Table V-3 su
ummarizes th
he total volu
ume of food
d
g
reeported by respondentss as purchaased during
C
Calendar 201
12 from Neew York State sources..
R
Respondents also reportt the volum
me of food
d
puurchased ou
utside the staate when the product iss
inn season or available,
a
an
nd the volum
me purchased
d

31

Thhe data presenteed here also include “other” ffood types
not trracked pursuannt to Local Law
w 50. These foood types are
not inncluded in Apppendix O.
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Compete to Win Graduation Ceeremony

C
Credit: Jennifer MacFarlane P
Photography

V
VI. EXPA
ANDING OPPORTU
UNITY FO
OR MINOR
RITY- AN
ND WOME
EN-OWNE
ED
BUSIINESS
The City’s
C
M/WB
BE program was established by Loccal Law 1299 of 2005 (L
LL 129) andd this year
w
was expanded
d by Local Law
L 1 of 20
013 (LL 1). The program
m has resultted in the aw
warding of m
more than
$33.4 billion in
i procurem
ments for certified M/W
WBE firms tto date. In Fiscal 20133, 877 M/W
WBE firms
(aalmost one quarter of those
t
certifieed) were aw
warded at
Table V
VI-1: Awards too M/WBEs Sincce LL 129
leeast one conttract or subcontract.
Fiscal
Prime
S
Subcontracts
All Contracts
Year

C
Contracts

While the City’s overaall procurem
ment volume increased
2013
$$330,286,233
$109,044,989
$439,331,222
byy over 50% in Fiscal 2013, the sharp
pest increasee occurred
2012
$$400,933,417
$128,769,973
$529,703,390
hat are not subject to LL 129.
in contracts th
2011
$$376,384,185
$186,473,196
$562,857,381
According
gly, the portiion of the Fiiscal 2013
2010
$$332,453,548
$381,946,178
$714,399,726
portfolio that was su
ubject to thee program
2009
$$306,969,169
$180,378,560
$487,347,729
ncludes prim
me contracts in all
(which in
2008
$$340,184,159
$127,505,932
$467,690,091
d at under $1
$ million
rellevant indusstries valued
2007
$$194,840,881
$59,182,856
$254,023,737
All
annd prime contracts with M/WBE participatio
on goals)
$2,,282,051,592 $11,173,301,684 $$3,455,353,276
Years
deecreased to 11%, from 15% in Fisscal 2012.32 In Fiscal
20013, $328 million
m
in prim
me contractss were subjecct to LL 1299, down from
m $389 million in Fiscal 2012.33

32

The pro
ogram covers $1.8
$ billion wh
hich includes th
he value of all prime contractts within the reelevant industry
ry categories
vaalued under $1 million ($328 million) and all
a prime contraacts with a TSP
P valued over $$1 million ($1..5 billion).

33

See Table VI-2, All Industries <= $5K, >$5K - $100K, and $ 100K - <$1M. The table exxcludes contraccts procured
with federal or state
s
goals, and
d those excludeed from the go
oals program (hhuman servicess, sole source aand emergencyy contracts).
Foor a summary of
o M/WBE Prime contracting
g over the past four fiscal yeaars, see Appenddix G.
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Prime Contracting Opportunities
Table VI-2: Fiscal 2013 M/WBE Prime Contracts
African American
Industry / Size

$
Architecture/
Engineering
<=$5K
>$5K, <=$100K

Asian American

Hispanic American

Caucasian Female

Total M/WBE

Total
%

$

%

$

%

$

%

$

%

$538,383,696

$4,000,000

0.7%

$29,956,280

5.6%

$4,098,000

0.8%

$30,229,042

5.6%

$68,283,322

12.7%

$5,000

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$375,500

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$98,000

26.1%

$0

0.0%

$98,000

26.1%

$3,407,246

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$229,042

6.7%

$229,042

6.7%

$534,595,950

$4,000,000

0.7%

$29,956,280

5.6%

$4,000,000

0.7%

$30,000,000

5.6%

$67,956,280

12.7%

$1,570,968,731

$12,694,096

0.8%

$38,581,525

2.5%

$51,584,418

3.3%

$13,213,152

0.8%

$116,073,191

7.4%

<=$5K

$5,010,236

$457,977

9.1%

$1,463,240

29.2%

$40,735

0.8%

$6,280

0.1%

$1,968,233

39.3%

>$5K, <=$100K

$8,216,286

$653,936

8.0%

$1,364,082

16.6%

$315,330

3.8%

$936,992

11.4%

$3,270,339

39.8%

>$100K, <$1M

$33,791,178

$0

0.0%

$5,488,128

16.2%

$1,285,521

3.8%

$3,308,880

9.8%

$10,082,529

29.8%

>$100K, <$1M
>=$1M
Construction
Services

>=$1M

$1,523,951,030

$11,582,183

0.8%

$30,266,075

2.0%

$49,942,832

3.3%

$8,961,000

0.6%

$100,752,090

6.6%

Goods

$691,517,664

$2,861,103

0.4%

$4,549,515

0.7%

$3,653,186

0.5%

$16,907,019

2.4%

$27,970,823

4.0%

<=$5K

$13,385,754

$388,220

2.9%

$760,316

5.7%

$486,117

3.6%

$1,788,563

13.4%

$3,423,216

25.6%

>$5K, <=$100K

$67,890,679

$2,343,943

3.5%

$3,789,199

5.6%

$2,713,169

4.0%

$10,945,657

16.1%

$19,791,968

29.2%

>$100K, <$1M

$47,745,172

$128,940

0.3%

$0

0.0%

$453,900

1.0%

$372,290

0.8%

$955,130

2.0%

>=$1M

$562,496,059

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$0

0.0%

$3,800,509

0.7%

$3,800,509

0.7%

Professional
Services

$215,931,115

$1,387,616

0.6%

$3,967,382

1.8%

$1,181,578

0.5%

$3,546,336

1.6%

$10,082,911

4.7%

<=$5K

$1,333,748

$21,490

1.6%

$5,000

0.4%

$6,508

0.5%

$33,149

2.5%

$66,146

5.0%

>$5K, <=$100K

$9,747,893

$616,126

6.3%

$333,798

3.4%

$175,070

1.8%

$347,187

3.6%

$1,472,181

15.1%

>$100K, <$1M

$19,550,136

$750,000

3.8%

$628,584

3.2%

$0

0.0%

$1,666,000

8.5%

$3,044,584

15.6%

$185,299,339

$0

0.0%

$3,000,000

1.6%

$1,000,000

0.5%

$1,500,000

0.8%

$5,500,000

3.0%

$2,124,521,210

$3,026,289

0.1%

$37,149,149

1.7%

$3,856,089

0.2%

$18,334,074

0.9%

$62,365,600

2.9%

<=$5K

$18,850,548

$421,906

2.2%

$675,260

3.6%

$537,141

2.8%

$2,238,591

11.9%

$3,872,897

20.5%

>$5K, <=$100K

$42,168,362

$2,152,986

5.1%

$2,451,369

5.8%

$1,318,948

3.1%

$2,233,989

5.3%

$8,157,292

19.3%

>=$1M
Standardized
Services

>$100K, <$1M

$56,209,376

$451,397

0.8%

$559,584

1.0%

$0

0.0%

$1,427,938

2.5%

$2,438,919

4.3%

>=$1M

$2,007,292,923

$0

0.0%

$33,462,937

1.7%

$2,000,000

0.1%

$12,433,555

0.6%

$47,896,492

2.4%

All Industries

$5,141,322,415

$23,969,103

0.5%

$114,203,850

2.2%

$64,373,271

1.3%

$82,229,623

1.6%

$284,775,847

5.5%

$38,585,286

$1,289,593

3.3%

$2,903,816

7.5%

$1,070,500

2.8%

$4,066,583

10.5%

$9,330,492

24.2%

>$5K, <=$100K

$128,398,720

$5,766,990

4.5%

$7,938,447

6.2%

$4,620,518

3.6%

$14,463,825

11.3%

$32,789,780

25.5%

>$100K, <$1M

$160,703,109

$1,330,337

0.8%

$6,676,296

4.2%

$1,739,421

1.1%

$7,004,151

4.4%

$16,750,205

10.4%

$4,813,635,301

$15,582,183

0.3%

$96,685,291

2.0%

$56,942,832

1.2%

$56,695,065

1.2%

$225,905,370

4.7%

<=$5K

>=$1M
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As reflected in Table VI-2, during Fiscal 2013
M/WBE vendors obtained over 24% of the City’s
micropurchases, a slight decrease from the almost
26% in Fiscal 2012. M/WBEs were awarded over
25% of small purchases, slightly lower than 29%
in Fiscal 2012. Although there were slight
decreases for both types of purchases, M/WBE
awards for procurements at these levels remain
robust with about a quarter of micro and small
purchases being awarded to M/WBE firms.
For prime contracts between $100,000 and one
million dollars, M/WBEs also received over $16.8
million worth of business in Fiscal 2013, which
amounts to over 10% of that category, slightly
lower than Fiscal 2012’s 13%. Similarly, for
prime contracts valued at over $1 million (which
fell outside of the City’s current M/WBE goals),
M/WBEs won nearly 5% of the awards, slightly
lower than almost 6% in Fiscal 2012. M/WBEs
also won prime contracts – another $46 million –
in areas that fell outside of the coverage of the
goals programs. Thus, while results in specific
categories fluctuated, M/WBEs obtained over
$439 million worth of City procurements in Fiscal
2013, including over $330 million worth of prime
contract awards.34
The number of M/WBE vendors certified by
SBS increased by 5%, rising to 3,700 from 3,526
at the end of Fiscal 2012.35 While the City
continues to strive for ever-increasing levels of
participation, M/WBE procurement success rates
to date demonstrate that the goals program has

substantially increased opportunities for new
M/WBE firms to participate in City procurement.

SAFECO CONSTRUCTION

SAFECO employees

Credit: SAFECO Corp.

SAFECO Construction Corp. is a heavy
construction company based in Staten Island
and owned by Dan Pretto. SAFECO has been
in business since January 2011 and certified
with the City as an M/WBE firm since
2012. SAFECO had been previously awarded
two sidewalk contracts by DDC, for a total of
$3.1 million, but were paying very high
premiums to their surety agent. Mr. Pretto
decided to participate in the City’s Compete to
Win Bond Readiness program. As a result of
participating in the Bond Readiness program,
SAFECO was bonded by a new surety agent at
a much more competitive rate and received a
$4 million bond line. This new bonding line
now enables SAFECO to compete on multiple
City contracts at once.

34

Agency-by-agency tables for prime contracts are
included in Appendix G. Year-to-year comparisons of prime
contracts for the entire period of the City’s M/WBE
program to date (Fiscal 2007 through 2013) are included in
Appendix H.

35

The data reported reflect City contracts won by
certified M/WBEs, i.e., approved by SBS. Other “minorityowned” or “women-owned” companies that may qualify to
be certified but have not yet sought to do so are not included
in these totals.
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Subcontra
acting Oppo
ortunities

SUBC
CONTRACT
TING ONLIINE

Under the
t
City’ss program
m, M/WBE
E
paarticipation goals are seet for each construction
n,
prrofessional services and
d A/E services contracct
thhat will generate subcon
ntracts valu
ued below $1
m
million for construction
n, A/E or professionaal
seervices worrk. City agencies
a
deetermine th
he
peercentage of
o the primee contract likely to be
b
aw
warded for those thrree types of work in
reespective sub
bcontracts valued
v
below
w $1 million
n.
Thhat amount is termed th
he “target su
ubcontractin
ng
peercentage” (TSP). Agencies apply th
he
apppropriate M/WBE
M
goaals to the do
ollar value of
o
thhe TSP, bassed on the estimated value
v
of th
he
prrime contracct. To set goals,
g
agenccies consideer
suuch factors as
a the scope of work and availabilitty
off M/WBEs able to perfform the required work
k.
M
M/WBE parrticipation goals
g
become contracct
teerms of the prime contrract. During Fiscal 2013
3,
C
City agenciees registered
d 242 prim
me contractts
vaalued at abo
out $1.5 billion within the
t industriees
foor which su
ubcontractorr goals aree authorized
d:
coonstruction, profession
nal servicess and A/E
E
seervices, reprresenting an increase fro
om last fiscaal
36
yeear’s $1.2 biillion.

Inn March 20113, the City
mprehensive
rolledd out a com
new subcontracct tracking
databbase. The nnew system
was
praised
as
"an
impoortant step forward"37 by
the C
Citizens Buddget Commission. Leverraging the
existiing Payee IInformation Portal (PIP
P), prime
contrractors can nnow enter alll relevant innformation
on suubcontractorrs they wouuld like to uuse into a
conveenient, onliine form. A
Agencies thhen apply
their approval of the subconntracts electtronically.
Primee contractorrs also repoort their payyments to
subcoontractors thhrough the saame system. This new
proceess will savee time and effort for botth vendors
and C
City agenciees by reduciing paperwoork. It will
also provide eessential traansparency into the
subcoontracting prrocess and m
more seamleessly track
the ut
utilization off M/WBEs ass subcontracctors.

Table
T
VI-3: Fisscal 2013 Prim
mes Targeted for M/WBE S
Subcontractorrs
Primes Contrracts with Target
Subcontractting Percentagee
Industry

Goals
Targeet SubK % Value
V

Afriican
Amerrican

Asiaan
Ameri can

Hispaniic
Americaan

Caucasian
n
Women

Unspecifieed
M/WBE

Total
M/WBE

$73,4
423,912

$174
4,224

$0

$96,7991

$319,2996

$37,074,4443

$37,664,75
53

163

$135,3
346,548

$672
2,973

$2,8166,574

$747,7664

$$0

$52,165,6221

$56,402,93
33

$84,842,277

22

$8,2
290,122

$16
6,320

$0

$9,0667

$29,9220

$3,228,6225

$3,283,93
32

$1,528,504,888

242

$217,0
060,582

$863
3,517

$2,8166,574

$853,6222

$349,2116

$92,468,6889

$97,351,61
18

Total Value

#

Arrchitecture/
Enngineering

$341,962,947

57

Coonstruction
Seervices

$1,101,699,664

Prrofessional
Seervices
Tootal
36

The Ciity program trreats A/E as a component of
o
prrofessional serrvices. MOCS
S tracks A/E separately, as
a
uttilization rates differ somew
what between A/E and otheer
prrofessional serv
vices.

37

Pres s Release, Mayyor Bloombergg and Comptrooller Liu
Annouunce Sweepingg Reforms to C
City Subcontraccting
Requiirements (Marcch 19, 2013)
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Much of the dollar value of prime contracts
awarded during Fiscal 2013 (or any given fiscal
year) is expended over a multi-year period. For
this reason, the subcontracts intended to meet the
goals for those prime contracts will typically be
awarded incrementally over several years. As
shown in Table VI-3, for the 242 Fiscal 2013
prime contracts within the universe to which
M/WBE participation goals could be assigned,
based on the TSPs and goals identified at the time
of bid, M/WBE subcontractors are slated to
receive approximately $97 million, or about 45%
of the target subcontracting amounts projected for
those prime contracts. This amount is consistent
with, and indeed ahead of, the citywide goals. The
TSPs for these contracts average about 14% of the
contract value, which falls within industry norms
for how much subcontracting typically occurs,
how much of that would occur in subcontracts
valued below one million dollars and how much
would occur in the covered industries, i.e.,
construction, A/E and professional services.

In Fiscal 2013, the vast majority of the $2.2
billion value of prime contracts in industries for
which participation goals could be established
was, in fact, subject to participation goals either
under the City’s program (69%) or under
applicable federal and state participation
programs (23%). Of the 357 total prime contracts,
some 289 fell into one of those two categories.
For the 69% of the Fiscal 2013 prime contracts
covered by the City goals program, the prime
contractor must submit a subcontractor utilization
plan to meet its goals as part of its bid or proposal,
although the subcontractors to be retained need
not be identified until the agency orders work to
commence. Thus, most of the 242 prime contracts
that were awarded with goals have not yet
progressed to a point where substantial amounts
of work are underway, making them too
premature to generate substantial subcontracting
opportunities.

Table VI-4: Fiscal 2013 Construction, Professional Services, and Architecture/Engineering Contracts >$100,000
Goals Established
Industry

Total
#/$

%

No Relevant
Subcontracting
Anticipated
#/$

%

State/Federal Goals
#/$

%

Waiver/ Non Profit/
Other
#/$

%

Architecture/
Engineering

#

80

57

71%

3

4%

19

24%

1

1%

$

$501,124,992

$341,962,947

68%

$10,563,178

2%

$141,106,955

28%

$7,491,912

1%

Construction
Services

#

220

163

74%

29

13%

23

10%

5

2%

$

$1,523,226,419

$1,101,699,664

72%

$73,092,568

5%

$331,570,630

22%

$16,863,556

1%

#

57

22

39%

20

35%

5

9%

10

18%

$

$175,348,355

$84,842,277

48%

$23,827,215

14%

$38,620,009

22%

$28,058,853

16%

#

357

242

68%

52

15%

47

13%

16

4%

$

$2,199,699,765

$1,528,504,888

69%

$107,482,962

5%

$511,297,594

23%

$52,414,321

2%

Professional
Services
Total

Subcontracting Not Covered by LL 129
Many large contracts are exempt from the
City’s M/WBE program, as they are supported
by state or federal funds, which are covered by
state or federal goals programs instead. Twenty
three percent of the dollar value of Fiscal 2013

construction, professional services and A/E
services contracts were exempt for this reason.
State and federal programs assign goals for
minority or women-owned business enterprises
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Table VI-5: Federal & State Goals
Goals

Fiscal 2013

Fiscal 2012

Fiscal 2011

Fiscal 2010

Fiscal 2009

Fiscal 2008

MBE

$31,522,409

$52,292,810

$40,870,886

$232,301,799

$237,639,669

$444,000,000

WBE

$14,503,294

$34,493,256

$29,360,766

$79,591,744

$71,897,396

$131,000,000

DBE

$39,765,335

$9,453,384

$20,108,175

$156,067,788

$18,627,540

$69,000,000

Total
Subcontract
Value

$85,791,038

$96,239,449

$90,339,826

$467,961,331

$328,164,605

$644,000,000

$511,297,594

$418,428,777

$547,081,217

$2,603,158,839

$1,570,900,701

$3,340,779,736

17%

23%

17%

18%

21%

19%

Total Prime
Contract Value
Goals as % of
Total Values

(MBE or WBE), and/or for “disadvantaged
business enterprise” (DBE) firms. Agencies
registered $511 million of prime contracts
subject to state or federal goals. These are
projected to generate almost $86 million in
MBE, WBE or DBE work, about 17% of the
total value.38 Additionally, for 52 of the contracts
in the covered industries, agencies concluded
there would be no relevant subcontracting.39
These contracts tended to be smaller in value;
they amounted to only 5% of the total.
EDC also provides work for many M/WBE
subcontractors. While not covered by the City’s
M/WBE program directly, EDC implements
similar participation goals for its contracts and
also procures a significant amount of work
subject to state and federal goals. In Fiscal 2013,
EDC had almost $81 million in prime contracts
38

Some of the contracts shown as subject to state or
federal subcontracting goals in Table VI-4 belong to
categories not covered by the City’s goals program, and
thus are not included in Table VI-3 above.

39

Types of contracts which typically do not result in
subcontracting are litigation support; medical services and
other specialized professional services; street lighting
installation and maintenance; and tree planting. Agencies
may not set M/WBE goals for anticipated subcontracts for
goods or standardized services, even if the prime contract
falls within the construction or professional services arena.

subject to M/WBE subcontractor participation
goals, which are projected to generate just over
$6.6 million (8.2%) in subcontract awards to
City-certified M/WBEs. In addition, EDC has
another $18 million in prime contracts with DBE
goals, which are projected to result in $2 million
(11%) of subcontract awards to DBEs. Like
those of its City agency counterparts, EDC’s
contracts will continue to generate additional
subcontracts awards for M/WBEs and DBEs as
work continues on projects registered in Fiscal
2013.
Subcontracting on
Awarded in Prior Years

Prime

Contracts

Agencies continued to approve subcontractors
on prime contracts that were subject to M/WBE
goals established in Fiscal 2007-2013, as work
under those contracts progressed. As Table VI-6
reflects, for goals-covered prime contracts that
were either first awarded and/or remained open
during Fiscal 2013, agencies this year approved
almost $41 million worth of subcontracts for
certified M/WBE firms to perform construction,
A/E or professional services work. This amounts
to more than 42% of the total subcontracting
dollars approved on those contracts within the
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Table VI-6: Fiscal 2013 Subcontracting Subject to LL 129 on All Primes with TSP
Prime
Ind.
A/E

Total Value of
Primes

Avg.
TSP

$89,154,085

23%

Sub.
Ind.

Total Value
of Subs

Const.
Prof.

$

%

$4,929,603

$2,866,206

58%

$1,544,550

$0

$21,500

$1,705,439,096

Prof.
Total

15%

Asian American

Caucasian Female

$

%

$224,884

5%

$1,050,271

21%

$782,842

16%

0%

$142,847

9%

$33,238

2%

$870,665

56%

$0

0%

$0

0%

$0

0%

$0

0%

$87,542,136

$11,874,664

14%

$10,730,959

12%

$8,190,707

9%

$3,063,633

3%

Prof.

$1,572,814

$148,857

9%

$35,592

2%

$88,500

6%

$471,400

30%

$870,000

$0

0%

$0

0%

$0

0%

$0

0%

$96,480,602

$14,889,727

$5,188,541

5%

Const.

$18,392,074

24%

Prof.

$1,812,985,255

16%

Total

$

Hispanic American

%

A/E
Const.

African American

15%

$11,134,282

12%

$9,362,715

10%

$

%

Table VI-7: All Subcontracts Approved in Fiscal 2013
Subcontract
Size

< $1M

Prime/Sub
Industry
Goals
Industry
NonCovered
Subtotal

$1M & Over

Goals
Industry
NonCovered
Subtotal

All Sizes

Goals
Industry
NonCovered
Grand
Total

African American

Hispanic
American

Caucasian Female

All
M/WBEs
(%)

$

%

$

%

$

%

$

%

$161,498,410

$19,714,004

12%

$19,878,409

12%

$13,126,815

8%

$11,121,043

7%

40%

$22,479,139

$1,880,433

8%

$807,215

4%

$1,265,539

6%

$1,739,704

8%

25%

$183,977,548

$21,594,437

12%

$20,685,624

11%

$14,392,354

8%

$12,860,747

7%

38%

$226,400,143

$3,321,000

1%

$21,530,773

10%

$6,194,194

3%

$6,580,000

3%

17%

$87,892,327

$0

0%

$0

0%

$0

0%

$1,885,859

2%

2%

$314,292,470

$3,321,000

1%

$21,530,773

7%

$6,194,194

2%

$8,465,859

3%

13%

$387,898,553

$23,035,004

6%

$41,409,183

11%

$19,321,009

5%

$17,701,043

5%

26%

$110,371,466

$1,880,433

2%

$807,215

1%

$1,265,539

1%

$3,625,563

3%

7%

$498,270,019

$24,915,437

5%

$42,216,398

8%

$20,586,548

4%

$21,326,606

4%

22%

relevant dollar range and industries.40 These
subcontracts are detailed in Appendix I. Based
on an average TSP of 16%, these prime contracts
will eventually yield about $290 million worth of
subcontract work in the categories to which the
M/WBE goals apply. Many of these, particularly
40

Asian American

Value

$12.4 million of the $41 million in subcontracts
were awarded to M/WBEs that did not have goals
established in their respective gender and ethnic category
and therefore cannot count toward the City’s M/WBE
goals.
Additionally, within that universe of prime
contracts, certified M/WBEs obtained over $2 million
worth of subcontracts in non-covered industries (primarily
standardized services) and over $30 million worth of
subcontracts valued at or above one million dollars
regardless of industry, although the City’s M/WBE
program does not provide for goals for those categories.

the large construction contracts, will generate
work for as long as a decade.
Finally, to provide a more comprehensive
picture of the rate of progress the City is
achieving
in
providing
procurement
opportunities to certified M/WBEs, Table VI-7
presents data on subcontractors newly approved
during Fiscal 2013 for all prime contracts open
during Fiscal 2013. The table above includes
contracts that are both covered by the City’s
M/WBE goals program and those that are not. It
presents information on all of the subcontracts
approved for certified M/WBEs for all City
contracts, including those under state or federal
participation goals and those that are not subject
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too any goals program. Certified
C
M/W
WBEs weree
aw
warded 22%
% of all subcontracts approved
d
duuring Fiscal 2013. For subcontractss below onee
m
million dollarrs in the co
onstruction, professionall
seervices and A/E
A industriees targeted by
b the City’ss
gooals program
m, that prop
portion rose to 40% forr
M
M/WBEs.

beloow $1 millioon has conttinued to reepresent a
signnificant porttion of all subcontracct awards
sincce the proggram was ccreated. Fisscal 2013
show
wed a robuust level of M/WBE suubcontract
awaards (38%)) valued under $1 million.
Sim
milarly, the total subbcontracting volume
regaardless of vvalue has reemained viggorous. In
Fisccal 2013, M
M/WBEs reeceived 22%
% of all
subccontracts.

As the table below indicates, the M/WBE
E
shhare of the City’s total subcontractting volumee

Table
T
VI-8: M/WBE Su
ubcontractin
ng
Fiscal 2013
Doollar
Raange

Fiscal 2012

M/WBE
E
Total

Fiscal 20 11

M/W
WBE
Tota
al

%

$

Fisscal 2010

M/WBE

M/WBE

Total
%

$

Total
%

$

%

$

<$1M

$183,977,54
48

38%

$69,,533,162

$204,921,816

42%

$85,177,627
$

$2447,429,327

38%

$93,973,366
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$
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12%

$92,499,830

$984,746,997

30%

$292,371,145

Tootal
Su
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$498,270,01
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22%

$109,,044,989

$416,633
3,114

31%

$1
128,769,973

$1,0444,425,411

18%

$186,473,196

$1,253,089,769

30%

$381,946
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ONLY THE BEST FOR LESS
Only The
T Best for Less is a wholesale
w
ellectronics coompany
baased in Man
nhattan. Don
nald William
ms has owneed and operaated the
coompany sincce 2006. Thee company has
h been a certified
c
MB
BE since
M
March 2010.. Though th
he company
y was succcessful in w
winning
seeveral smalll purchasee contracts with the NYPD annd the
D
Department of
o Cultural Affairs
A
(DC
CLA), they wanted
w
to ddo more
buusiness with
h the City. One challengee the compan
ny faced waas that it
diid not have the funds to
o purchase the
t supplies needed to pperform
onn larger pro
ojects. With the help fro
om the City
y’s Upfront Capital
Loan program
m, a part of the
t Competee to Win pro
ogram adminnistered
byy SBS (see page 90 fo
or more details), Only The Best fo
for Less
reeceived 8 mobilization
m
loans totaling over $30
00,000. Thee loans,
w
which use City contracts as collateraal, have all been
b
repaid. Due to
thhe company’’s receipt of the loans, Only
O
The Besst for Less hhas been
abble to do mo
ore businesss with the Ciity and look
ks forward too doing
m
more in the fu
uture.
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Donald Williiams, Owner
Only the B
Best for Less
Crredit: Marcello Rios/MOCS

Large-Scale Contract Approvals
Local Law 129 requires City agencies to
obtain MOCS approval before they solicit
procurements anticipated to be valued at over
$10 million, in order to evaluate whether they are
designed to maximize competition and M/WBE
participation. In Fiscal 2013, there were 161
registered contracts for which MOCS conducted
such large-scale procurement reviews.41 Of these,
14 were both solicited and awarded in Fiscal
2013; the other 147 were registered in Fiscal
2013 based on approvals that occurred earlier.
The value of the 161 registered contracts is over
$4.7 billion. Approximately 30% of the contracts
were solicited via competitive sealed bid and
accelerated procurements, and 63% via
competitive sealed proposal.
Table VI-9: Fiscal 2013 Large Scale Registrations
Basis for
Determination

# of
Contracts

Dollar Value

% of
Total

Human Services

88

$2,527,524,565

53%

Indivisible
Purchase,
Project or
Service

22

$667,576,093

14%

Large Scale
Construction

12

$377,433,742

8%

Multiple Site
Contract

10

$265,170,930

6%

PLA

1

$10,000,000

0%

Requirements
Contract

20

$697,540,950

15%

Unique/unusual
good or service

8

$204,520,977

4%

Total

41

161

$4,749,767,258

100%

A full list of these determinations is included in
Appendix J. Approvals that occurred in Fiscal 2013 but
have not yet resulted in the release of any solicitation are
reported only after the contract is awarded, in order to
protect the integrity of the bidding/proposal process.

Over half of the approvals were for human
services contracts with anticipated awards to
nonprofit providers, which are not covered under
LL 129. About 14% of the total dollar value of
large-scale approvals was for indivisible projects
or services, which, due to the nature of the
projects, could not be broken up into smaller
contracts.
Waivers, Modifications and Complaints
A vendor that plans to submit a bid or
proposal in response to a solicitation for a
construction or professional services contract that
contains M/WBE participation goals may seek to
request a reduction in the Target Subcontracting
Percentage (TSP)42 by filing a waiver request
with the contracting agency during the pre-bid or
pre-proposal stage. The agency and MOCS then
evaluate the extent to which the vendor’s
business model and history of subcontracting
construction and professional services is
consistent with the request. In order to qualify for
a waiver, a vendor must show both the capacity
to execute the contract with less subcontracting
than projected and legitimate business reasons to
do so. A vendor that has received a full waiver
has demonstrated that they will not award any
qualifying subcontracts if awarded the contract.
A vendor that obtains a partial waiver has
demonstrated that they will subcontract at a
lower amount than the TSP.
In Fiscal 2013, only 10 contracts were
awarded to vendors that qualified for full waivers
and 22 contracts were awarded to vendors that
qualified for partial waivers. The total dollar
value of contracts awarded to vendors that
obtained full waivers was $45 million while $11
million represented the total dollar value for
contracts awarded to vendors that were awarded
partial waivers. Vendors filed a total of 150
42

See “Subcontracting Opportunities” on page 83.
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requests for waivers in Fiscal Year 2013. Of
those, 14 were denied, 29 were approved as full
waivers and 107 were approved as partial
waivers. However, the vast majority of the
vendors who received waivers did not win the
contracts for which they were bidding.
Additionally, some of the waivers involved
repeated requests from the same firms. Of the
136 full or partial waivers that were granted, 110
waivers went to a total of 17 individual firms.43
Waiver determinations are detailed in Appendix
K.

insulation or carpentry. As there were no
opportunities to subcontract work, the contractor
was unable to fulfill its M/WBE goals.
During Fiscal 2013, no complaints were
made regarding compliance with LL 129 by
certified M/WBE vendors. Additionally, there
were no LL 129 findings of non-compliance
made against prime contractors who failed to
fulfill M/WBE requirements on specific
contracts.

Unlike waivers, which are granted or
denied before a contract is awarded,
modifications occur after a contract is already in
place. A vendor may seek a modification if it
finds itself unable to meet the M/WBE
participation goals due to circumstances
encountered during the life of the contract, such
as limited M/WBE availability or elimination of
work by a contracting agency. Vendors seeking
modifications must show that they have made
reasonable, good faith efforts to meet the goals
set by agencies and must detail why those efforts
have been unsuccessful.
MOCS approved one modification
request during Fiscal 2013. On a FDNY contract,
the prime contractor was unable to fulfill the
M/WBE subcontracting requirement on an oncall asbestos abatement services contract.
Initially, the contractor determined that it was
able to self-perform the asbestos abatement work
and in good faith identified that it would
subcontract thermal insulation and carpentry
work to certified M/WBEs. However, none of the
work orders issued by FDNY required thermal
43

Full waivers are those in which vendors provide
documentation that they plan to do no subcontracting.
Partial waivers allow firms to do less subcontracting than
the target subcontracting percentage and thus retain partial
M/WBE goals.
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FACES OF PROCUREM
MENT

M
Managiing M/W
WBE Contrac
C
cts
Aliciaa Williams,, who joiined DPR in
Feebruary 201
12, serves as the M/W
WBE Progrram
M
Manager for Capital Con
nstruction Projects.
P
Shee is
reesponsible for helping
g to ensurre that priime
coontractors fulfill
f
theirr M/WBE subcontractting
paarticipation goals.
g
Prior to that, Aliccia served ass an
M
M/WBE anallyst at the Department
D
of Design and
a
C
Construction (DDC) for three and half
h years. Her
H
exxperience at DDC prepaared her for the
t challengee at
D
DPR.
Beforee Alicia began
b
work
king at DP
PR,
m
management of the M/WBE program was
w
deecentralized; there was no single point
p
of conttact
foor vendors and
a other ag
gency person
nnel to disccuss
isssues related
d to M/WB
BE complian
nce. Now that
t
A
Alicia is thee M/WBE point
p
person
n at DPR, she
adddresses alll M/WBE issues
i
direcctly. She heelps
Alicia W
Williams, M/WB
BE Program Maanager, DPR
prrime contracctors find M/WBE
M
firmss to fulfill th
heir
Credit: M
Marcello Rios/M
MOCS
M
M/WBE sub
bcontracting
g goals. Iff the agen
ncy
elliminates work that waas originally
y slated forr M/WBEs, she works with primee contractorrs to find
suubstitute worrk for them.. She is ablee to quickly address probblems that aarise becausee she has deeveloped a
sttrong relation
nship with vendors,
v
who
o contact herr for guidannce. Alicia saays that addrressing thesee issues at
thhe outset often prevents larger probllems from developing,
d
ssuch as haviing prime coontractors faail to meet
thheir M/WBE
E subcontractting goals. Alicia’s
A
hard
d work and eefforts have yielded positive results: DPR did
noot receive a single M/WB
BE subcontrracting goalss modificatioon request inn Fiscal 20133.
orked to educate vendorss and other D
DPR personnnel about thhe changes
In Fisccal 2013, Allicia also wo
too the M/WBE
E program resulting
r
from
m the passag
ge of Local L
Law 1 (LL 11). (See pagee 92.) “I feell it is very
im
mportant witth LL 1 to educate
e
as many
m
people as possible,” says Aliciia. “The morre people knnow about
w
why they need to adhere to the law, the
t more of a success thhe program w
will be.” Alicia held threee internal
LL 1 training
g sessions within
w
DPR for
f constructtion contracct directors aand contractt staff, as w
well as one
on for primee contractorss. Alicia’s traainings incluuded inform
mation regardding M/WBE
E program
trraining sessio
reequirements,, how M/WB
BE goals arre to be estaablished andd how vendoors can use both the prre-contract
aw
ward waiverr and modifiication proceesses. Aliciaa’s strong reelationship w
with vendorss, helped to achieve a
hiigh attendan
nce rate at thee contractor session. “Ty
ypically if I ccall, they shhow up,” sayys Alicia.
Aliciaa's continued
d efforts to effectively
e
co
ommunicatee the requirem
ments of thee M/WBE prrogram as
w
well as her wo
ork with ven
ndors are surre to promotee the successs of the M/W
WBE program
m at DPR.
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ASSISTING M/WBES: COMPETE TO WIN
Compete to Win is a set of capacity building programs for M/WBEs and small businesses
administered by SBS. This set of services is designed to help M/WBEs win more contracts with the City
and consists of the following services:
Through Technical Assistance, firms receive
assistance on submitting bids and proposals for
City contracts through workshops and one-on-one
assistance. Firms receive an introduction to
specific industry requirements and standards for
the submission of bids and proposals. One-on-one
assistance provides firms with guidance on how to
improve unsuccessful submissions. SBS has
worked with several city agencies, including the
HPD, DPR, HRA and DCAS to help M/WBEs
submit stronger bids and proposals to increase
certified firms’ chances of winning. In Fiscal
2013, SBS assisted 617 firms.
Upfront Capital Loan helps address the
challenge that small businesses have in funding
initial expenses, or mobilization costs, relating to
City contracts (regardless of industry), such as
labor and equipment costs. Short-term working
capital loans are made available to firms that are
awarded City contracts through partnerships with
New York Business Development Corporation
and Business Outreach Center Capital. In Fiscal
2013, five M/WBE firms were pre-qualified for
loans valued at $486,292.
Bond Readiness provides construction
companies with financial management skills to
help them secure surety bonds necessary to
compete on City contracts. The service consists of
eight months of classroom training and one-onone assistance. In June, 38 firms graduated from
the first class. Four of these firms are bonded at a
total of $8 million, and 19 of these firms are bond
ready for a total of $11 million.
NYC Construction Mentorship provides
certified construction firms with greater access to
City construction opportunities. In June, 39 firms

graduated from the first class. These firms
received a customized curriculum of classroom
instruction, one-on-one assistance, and an
assessment to help them grow their business. The
program provided access to over $30 million in
contracting opportunities. The participating
agencies in Fiscal 2013 were HPD and DPR. In
Fiscal 2013, firms that participated in this
program won 18 contracts with HPD valued at
$110,000 and 3 contracts with DPR valued at $2
million.
Through NYC Teaming, M/WBEs and other
small businesses learn how to partner with other
firms to bid on larger or new markets contract
opportunities. In partnership with American
Express OPEN, the division of American Express
that provides assistance to small business owners,
SBS offers a series of workshops and webinars
that cover topics such as different types of
teaming arrangements, financial and legal issues,
responding to RFPs and bids and marketing to
potential partners. The series culminates in a
matchmaking event that facilitates industryspecific networking, brings firms together with
City agency procurement representatives and
prime contractors, and provides open RFPs and
bids for participants to review with potential
partners. In Fiscal 2013, 129 participants attended
four webinars, 166 participants attended four
workshops, and 127 attended two business
matchmaking events.
The Corporate Alliance Program (CAP)
helps connect firms with contracting opportunities
in the private sector in collaboration with eleven
corporate partners. Becoming a supplier to a large
corporation is a major step forward for any small
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business, providing not only income but
credibility, stability, and business relationships
that come with experience. With its CAP partners,
SBS launched a training series that addresses key
issues small businesses face when trying to break
into the corporate supply chain. Since the program
launched, CAP has held eleven workshops on
“Navigating the Corporate Supply Chain”
attended by more than 300 minority and womenowned businesses. In September 2012, eleven
professional service firms graduated from the
Corporate Coaching pilot program, which
connected each participant with an executive
coach from a participating corporation. 77 firms
have graduated from the CAP/Columbia
University Construction Mentorship Program
launched in 2008.
Strategic Steps for Growth is a nine-month
executive education program designed for
M/WBEs, offered in partnership with the Berkley
Center for Entrepreneurship & Innovation at the
NYU Stern School of Business. An industry-

specific class is also offered for business owners
in the media & entertainment fields. The program
provides participants with a new professional
network, including business experts, university
professors, and other business owners, and offers
support for every aspect of business operations as
well as a focus on capacity-building for City and
government contract opportunities for the enrolled
M/WBEs and on private-sector opportunities for
the enrolled media & entertainment firms.
Participants learn the strategic skills needed to run
a growing company, and create a custom, threeyear growth plan for their businesses. Since the
program began in 2010, based on self-reported
data from an annual survey conducted each
calendar year, 55 M/WBE graduates of four
classes have collectively reported securing $6.4
million in new financing (including loans and
lines of credit), creating over 330 new jobs and
winning more than $92 million in government
contract awards (City, state and federal) as of
December 31, 2012.
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WELCOME LOCAL LAW 1
In Fiscal 2013, Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg signed into law Local Law 1 of 2013 (LL 1). LL 1
takes significant steps to strengthen and expand the City’s M/WBE program. The new law also heightens
oversight and reporting provisions to increase accountability to further ensure that City agencies meet
M/WBE performance goals.
Table VI-10: Revised M/WBE Participation Goals
Program Changes

Industry

Asian
Americans

African
Americans

Hispanic
Americans

Women

LL 1 brought changes to the City’s
M/WBE program.44 The biggest change to the Construction
8%
8%
4%
18%
Services
program is the elimination of the $1 million Goods
8%
7%
5%
25%
cap on contracts subject to the M/WBE (< $100,000)
program, which significantly increases the Professional
No Goals
12%
8%
17%
Services
overall number and value of contracts subject
Standardized
3%
12%
6%
10%
to the program requirements. Accordingly, Services
prime and subcontracts valued over $1 million
participation goal for Women-Owned
may now be counted towards the fulfillment of
Business Enterprises (WBEs);
M/WBE participation goals.
 Allowing
certified
M/WBE
prime
Additional program changes include:
contractors to count their own work toward
 Updating the goals for ethnic and gender
their M/WBE participation goals.
categories;


Adding standardized services to the types of
industries that may be subject to M/WBE
participation goals;



Eliminating M/WBE participation goals for
goods valued above $100,000;



Changing the way participation goals are
established by eliminating the TSP45 and
allowing M/WBE participation goals to be
established on the value of the entire
contract rather than a portion of the contract;



Allowing businesses owned by women of all
racial and ethnic groups to count toward the

44

The changes to the M/WBE program took effect the first
day of Fiscal 2014 - July 1, 2013.

45

The Target Subcontracting Percentage (TSP) is the
percentage of a contract which an agency anticipates a
typical prime contractor in the relevant industry would
award in subcontracts valued at less than $1 million.
M/WBE participation goals were then set on the TSP.

New Oversight Provisions
Annual Agency Procurement Plans: LL 1
requires agencies to create annual procurement
plans. These plans must include: (i) procurement
schedules for contracts that will be subject to the
M/WBE program for the upcoming fiscal year;
(ii) detailed information such as the type and
scale of the services and/or goods to be procured;
(iii) the term of the proposed contract; (iv) the
method of solicitation; and (v) the anticipated
fiscal quarter of the planned solicitation.
Designation of Director: LL 1 requires the
designation of a “Director” to perform enhanced
oversight functions that are further detailed
below. Deputy Mayor Caswell Holloway was
designated as the Director. As such, he will work
with MOCS and SBS to regularly review agency
compliance reports and meet with agencies to
address performance improvement and noncompliance issues.
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M
M/WBE
E Outreeach
Gregorio Mayers
M
servees as the Sen
nior M/WBE
E
Poolicy Adviso
or for Cas Holloway,
H
Deeputy Mayorr
foor Operation
ns, at City Hall. Greg
gorio workss
cllosely with SBS and MOCS to oversee thee
C
City’s initiativ
ves for mino
ority and wo
omen-owned
d
buusinesses.
3, Mayor Michael R..
On Januaary 7, 2013
Bloomberg signed Locall Law 1 (L
LL 1) which
h
w
was enacted to expand
d the City
y’s M/WBE
E
prrogram, buiilding on th
he achievem
ments of thee
innitial legislattion, Local Law
L
129 off 2005. LL 1
allso establish
hed the position of the City
C M/WBE
E
D
Director. Thee Mayor dessignated Deeputy Mayorr
H
Holloway as the City’s M/WBE Diirector, who
o
noow overseees citywide program compliance..
G
Gregorio beliieves that th
he Director helps
h
ensuree
thhe program’ss success. Gregorio statees, “The key
y
iss that the ex
xternal comm
munity know
ws that City
y
H
Hall is seriou
us about M//WBEs. Theere is now a
pooint person working with
w
the ageencies on a
daaily basis an
nd issues are being heard
d on a higherr
leevel to ensurre that policiees are adhereed to.”
Gregorio played
p
a key
y role in dev
veloping and
d
paassing LL 1, along
gside Depu
uty Mayorr
H
Holloway. Among
A
itss provision
ns, LL 1
sttrengthens th
he City’s M/WBE progrram through
h
heeightened oversight,
o
neew participaation goals,,
annd an increaased numberr and scope of contractss
avvailable to firms.
fi
Gregorio worked closely with
h
ellected officials to comm
municate thee benefits off
thhese proposeed changes. Additionally
y, he built a
brroad base co
oalition of in
nterest group
ps, including
g
sm
mall busineess leaders, clergy, keey M/WBE
E
addvocates and various chambers
c
off commerce,,
alll of whom eagerly
e
supported legislaative reform..

or thhe necessaryy tools to coompete on tthe larger,
morre complicateed contracts that would bbe subject
to M
M/WBE partticipation gooals throughh the new
legisslation. To aaddress that challenge aand others,
the City deveeloped suppportive servvices for
M/W
WBEs and oother small businesses, including
Com
mpete to W
Win (see paage 91), a suite of
capaacity buildiing program
ms which Gregorio
helpped promotee through a multi-mediaa outreach

Greggorio Mayers, S
Senior M/WBE
E Policy Advisoor, Office of
the M
Mayor
Crredit: Marcello Rios/MOCS

cam
mpaign, incluuding adverrtisements in various
new
wspapers, TV
V programss, and bus shelters.
“Whhat is importtant to know
w is that M/W
WBEs will
havee all the neccessary resouurces from thhe City to
ensuure that theyy are able to compete suuccessfully
in thhe marketplace,” says G
Gregorio. It has since
becoome one of the ccenterpieces of the
Adm
ministration’s efforts to ssupport certiified firms
and prepare them
m for new oopportunitiess available
thro ugh LL 1.

One of th
he challengees that ven
ndors faced,,
acccording to Gregorio, was
w finding the capacity
y
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Required Reports: LL 1 requires agencies to
report more often on prime and subcontracts
awarded to M/WBE firms (M/WBE Utilization
Reports), changing from biannually to quarterly.
The new law also requires Performance
Improvement Plans for agencies that do not
achieve their utilization goals. Agencies must
submit their plans to the Director, MOCS, SBS
and the Speaker of the City Council.
Quarterly Meetings: LL 1 requires that the
Director convene agency M/WBE Officers for
quarterly meetings to: (i) discuss the results of
the quarterly agency M/WBE Utilization
Reports; (ii) check agencies' implementation of
performance improvement plans and any
additional efforts undertaken to meet their goals;
(iii) share the practices helpful in increasing
M/WBE participation; and (iv) devise plans to
improve the performance of agencies that do not
meet the goals established in agency utilization

plans. Agency commissioners are required to
attend at least two of the quarterly meetings.
Improved
M/WBE
Certification Site Visits

Directory

and

As is also required under LL1, in Fiscal 2013,
SBS began developing an improved online
directory of certified M/WBE firms to make it
easier for prime contractors to identify potential
partners
and
subcontractors.
Additional
information in the directory includes bonding
capacity of the business and union affiliation, if
applicable. SBS will be adding information on:
(i) the market sector in which the business
operates; and (ii) contract price and specific tasks
performed by the business for its last three
contracts. SBS will also begin performing site
visits when certifying M/WBE firms.
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IMPACT OF LOCAL LAW 129 OF 2007
Since the M/WBE program began in Fiscal 2007, the City has been committed to ensuring the program’s
success by increasing contracting opportunities for minority and women-owned businesses. As LL 1 of
2013 will significantly change the City’s M/WBE program beginning in Fiscal 2014, we take a look at LL
129’s impact on City contracting and certified firms.
Certified Firms
The City’s M/WBE program depends on the
number of M/WBE firms that are certified by
SBS. In order for M/WBE firms to obtain the
benefits of the program, they must be certified by
SBS and in order for the City and prime
contractors to meet M/WBE subcontracting
goals, contracts and subcontracts must be
awarded to certified M/WBE firms. As shown in
Chart VI-1, since LL 129 became effective, the
City has seen a steady rise in the number of
certified M/WBE firms. In Fiscal 2007, there
were a total 1,236 certified firms, while at the
end of Fiscal 2013, there were a 3,700 certified
firms, a 200% increase.

VI-2 shows, since LL 129 became effective, the
number of M/WBEs awarded prime contracts has
steadily increased. The sharpest increase was in
awards for contracts valued under $1 million –
the types of contract awards covered under the
City’s M/WBE program. Additionally, there was
also an increase in prime contract awards valued
at $1 million or more that were awarded to
certified firms.
Chart VI-2: Percentage of Prime
Contracts Awarded to M/WBEs by
Value
20%
18%
16%
14%

Chart VI-1: Certified M/WBE
Firms Over Time
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Prime Contract Awards to M/WBEs
Since Fiscal 2007, the year that LL 129 began,
M/WBEs have been awarded over $2 billion in
prime contracts from competitive solicitations
under the relevant industry categories. As Chart

Subcontract Awards to M/WBEs
Since LL 129 became effective, over $9.4
billion worth of prime contracts have been
registered that were subject to M/WBE
subcontracting goals. Of those contracts, over
$652 million worth of subcontracts were
committed to M/WBEs through goals
requirements. As contracts generally take several
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An analysis of the data reveals that the City is
on track to meet its citywide M/WBE
subcontracting goals. Payment data indicates that
for all of the prime contracts subject to M/WBE
participation goals since Fiscal 2007, the City
has paid, to date, approximately, $5.2 billion (or
56%) of the over $9.4 billion worth of prime
contracts subject to M/WBE subcontracting
requirements. Additionally, data for the same
time frame shows that a total of $381 million (or
58%) of the over $652 million worth of
subcontracts in the covered industry categories

have been awarded to M/WBEs, exceeding the
pay out rate for prime contracts (see Chart VI-3
below).
Chart VI-3: Projected and Actual
M/WBE Subcontracting, Adjusted
for Project Completion
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Value
Committed to
M/WBEs,
Adjusted for
Completion
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(In Millions)

years to complete, many of the prime contracts
subject to M/WBE goals that have been awarded
since Fiscal 2007 are, in fact, not yet complete.
As subcontracts are awarded throughout the life
of a prime contract, whether or not a prime
contractor
has
fulfilled
the
M/WBE
subcontracting goals will not be known until the
prime contract’s completion.
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VII. HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE
On October 29, 2012 Hurricane Sandy made landfall in New York City. The storm was unprecedented
in both scope and intensity and affected the City in profound ways. The storm flooded the City’s low lying
areas, knocking out power to approximately two million people. Neighborhoods in Southern Queens,
Brooklyn and Staten Island were hit the hardest and faced the most destruction, with tens of thousands of
homes devastated, many rendered uninhabitable. Elsewhere throughout the City, the storm damaged
crucial infrastructure, knocked down trees and strewed debris on sidewalks and streets. This section tells
the story of how the City’s emergency procurement process helped City staff launch one of the most
complex and thorough recovery and restoration efforts in the City’s history.

Emergency Procurements
Emergency procurements played a bigger role in Fiscal 2013 than in recent years. When an agency
must respond quickly to address unforeseen dangers to life, safety or property, the emergency
procurement process allows it to meet an immediate need for goods or services that other procurement
methods cannot quickly fulfill. This method has been utilized to address unanticipated situations that have
been brought upon by natural or man-made disasters to ensure the swift delivery of much needed goods
and services to City residents.

Hurricaine Sandy

Hurricaine Irene

Blizzard of 2010

Millions

To initiate an emergency procurement, an agency first submits an emergency declaration and provides
the scope of goods or services required.
Chart VII-1: Volume of Emergency Contracts
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HURRICANE SANDY OVERVIEW
In anticipation of the storm, City agencies used
existing contracts for emergency goods and services
where they were available. When there were no
existing contracts, agencies initiated emergency
procurements. The first agency emergency declaration
was made on October 26 to raise the limit on the
Citywide Purchase Card (P-card) from $5,000 to
$10,000 to give agencies greater flexibility in making
small-dollar emergency purchases. (For more
information regarding the P-card please see page 75.)
Table VII-1: Hurricane Sandy Spending by
Method
Method

Count

Value

198

$792,229,589

New Contracts
Emergency
Micro Purchase

4

$12,287

Small Purchase

3

$50,099

New Contracts Total

205

$792,291,974

Amendment

16

$6,210,484

Construction
Change Order

9

$8,649,000

25

$14,859,484

230

$807,151,458

Modifications

Modifications Total
Total (New
Construction and
Modifications)

Chart VII-2: Sandy Spending by Industry
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Architecture/ Engineering
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After the storm, agencies moved quickly to procure goods,
standard, human and construction services. Seventeen City
agencies made 130 emergency declarations authorizing $1.2
billion to be spent on relief. Pursuant to these declarations,
agencies processed 205 new emergency procurements, small
purchases and micropurchases totaling $792 million. In
addition, agencies made a combination of 25 amendments
and construction change orders pursuant to the declarations,
valued at approximately $15 million. These modifications to
existing contracts leveraged the capacity of already engaged
vendors towards relief efforts. See Table VII-1. Altogether
for all contract actions, approximately $807 million out of
the authorized amount in emergency declarations was
registered as of the close of Fiscal 2013. The remaining
balance is expected to be spent over the coming fiscal years
for on-going Sandy-related projects.

The majority of Sandy related spending was on emergency construction or repairs. Over 85% of
spending or $689 million was on construction services, primarily due to the citywide Rapid Repairs
program set up after the storm. Standard services, the next largest category, accounted for $45 million.
Most of the standard services are attributed to DSNY debris clean up after the storm. Chart VII-2 displays
the breakdown of spending by industry.
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DEP had by far the highest volume of Sandy related
procurements; the agency spent approximately $628 million on new
emergency contracts alone. The Rapid Repairs program accounts for
much of that spending. DPR had the second-largest spend
committing $45 million to make parks safe after the storm and
reconstruct City beaches. DHS processed 51 contracts, accounting
for the greatest number of procurement actions. DHS’s contracts
provided relief for evacuees, including emergency shelter and food.
Table VII-2 lists the count and value of Sandy-related contracts
among City agencies.
Some of the contracts that provided help to New Yorkers
affected by the storm are described below.
Restoration

Table VII-2: Hurricane Sandy
Spending by Agency
Agency

#

Value

DEP

24

$628,128,643

DPR
DHS
DOT
DSNY
DCAS
DDC
HRA
NYPD
DOB
HPD
All other
Agencies
Total

13
51
8
45
12
6
10
18
6
13

$45,471,212
$26,606,436
$26,538,098
$14,439,071
$13,873,420
$12,085,228
$6,559,920
$5,821,174
$5,006,400
$3,917,290

24

$18,704,568

The Mayor’s Office and the Human Resources Administration
230 $807,151,458
(HRA) led a multiagency effort to open seven Restoration Centers
in the hardest hit communities throughout the city. HRA executed an emergency procurement for case
management services, including client intake, help navigating the services within each Restoration Center
exit interviews, and referrals to additional services available in the community. The nonprofit providers
worked alongside the City, State and Federal Agencies to staff the Centers and provide essential
information and referral services such as financial assistance, benefit registration, Rapid Repairs and other
housing resources, business loan information and federal individual assistance. Restoration Centers saw
more than 40,000 visits from opening on November 13, 2012 to the closing of the last three centers in
Coney Island, Arverne, and Staten Island on February 23, 2013.
Shelter
DHS contracted with 13 vendors, including Samaritan Village, to open annexes and emergency shelters
that provided food and medical supplies for residents displaced from their homes.
Building Assessment
The Department of Buildings (DOB) contracted with Ove Arup and Partners to rapidly assess damaged
buildings to determine if they were habitable.
Emergency Supplies

Emergency food relief services
Credit: OEM

The Office of Emergency Management (OEM) and DCAS moved swiftly
to provide emergency supplies from Innotech Products such as ready to
eat meals, water and medical equipment including oxygen tanks. In
addition, OEM procured contracts for emergency supplies including
generators and water pumps. DCAS also procured vehicles, generators,
light towers, boilers, heavy equipment, and debris removal services.
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Transportation services
OEM worked with vendors including Mr. Transportation Inc. and Quality Transportation Corp. to
transport elderly citizens from nursing homes to evacuation shelters and
transferring evacuees between shelters. DOT procured ferry service
between Staten Island and Lower Manhattan after the storm disabled the
use of one of the Staten Island ferry terminals. The service was provided
by New York Water Taxi and was up and running by November 26.46
The storm caused traffic light outages throughout the five boroughs and
vendors including Hellman Electric were instrumental in restoring
Staten Island Ferry
traffic lights.
Credit: Anthony DePrimo/DOT
Information Technology
The City also procured various IT goods and services to assist in disaster relief. For example, DHS
procured Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) phones from Consolidated Tech. DHS also contracted with
King TeleServices for a web-based tracking and management system to monitor victims staying in hotels.
In addition, OEM worked with Derive Technologies to provide staffing for both the Restoration Centers
and the City’s Emergency Operations Center to ensure that all IT operations ran smoothly and helped
agency staff and residents.
Debris Removal
DSNY contracted out for debris removal services, which helped to clear
streets and sidewalks. Generated, LTD was one of 41 vendors to provide
this service.
Parks Repair
Sandy impacted City parkland,
including beaches in Coney Island
and the Rockaways. DPR used an existing contract with Lewis Tree
Service to provide emergency tree pruning services to remove
branches made dangerous by the storm. DPR also contracted with
Delaney Associates LP to repair park facilities.
Storm debris clean-up
Credit: Michael Anton/DSNY

Emergency tree pruning
Credit: Malcolm Pinckney/DPR

46

See Press Release, NYC DOT Selects New York Water Taxi To Operate New, Temporary Commuter Ferry Service From
Great Kills to Manhattan, With Service to Begin Monday, Nov. 26, at http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pr2012/pr12_66.shtml
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MOBILIZAT
TION OF EMERGENCY
M
Y RESOURC
CES
Hurriccane Sandy caused wid
despread dam
mage to hoomes throughhout the Ciity. Accordiing to the
Feederal Emerrgency Man
nagement Ag
gency (FEM
MA), nearly 70,000 houusing units w
were damaged by the
sttorm. The Ciity’s coastal communitiees, primarily
y in Staten Issland, Brookklyn and Quueens, experiienced the
buulk of the destruction. In those
arreas, the sto
orm surge seeped into
hoouses,
fllooding
basements,
b
sooaking electrrical and heeat systems
annd
desstroying
personal
poossessions. Thousands of New
Y
Yorkers faced
d the prospect of going
innto winter in
n damaged homes
h
that
diid not have proper
p
proteection from
thhe cold.
Relieff after other similar
diisasters usuaally comes in the form
off trailers or temporary housing
h
for
reesidents; how
wever, many
y residents
chhose to rem
main in theeir homes,
H
Howard Friedm
man, NYC Law Department
deespite the daamage. Afterr Hurricane
Crediit: Marcello Rioos/MOCS
Saandy, the Ciity worked with
w FEMA
too implementt a first-of-itts-kind prog
gram, testing
g the premisse that the bbest shelter in the afterm
math of a
diisaster is onee’s one hom
me. Working with FEMA
A, the City’ss goal was too allow residdents to stayy safely in
4
thheir homes by
b quickly prroviding urgent repairs. 47
Mayorr Bloomberg
g announced
d the NYC Rapid
R
Repairrs program oon Novembeer 9, 2013, aappointing
K
Kathryn Malllon, DEP’s Deputy
D
Com
mmissioner fo
or capital coonstruction, tto lead it. Kaathryn workeed closely
w
with DEP’s ACCO
A
Mary
y Pazan, and
d Howard Friedman
F
annd Lori Barrrett from thee Law Depaartment to
w
write solicitaation documents for a program
p
to quickly maake repairs nnecessary too restore hoomes to a
haabitable con
ndition. In one
o day, thee group draffted a requeest for exprression of innterest docuument that
inncluded a terrm sheet with
h many of th
he features of
o forthcominng emergenccy constructiion contract..

47

This program was based on a FEMA progrram, the Shelteering and Tempporary Essentiaal Power (STEP) Pilot Prograam that the
aggency designed
d immediately after
a
the Hurriccane.
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Repairrs had to beegin as soon
n as possiblee. To get woork started, the team puut together a payment
sttructure that had never before
b
been used
u
in City procuremennt and that aallowed a conntractor to bbe paid for
tim
me and matterials until the City an
nd the contrractors agreeed to a set of unit prices for the w
work. The
contraact also conttained an oppt-out clausee so that if
the vvendor did not acceptt the later payment
agreem
ment, they could leave the progrram. This
agreem
ment enableed contractoors to start work on
repairrs immediateely with thee confidencee that the
paymeent terms w
would ultimaately reflect the needs
of thee program.

Kathryn Ma
allon, Deputy Commissioner, DEP
D
Credit: DEP

Registratioon opened to homeownners soon
Restoration
thereaafter via 311, nyc.gov, and the R
Centeers. Workingg as a team
m, Rapid Reppairs staff
and ccontractors rrestored heaat, electricityy, and hot
runninng water. Kaathryn’s team
m was respoonsible for
handliing the intakke and referrral of repaiir requests
and overseeing the contraactors in tthe field.
Accorrding to Kat
athryn, the bbiggest challlenge was
coorddinating onn-going connstruction work in
thousaands of hom
mes simultanneously and providing
up-to--date daily rreporting on progress. Each prime
contraactor createdd its own sysstem to coorrdinate the
variouus subcontrractors and trades andd to track
progreess. By the end of Deceember, Rapiid Repairs
had reepaired 3,0000 homes. B
By the end oof January
that ffigured tripleed to 9,000 homes cityywide. By
the ennd of the prrogram in M
March, 11,800 homes
had bbeen repairred and appproximatelyy 54,000
resideents were ablle to return hhome.

All off this was ach
hieved using
g nine prime constructionn contractorrs and 185 suubcontractorrs, divided
innto nine geo
ographic regions in afffected areass. Subcontrracts covereed a varietyy of trades including
ellectricians, plumbers,
p
stteamfitters, laborers, carrpenters andd experts inn asbestos abbatement. O
Of the 185
suubcontractorrs, 22%, werre City certiffied Minority
y or Womenn-Owned Bussinesses (M//WBEs).
Staff at thee Mayor’s Office
O
of Con
ntract Services (MOCS) vetted everyy contractor and subconttractor for
thhe required credentials and
a business integrity. MOCS alsoo screened ffor appropriate businesss licenses,
O
Occupational Safety and Health
H
Adm
ministration violations,
v
ouutstanding taaxes, New Y
York State Department
off Labor deb
barments, neegative VEN
NDEX inforrmation andd other advverse inform
mation. In alll, MOCS
reeviewed 433 vendors and
d typically provided
p
a deeterminationn within 48 hhours.
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The quick work of Rapid Repairs is a new model for disaster recovery, and FEMA has hailed it as
an example of close coordination between different levels of government “to fit the needs of survivors “
rather than make people fit FEMA’s existing programs.48
Getting people quickly back into their homes required close coordination amongst City agencies,
contractors, and utilities. Thanks to Kathryn, Mary, Howard, and Lori’s teamwork and effectiveness, the
Rapid Repairs program has been an example of successful disaster relief and an example of City officials
making the procurement process work leading to successful disaster relief.

HURRICANE RECOVERY/BEACHES
Hurricane Sandy devastated New York City’s beaches. Although the damage was far reaching, the
City committed to restore fourteen miles of swimming beaches across the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and
Staten Island in time for Memorial Day 2013. DPR partnered with the DDC and other City agencies to
clean up debris, restore sand, repair piers and facilities, and install modular facilities, including comfort
stations, lifeguard stations, and maintenance and operation facilities in three boroughs. DDC awarded a
contract to Triton Structural Concrete for the furnishing and installation of these prefabricated modular
facilities (see cover art). In addition to the new modular facilities, DDC also procured the services of
Mongiove Associates to repair and renovate existing buildings in Brooklyn and Staten Island, which were
damaged by the storm. The renovations included elevating the mechanical and electrical systems from the
ground floor to higher elevations to minimize potential for damage in future floods.
To carry out this work, the City utilized contracts with architectural and engineering firms and
construction companies, who offered their expertise and manpower to complete restoration before
Memorial Day Weekend. Hundreds of contractors were hired, some days working around the clock.
Additionally, the debris removal work created more than 1,000 seasonal City jobs across the boroughs.
The collaborative work over five months resulted in a successful opening on Friday, May 24. In addition
to the citywide installation of the prefabricated modulars, as well as the renovation of existing facilities,
see, on the following page, some of the the City’s efforts to reopen the beaches in time for the beach
season.

48

See Rapid Repairs Program Hailed as Model, Crain’s New York Business, at
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20130322/REAL_ESTATE/130329955
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Rockaway Beach
Much of the boardwalk in the Rockaways was completely
destroyed, leaving only concrete piers in some areas. DPR issued
emergency contracts for demolition and removal of damaged
structures, as well as installation of protective measures such as
security fencing. Through a DDC contract, Padilla Construction
Services constructed boardwalk islands around beach amenities,
added a new concrete platform, outdoor showers, drinking
fountains, benches, shade structures and railing and stadium seating.

Rockaway Beach
Credit: Daniel Avila/DPR

Coney Island
Triton Structural Concrete for construction on the Steeplechase Pier.
New concrete support beams were added to the existing concrete
structure. The new and improved pier boasts a viewing area at one
end and an observation ramp that rises above the pier to provide
views of the ocean.
Coney Island Boardwalk
Daniel Avila/DPR

Staten Island Beaches
Many beaches on Staten Island required emergency contracts for
clean up. Work by Lomma Construction and William A. Gross
Construction included sand moving and re-grading, debris removal,
fence installation, ball field repairs, and repairs to the FDR
Boardwalk.
Debris removal at Staten Island Beaches
Credit: Daniel Avila/DPR
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2002

PROCUREMENT INITIATIVES – A TIMELINE OF PROCUREMENT REFORM
Agency Procurement Indicators Report
The Mayor’s Office of Contracts (MOC) publishes the first annual Agency Procurement Indicators Report,
separate from the Mayor's Management Report, in September.

2003

Consolidation of Procurement Offices
In January 2003, the Administration consolidates staff from MOC, the Procurement Policy Board (PPB),
and the Office of Construction, allowing the City to improve monitoring of the procurement process. The
City Chief Procurement Officer (CCPO) becomes the Director of the combined entity.
New York City Procurement: A Blueprint for Change
In October 2003, the Administration publishes A Blueprint for Change, which lays out a commitment to
procurement reform, focusing on seven key initiatives to effect a more efficient procurement system:
charter revision; management reforms; innovative purchasing opportunities; targeted technology
investment; accountability for performance; ensuring vendor responsibility; and legislative reforms.
Small Purchase 5+5 System
The solicitation software for small purchases is modified so that each solicitation opportunity, in addition
to going to five random vendors from the citywide bidders list, goes to five randomly selected vendors
from the M/WBE, LBE and small business pool, giving them added access to that universe of business.

2004

Renaming the Mayor’s Office of Contracts
On June 17, 2004, Executive Order No. 48 changes the name of the Mayor’s Office of Contracts to the
Mayor’s Office of Contract Services, emphasizing a commitment to customer service.
Delegation
In keeping with the Administration’s emphasis on agency accountability, MOCS delegates substantial
additional procurement approval authority to each of the Mayoral agencies, enabling expedited contract
processing.

2005

Posting RFPs Online
In order to increase procurement transparency and ensure that solicitations are available to the greatest
number of potential competitors, Local Law 11 is enacted, requiring agencies to post all RFP documents on
the City’s website (www.nyc.gov).
M/WBE Program
On September 9, 2005, Executive Order No. 71 of 2005 establishes a program to enhance meaningful
participation of Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprises (M/WBEs) as prime contractors and
subcontractors on City contracts.
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2005

Prevailing Wage
On October 6, 2005, Executive Order No. 73 of 2005 strengthens the enforcement of the prevailing wage
requirements of Section 220 of the New York State Labor Law. When letting contracts for public works or
building services, agencies must require vendors that bid significantly below their competitors to provide
proof that they and their subcontractors will pay employees the prevailing wage.

2006

M/WBE Program
Local Law 129 of 2005 take effect establishing Citywide participation goals by race, ethnicity, and gender
for utilization of M/WBEs on contracts of less than $1 million dollars.

Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP)
 Passed by the City Council in 2005, and effective in 2006, a package of local laws establishes
environmentally preferable standards for products purchased by the City. The purchase of such
products protects the environment by reducing the City’s energy consumption, air pollution, hazardous
releases, and water use.
 Local Law 118 of 2005 establishes a Director of Citywide Environmental Purchasing (DCEP) to
implement the City’s EPP program. Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg appoints the CCPO as DCEP on
April 24, 2006.
 Local Laws 119, 120, 121, and 123 of 2005 establish the standards for the EPP program by requiring
the City to purchase products that comply with ENERGY STAR® requirements; requiring City
agencies to follow the Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines established by the Federal
Environmental Protection Agency; requiring the City to purchase electronic equipment and fluorescent
lighting with low levels of potentially hazardous substances; and authorizing the City to develop a pilot
program to test environmentally preferable cleaning products and establish standards requiring the
purchase and use of “green cleaning” products.
Procurement Training Institute
MOCS promulgates new rules on training for all City procurement professionals. The new standards
require that all agency procurement staff assigned authority above the micropurchase level take at least one
course every two years. All ACCOs at large agencies and DACCOs at very large agencies require training
certification from the CCPO and recertification every five years.

2007

Apprenticeship Training
The CCPO issues a directive to agencies to ensure that City construction projects provide the maximum
opportunities possible for apprenticeship training, which offers real career opportunities for New Yorkers
to advance toward well-paying jobs in the industry.
Purchasing Card Program
In July 2007, the Purchasing Card (P-card) Program commences. The P-card is a credit card issued to
agencies for making micropurchases of goods and services. The P-card benefits agencies by providing user
convenience, eliminating the intermediate steps required by the traditional procurement process.
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2007

Doing Business Database
In July 2007, Local Law 34 of 2007, also known as the City’s “Pay-to-Play” statute, is enacted. The Doing
Business Database is later developed to enforce this statute. MOCS collects data from City agencies, Cityaffiliated public authorities, and similar entities on the companies and nonprofits they do business with, as
well as the key individuals at each entity. The information is shared with the Campaign Finance Board to
increase transparency and to appropriately limit donations from those individuals.

2008

Capacity Building and Oversight
In November 2007, MOCS adds a new team for Capacity Building and Oversight (CBO) of nonprofit
entities. CBO assists nonprofit vendors with their internal controls, governance structures, and financial
practices.
Discretionary Awards
In Spring 2008, at the request of the Speaker of the City Council, MOCS and the City Council establish a
prequalification process for vendors receiving Council designations of discretionary awards valued at more
than $10,000 cumulatively. This process protects the integrity of discretionary awards and guards against
conflicts of interest while ensuring the timely award of funds to organizations that provide high quality
services to their communities.
Green Cleaning Pilot
In May 2008, 10 agencies begin testing environmentally-friendly cleaning products to replace products
previously used. Under the guidance of MOCS and DCAS, staff evaluate each product on its effectiveness,
ease of use, and safety.

2009

NYCStat Stimulus Tracker
In February 2009, President Barack Obama signs the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA)
of 2009 into law as a response to the nation’s economic crisis. As a major recipient of ARRA funding, New
York City develops the NYCStat Stimulus Tracker website (www.nyc.gov/stimulustracker), which
provides transparency into the funding that the City receives. Using the website, viewers are able to see
information including the number of jobs created or retained through stimulus funding, contract status, and
payments to vendors.
New Vendor Information Exchange (VENDEX) System
In April 2009, MOCS launches a new and improved VENDEX system with increased functionality and
oversight. The new web-based system replaces an outdated mainframe and allows agencies to see the
progress of vendors’ VENDEX questionnaire submissions.
Vendor Performance Evaluation Oversight
In April 2009, upon the launch of the new VENDEX system, MOCS takes responsibility for overseeing the
performance evaluation process for all Mayoral agencies. By centralizing this task, MOCS ensures that all
performance evaluations are accurately completed, they are sent to vendors in a timely manner, and that
vendor responses are considered by the contracting agency.
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Nonprofit Contract Facilitator
In April 2009, Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg outlined new initiatives to help New York City’s more than
40,000 cultural, health and social service nonprofit organizations survive the economic downturn. To
address these challenges, the City seeks to reduce nonprofit organizations’ fixed costs, expand loan
programs, enhance the responsiveness and efficiency of City contracting procedures to speed payments,
and build new partnerships to help foster stronger nonprofits. The head of the CBO unit at MOCS is
designated as the citywide Nonprofit Contract Facilitator, a point-person for all of the City’s nonprofits
needing special assistance with City rules, regulations or policies affecting their ability to obtain City
funding.

2009

Enhancements to the M/WBE Program
 In May 2009, the PPB Rules are changed to require agencies to provide notice to vendors of M/WBE
requirements in invitations for bids and requests for proposals.
 Changes to the PPB Rules require agencies to obtain CCPO approval to solicit additional vendors for
small purchases other than those randomly drawn from the citywide bidder list. The objective is to
promote fairness and competition by allowing M/WBEs to have increased access to small purchase
opportunities.
Streamlining the Procurement Process
In May 2009, changes to the PPB Rules increase the threshold for cumulative contract changes requiring
CCPO approval to whichever is greatest, of 10% of the original contract amount or $500,000.
Longer Contract Terms
In July 2009, a PPB Rule change allows longer contract terms for human services. City agencies now have
the opportunity to identify programs such as senior centers and homeless shelters that would be operated
more efficiently with up to a nine year contract term.
Returnable Grant Fund
In July 2009, Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg expands the Returnable Grant Fund (RGF) by 150%, from $8
million to $20 million. This enhancement enables the City to provide loans to additional not-for-profits
receiving City funds to assist them during times of cash flow difficulties.
Damages for Delay
In July 2009, the City pilots new contract language to share the risk of costs stemming from construction
project delays, providing vendors and City agencies with clear incentives to minimize delays and complete
projects.
Terms of Demonstration Projects
In August 2009, changes to the PPB Rules extend the standard length of the initial term of a demonstration
project from one year to three years, and provide for contract extensions of up to two years with CCPO
approval.
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2009
2010

Project Labor Agreements
In December 2009 and January 2010, the Bloomberg Administration engages in a series of Project Labor
Agreements with the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York (BCTC), aimed at
realizing potential savings of more than $300 million, while preserving approximately 1,800 construction
jobs during one of the worst economic downturns the City and the construction industry have faced in
recent years.
Purchasing Card Program Enhancements
An online card management system is implemented to assist agencies in monitoring and managing P-card
usage, quickly identifying purchases that have been declined and showing real-time information about
authorized transactions. This suite of tools assists agencies with fraud prevention and detection. MOCS
also begins conducting quarterly audits of P-card transactions to ensure that each agency's purchases are
consistent with authorized program usage.
Automated Procurement Tracking (APT)
In Spring 2010, the City rolls out its Automated Procurement Tracking System (APT), which provides a
paperless procurement workflow. By creating a common platform linking 40 contracting agencies and six
oversight agencies, APT saves paper and ink, reduces contract processing time, improves reporting
capabilities, and offers greater visibility into the procurement pipeline.
City Record Online
In February the City Record, the official paper of New York City government, becomes available for free
through the DCAS website (www.nyc.gov/cityrecord). The City Record contains news about opportunities
to bid for government contracts, announcements for upcoming contract public hearings and other news on
government business. The new website also includes a searchable online database of procurement notices.

2011

Standard Human Services Contract
In July 2011, the Administration rolls out the Standard Human Services contract making it easier for City
agencies to contract with human services vendors by significantly decreasing the amount of time that it
takes to write contract language.
SBS Division of Labor Services
In August 2011, in conjunction with Executive Order No. 159, SBS amends the rules governing its
Division of Labor Services. These amendments extend to 36 months the period of time for which an equal
employment opportunity certificate remains valid and exempt contractors entering into emergency
contracts or contracts for human services with the City from the Employment Report submission
requirement.
Group Purchasing for Human Services Vendors
In October 2011, the City enters into a group purchasing contract with Essensa. This contract allows the
nonprofit vendors to leverage the City’s buying power to purchase goods for discounted prices.
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2012

HHS Accelerator
In April 2012, Executive Order No. 160 authorizes HHS Accelerator, an initiative that had previously been
announced in July 2010. Under the direction of the Deputy Mayor for Health and Human Services, this
initiative will centralize human service procurement with a new, simplified contracting process; create a
web portal for human service vendors with a document repository to eliminate duplicative filing of
paperwork with the City; and standardize contract terms, financial management, and auditing across City
agencies.
Assisting M/WBEs: Compete to Win
MOCS and the Department of Small Business Services (SBS) launch “Compete to Win,” a new package of
five initiatives designed to help M/WBEs do business with the City.
 NYC Teaming: This program helps firms create partnerships that allow them to bid on larger contracts
or pursue new contracting opportunities.
 NYC Construction Loan: This program provides short-term working capital loans from the New York
Business Development Corporation to M/WBE firms in the construction sector.
 Technical Assistance: This program provides free workshops and one-on-one assistance to prepare
firms to compete for and perform on City contracts.
 Bonding Readiness: This program helps small businesses, including M/WBEs, secure surety bonds for
NYC construction projects.
 NYC Construction Mentorship: This program provides certified construction firms with greater access
to City construction opportunities, a customized growth plan developed with a construction
management firm, management classes, and on-the-job training services for contract winners.
Environmentally Preferable Procurement (EPP)
MOCS updates the rules for EPP. New standards are established for energy efficiency, water efficiency,
and use of recycled content. The results of the green cleaning pilot program are codified.

2013

Enhancements to the M/WBE Program
In January 2013, Local Law 1 strengthens the City’s M/WBE program. The new law significantly expands
the coverage of the program by eliminating the $1 million cap on covered contracts and adding
standardized services to the covered industries. The law also heightens oversight and reporting provisions,
allows all businesses owned by women to count toward the participation goal for Women-Owned Business
Enterprises (WBEs) and allows certified M/WBE prime contractors to count their own work toward
fulfillment of goals.
HHS Accelerator
In March 2013, the City officially launches the HHS Accelerator website, making it available for
nonprofits to open accounts, begin uploading documents, and submit both business and service
applications.
Subcontracting Data Collection
MOCS and the Comptroller’s Office launch a new application to collect information on subcontracts
directly from prime contractors through the City’s Payee Information Portal (PIP). The new system allows
agencies to review and approve the use of subcontractors electronically, reduces the need for paper forms,
and improves the quality of data the City collects on subcontractors.
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2013

Vendor Self-Service Enrollment
MOCS and DCAS roll out a new application to allow vendors to update their enrollment in citywide
bidders' lists using PIP’s new online, self-service management features.
Small Purchasing Initiative
The Small Purchasing Initiative standardizes and streamlines small purchasing throughout the City. The
collection of solicitation responses and other elements of the process are centralized and streamlined by
generating bidders' lists and recording response data for each small purchase directly in FMS.
Micropurchase Limit Increase
In April of 2013, the Procurement Policy Board adopts new rules raising the micropurchase limit from
$5,000 to $20,000. This change, which required concurrent action by the City Council in May of 2013 and
will be effective in Fiscal 2014, grants agencies greater flexibility to award micropurchase contracts to
responsible vendors, especially M/WBEs.
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MAJOR LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY REFORMS
Legislative Reforms
Local Law 1 of 2013: A Local Law to amend the New York City charter and the administrative code of
the city of New York, in relation to opportunities for minority and women owned business enterprises and
emerging business enterprises in city procurement. Please see page 79 for more detail.

New York City Procurement Policy Board Rules
In Fiscal 2013, the Procurement Policy Board (PPB) voted to adopt a number of changes to the PPB
Rules, which govern procurement actions for City agencies. The following changes were adopted by the
Board this year:

PPB 1-01: Provides a definition for standard services”, “human services”, and “professional services.”
These definitions are needed in light of the Best Value law. The amendments also deleted the definition
for “multi-step sealed bidding” because, in light of the Best Value Law, this process (set forth in rule 302) is proposed for repeal.
PPB 2-07: Adds that bids or proposals that fail to perform to standards set in Rule 2-07 shall be rejected
unless the ACCO determines in writing that waiving the non-performance would not deprive the agency
of the assurance that the contract will be performed according to its specified requirements and would not
adversely affect the competition.
PPB 3-01: Requires agencies to make a special case determination where contracts are to be awarded by
competitive sealed bidding on the basis of best value to the City.
PPB 3-02: Sets forth the rules governing competitive sealed bids to be awarded on the basis of best value
to the City. Best value is defined in terms of the optimization of quality, cost and efficiency.
PPB 3-03: Sets forth the rules governing the purchase of goods and standard services through competitive
sealed proposals. Requires all awards based on competitive sealed proposals will be made based on the
best value to the City as defined in the State finance law.
PPB 3-08: The amendment increases the dollar amount below which procurement and award of contracts
may be made without competition from $5,000 to $20,000.
PPB 4-01: Requires performance evaluations for goods procured by competitive sealed bids on the basis
of best value to the City.
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GLOSSARY – AGENCY PROCUREMENT INDICATORS FISCAL 2013
Accelerated Procurement. A procurement method used to buy commodities, such as fuel, that
must be obtained quickly due to significant shortages and/or short-term price fluctuations.
Agency Chief Contracting Officer (ACCO). A position delegated authority by the Agency Head
to organize and supervise the procurement activity of subordinate agency staff in conjunction
with the CCPO (See City Chief Procurement Officer). The DACCO is the Deputy Agency Chief
Contracting Officer and works under the ACCO.
Amendment. A change made to a contract. For purposes of this report, amendments are
considered to be changes to contracts that add or subtract funds to reflect programmatic needs,
and do not extend the contract’s term. See Amendment Extension).
Amendment Extension. A procurement method to continue a contract for up to one year, most
often for a human services program, that would otherwise expire but has no renewal provisions
available. These extensions ensure that services can continue without interruption.
Apprenticeship Programs. Apprenticeship agreements appropriate for the type and scope of
work to be performed that have been registered with and approved by the New York State
Commissioner of Labor. The City mandates that contractors and subcontractors required to use
apprentices show that such programs have three years of current, successful experience in
providing career opportunities.
Architecture/Engineering Services. A class of services specifically related to the preparation of
plans and specifications for construction projects. This category does not include construction
management or construction management and build contracts, nor the preparation of
environmental studies. Contracts to hire licensed architects or professional engineers are
included.
Assignment. An agreement to transfer from one vendor to another the right to receive payment
and the responsibility to perform fully under the terms of the contract. For purposes of this
report, assignments are considered to be such transfers that occur under circumstances such as
when a vendor defaults, fails to fulfill its responsibilities or otherwise becomes unable to
continue, and not transfers that occur when a vendor undergoes a corporate change such as a
merger, acquisition or name change.
Buy-Against. The process by which an agency may obtain from a successor vendor, selected
with competition to the maximum practical extent, the goods and services needed to fulfill its
requirements after a vendor defaults or fails to fulfill its contract responsibilities.
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Capital Project. Capital projects are funded by a budget covering a single fiscal year and involve
physical infrastructure used in support of government operations or for general public
use. These projects are valued at or over $35,000 and are expected to be utilized for at least five
years.
Change Order. An agency-authorized, written modification of a contract that adjusts price or
time for performance. A change order permits the vendor to complete work that is included in
the scope of the contract and permits the agency to make non-material changes to the scope.
City Chief Procurement Officer (CCPO). Position delegated authority by the Mayor to
coordinate and oversee the procurement activity of mayoral agency staff, including ACCOs. The
Mayor has designated the Director of MOCS as the CCPO.
Competitive Sealed Bid (CSB). The most frequently used procurement method for purchasing
goods, construction and standardized services, as well as concessions. CSBs are publicly
solicited. Contracts are awarded to the responsive and responsible vendor that agrees to provide
the goods or services at the lowest price, or in the case of concessions, the highest amount of
revenue to the City.
Competitive Sealed Proposal. Also known as a Request for Proposals (RFP), this method is used
when an agency must consider factors in addition to price, such as the vendor’s experience and
expertise. RFPs are most frequently used when procuring human services, professional services,
architecture/engineering services; RFPs are also used for some concessions, where the agency, in
determining which proposal is most advantageous to the City, wishes to consider both the
revenue to the City and such other factors or criteria as are set forth in the RFP. RFPs are
publicly solicited.
Competitiveness. Competitiveness is achieved when multiple vendors contend for a contract. For
competitive sealed bids, requests for proposals and competitive innovative procurements a
contract is competitive when the agency receives three or more responses.
Comptroller. An elected official whose position is similar to a chief financial officer. The
Comptroller is authorized to audit the City’s financial condition and to advise on fiscal
operations, policies, and transactions. The Comptroller is also required to register all contracts
before payments can be made to vendors.
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Concept Report. City agencies are required to issue a detailed concept report prior to the release
of a Request For Proposals (RFP) that establishes a new client services programs or a substantial
reorganization of an existing program. These reports must describe anticipated changes in the
number or types of clients, geographic areas to be served, evaluation criteria, service design,
price maximums and/or ranges per participant. Concept reports, together with the comments
received from the public, are used by agencies to draft the subsequent RFP.
Concession. Income generating contract for the private use of City-owned property to serve a
public purpose. Examples include pushcarts, recreational facilities such as golf courses and
tennis courts, parking lots, etc. Concessions do not include franchises, revocable consents or
leases.
Construction Change Order. Amendments to construction contracts, used to implement
necessary changes to ongoing construction projects, e.g., unanticipated conditions discovered in
the field.
Construction Services. Construction services provide construction, rehabilitation and/or
renovation of physical structures. This category includes Construction Management and Build
contracts as well as other construction related services such as: painting, carpentry, plumbing and
electrical installation, asbestos and lead abatement, carpet installation and removal, and
demolition.
Construction Trades. This term refers to classifications of work in construction that have
historically defined by the labor unions. New York State defines trades for both the purposes of
prevailing wage classifications and apprenticeship program qualifications similarly but not
always identically. For example, operating engineers cover a wide variety of work in operating
and maintaining equipment, timber persons are a type of carpenter associated with
heavy/highway construction, ornamental iron workers do work with metal that is not a structural
component of a building and cement masons do formwork and finishing associated with poured
concrete.
Contract Dispute Resolution Board (CDRB). Pursuant to the PPB Rules, CDRB panels arbitrate
and resolve most types of disputes that arise under contracts between vendors and City agencies.
A CDRB panel is made up of the City Chief Procurement Officer, an Administrative Law Judge
from the Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH) and an independent panel
participant chosen from a pre-qualified list reflecting persons with expertise. The CDRB makes
final administrative determinations of City contract disputes in cases where vendors’ claims have
been rejected by the contracting agency and the City Comptroller.
Cycle Time. The length of time it takes agencies to process procurements.
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Default. Inability of a contractor to fulfill the requirements of a contract, usually a result of poor
performance, inability to perform, unreasonable delays, loss of insurance or bond or other
deviation from the contract.
Demonstration Project. A short-term, carefully planned pilot exercise to test and evaluate the
feasibility and application of an innovative product, approach or technology not currently used
by the City. At the conclusion of the contract term, based upon the documented results of the
project, the agency determines whether to competitively acquire or to discontinue the use of the
product, approach or technology.
Design Change Order. An amendment to a design consultant contract, i.e., architecture or
engineering.
Discretionary Award. See Line Item Appropriation.
Emergency Declaration. An official declaration of the scope of goods or services required by an
Agency before initiating an emergency procurement. This request must be given verbal approval
from both the Law Department and the Comptroller, at which point the Agency can immediately
begin contracting out using the most competitive means available.
Emergency Procurement. Method of procurement used to obtain goods and services very
quickly, in many instances without competition, when an agency must address threats to public
health or safety, or provide a necessary service on an emergency basis.
Emerging Business Enterprise (EBE). Local Law 12 of 2006 establishes participation goals for
EBEs, defined as businesses owned and operated by individuals who have experienced social
disadvantage as a result of causes not common to those who are not disadvantaged, and whose
ability to compete in the market has been impaired due to diminished capital and credit
opportunities as compared to others in the same business area who are not socially
disadvantaged. EBE goals for prime contracts and subcontracts apply to the same industries as
M/WBE goals. SBS certifies participating businesses as EBEs.
Encumbrance. An action to earmark budgeted funds for a stated purpose.
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Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Laws (EPP). Local Law 118 of 2005 establishes a
Director of Citywide Environmental Purchasing (DCEP) to implement the City’s EPP program.
Mayor Bloomberg appointed the City’s Chief Procurement Officer as DCEP. Local Law 119 of
2005 requires energy-using products purchased by the City to comply with ENERGY STAR®
requirements, and meet the federal Energy Management Program energy and water efficiency
standards. The law also requires that the City purchase more energy efficient lighting. Local Law
120 of 2005 requires City agencies to follow the Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines
established by the federal EPA to ensure the use of products with recycled content. Local Law
121 of 2005 requires the City to purchase electronic equipment and fluorescent lighting with low
levels of potentially hazardous substances. Local Law 123 of 2005 authorizes the City to develop
a pilot program to test environmentally preferable cleaning products and establish standards
requiring the purchase and use of such “green cleaning” products.
Expense Contract. Contracts not funded from the capital budget. These contracts are for routine
agency operating expenses. Most human, standardized and professional services as well as
purchases of non-durable goods are procured through expense contracts.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). An entity that coordinates the Federal
government’s role in preparing for, preventing and recovering from all domestic disasters, both
natural and man-made.
Fiscal Year. The City’s fiscal year runs from July 1st of the preceding year to June 30th of the
given year. Fiscal 2012 runs from July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012.
Franchise. An income generating contract that confers the right to occupy or use City property,
such as streets or parks, to provide a public service, such as telecommunications or transportation
services.
Franchise and Concession Review Committee (FCRC). FCRC has six members: two
appointees of the Mayor, one each of the Corporation Counsel, Office of Management and
Budget and the Comptroller, and one voting seat shared by the five Borough Presidents, who
rotate voting control based on the location of the item under consideration. MOCS oversees
agency compliance with the applicable laws and regulations on behalf of the Mayor. Concession
awards solicited by competitive sealed bid require neither a hearing nor a FCRC approval vote.
For concessions other than those procured by CSB, the awarding agency and FCRC hold joint
public hearings for any award that has a total potential term of at least ten years or will result in
annual revenue to the City of more than $100,000 or is considered to have major land use
impacts. Concessions awarded by RFP do not require an approval vote. Concessions awarded
pursuant to methods such as a sole source or negotiated concession typically require two FCRC
approvals, one to authorize the agency to proceed with the concession and one to approve the
resulting agreement.
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Goods. This category includes all purchases of physical items. Most purchases of goods above
the small purchase limit of $100,000 are made by the Department of Citywide Administrative
Services (DCAS).
Government to Government Procurement. The procurement of goods, services, construction or
construction-related services directly from another governmental entity.
Group Purchasing Organization (GPO). A type of organization that leverages the purchasing
power of a large group of entities in order to benefit from discounted pricing on various namebrand products and services.
Green Buildings Law. Local Law 86 of 2005 sets standards designed to reduce the City’s
electricity consumption, air pollution and water use, as well as improve occupant health and
worker productivity for certain capital projects. Capital projects that cost $2 million or more and
entail new buildings, additions to existing buildings and/or substantial reconstruction, must
achieve Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) Silver certification from the
United States Green Building Council (USGBC). In addition, the law requires higher standards
for energy and water consumption depending upon the project type or other alternations.
Green Cleaning Products. Environmentally preferable cleaning products.
Human Services. A class of services that are provided directly to clients in various at-need
groups. This category includes homeless shelters, counseling services, youth programs, afterschool programs, homes for the aged, home care and other similar services. Vendors in this
category are primarily nonprofit; some services, such as home care, also have for-profit
providers.
Innovative Procurement. Agencies are permitted by the PPB Rules to experiment with new
procurement methods. They may test any new method on a limited number of procurements.
Once the tested methods are evaluated, PPB determines whether to codify the new methods for
future use.
Intergovernmental Purchase. A fast-track method that enables City agencies to buy goods or
services using pre-existing contracts between vendors and other government agencies, typically
New York State.
Job Order Contracts (JOCS). A type of requirement contract for repair and building renovation
where contractors bid a cost multiplier that applies to a whole book of unit items of work. It is
distinct from unit price requirement contracts where a price is given for each item specified.
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Joint Bidding. This term applies to the letting of public work by the City for infrastructure work
such as streets, water mains and sewers, where the work of private utilities such as electricity,
steam and telecommunications is in one contract, along with the City work, and the winning
bidder is responsible for all of the work, public and private.
Line Item Appropriation. As part of the City’s budget process, the City Council and Borough
Presidents provide funding to specific vendors, typically community-based human services
organizations, cultural institutions or other nonprofit groups. The contracts through which those
funds flow are classified as line item or discretionary appropriations.
Living Wage Law. New York City establishes a pay rate requirement for certain types of
contracts for building services, day care, Head Start, home care, food services, temporary
workers and services to persons with cerebral palsy. See NYC Administrative Code 6-109.
Master Service Agreement. A type of contract under which a vendor or pool of vendors hold a
master agreement defining a general scope of services, with specific assignments determined
through subsequently-issued task orders.
Mayor’s Management Report (MMR). The MMR provides elected officials, oversight entities
and the public with information about agency performance at key points in the planning and
budgetary process.
Micropurchase. A method used to buy goods, services or construction valued at up to $5,000.
Agencies may buy from any available vendor at a fair price, without formal competition.
Minority- and Women-Owned Businesses (M/WBEs). Local Law 129 of 2005 establishes
citywide participation goals by race, ethnicity and gender for vendors that are certified to be
owned by women and/or minorities for contracts less than $1 million dollars. The citywide goals
for Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans and Caucasian Women represent
the anticipated percentage of contracts by dollar value between City agencies and M/WBE firms
during the course of the year. Prime contract participation goals exist in four industry categories:
construction, professional services, standardized services and goods. Local Law 129 also
establishes participation goals for subcontracts under $1 million for construction and
professional services. Each City agency that does at least $5 million in procurement annually is
responsible for developing an M/WBE utilization plan and meeting the citywide participation
goals. SBS certifies participating businesses as M/WBEs through an application process in order
to prevent fraudulent claims under this program.
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Negotiated Acquisition. A method of contracting used when only a few vendors are available to
provide the goods or services needed, when there is limited time available to procure necessary
goods or services or when a competitive procurement is otherwise not feasible. This method is
often used for a variety of litigation support services.
Negotiated Acquisition Extension. The only option to extend a contract when renewal terms
have been exhausted or are unavailable, and after the one year maximum amendment extension
has been used, in order to provide an agency sufficient time to draft, issue and make new awards
under an RFP. These extensions ensure that services may continue uninterrupted. Negotiated
acquisition extensions are also used to ensure the completion of ongoing construction projects
that are not finished by the contract’s expiration date, and may extend the amount of time, money
or both allocated to complete a project.
Negotiated Concession. A method of soliciting concessions generally used only when use of a
CSB or RFP is not practicable and/or advantageous due to the existence of a time-sensitive
situation, where an agency has an opportunity to obtain significant revenues that would be lost or
substantially diminished should the agency be required to proceed via a competitive award
method. In addition, DCAS may award a negotiated concession to an owner of property that is
adjacent to the concession property, or to a business located on such adjacent property, where
due to the layout or some other characteristic of the property, or because of some unique service
that can be performed only by the proposed concessionaire, it is in the best interests of the City
to award the concession to the adjacent owner.
Non-Responsible. A vendor that lacks the business integrity, financial capacity and/or ability to
perform the requirements of a particular contract will be determined by the ACCO to be a “nonresponsible bidder/proposer” and thus ineligible for a contract award. A vendor that is found
non-responsible may appeal that determination to the head of the City agency responsible for the
contract, and if the determination is upheld by the agency head, the vendor may appeal again to
the CCPO.
Non-Responsive. A vendor that submits a bid or proposal that fails to conform to the
requirements for documentation/information specified in a Request for Bids or Proposals for a
particular solicitation will be determined to be “a non-responsive bidder/proposer” and will not
be considered for the contract. A vendor may appeal a finding of non-responsiveness to the head
of the agency responsible for the contract.
Prequalification. Process used by agencies to evaluate the qualifications of vendors for
provision of particular categories of goods, services, construction or construction-related
services, based on criteria such as experience, past performance, organizational capability,
financial capability and track record of compliance and business integrity.
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Prevailing Wages. Wage schedules mandated by New York State Labor Law (§220 and §230)
that define the wages to be paid for certain types of work under construction and building service
contracts and subcontracts.
Procurement. The City’s purchasing process, which includes vendor selection, contract
registration, payment, performance evaluation and contract administration.
Procurement Policy Board (PPB). Pursuant to the New York City Charter, the PPB establishes
the rules that govern the methods of selecting procurement types, soliciting bids and proposals,
awarding and administering contracts, determining responsibility, retaining records and resolving
contract disputes. The PPB must review its rules, policies and procedures on an annual basis and
submit a report to the Mayor, Comptroller, and City Council with recommendations on agency
organization and personnel qualifications in order to facilitate efficient procurement. The PPB
consists of five members, three of whom are appointed by the Mayor and two of whom are
appointed by the Comptroller.
Procurement Training Institute. The Procurement Training Institute (PTI) of DCAS’s Citywide
Training Center (CTC) is responsible for the training and certification of NYC procurement
professionals ensuring they are well trained to meet their complex responsibilities. PTI is
overseen by MOCS. The PTI develops a full curriculum of classes on best practices and
compliance with City procurement laws and regulations; schedules classes on various topics;
assists agencies with registration; and, tracks the certification of those requiring certification.
Project Labor Agreement. An agreement between an owner of real property and building trades
unions that provides for common labor provisions applicable to all bidders (contractors) and their
subcontractors.
Protest. Vendors that object to any aspect of a procurement and/or the resulting award, such as
the qualifications of the winning vendor, may file a vendor protest with the head of the City
agency responsible for the contract. This does not apply to accelerated procurements, emergency
procurements and small purchases.
Public Hearing. Public hearings are held on contract awards to make the process transparent and
give the public an opportunity to comment on proposed terms. The City conducts hearings on
most contracts valued above $100,000. Agencies may cancel a public hearing if, after notice is
published, no member of the public indicates an interest in testifying. For concessions procured
through a method other than CSB, the awarding agency and FCRC hold joint public hearings on
any proposed concession that has a total potential term of at least ten years or will result in
annual revenue to the City of more than $100,000 or is considered to have major land use
impacts as determined by the Department of City Planning.
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Purchasing Card (P-Card). An agency-issued credit card that facilitates quick processing of
micropurchases at a reduced administrative cost, while providing financial controls, oversight
and transparency.
Public Work. Construction, reconstruction or maintenance work done by a public entity that
takes place on public property with the primary objective of benefiting the public.
Registration. The process through which the Comptroller (1) encumbers or holds funds to insure
payment to the vendor on successful completion of the contract; (2) records all City contracts
and agreements; (3) tracks City payments and revenue associated with each contract or
agreement; and (4) objects if there is evidence of corruption related to the procurement process
itself or with the selected vendor. After a City agency submits a contract package the
Comptroller has 30 days to either register or reject the contract.
Renewal Contract. Method used to continue operation of a registered contract beyond its initial
terms, as stipulated in the original contract.
Request for Proposals (RFP). See Competitive Sealed Proposal.
Required/Authorized Source or Method. On occasion, a state or federal agency or a private
entity (such as a nonprofit) that is funding a particular purchase through a City agency mandates
either the specific vendor to be used for the provision of goods or services, or a specific process
for selecting a vendor. In other instances, state law provides a “preferred source” procurement
method for particular types of vendors, e.g., those employing disabled New Yorkers.
Requirement Contract. A contract entered into by a City agency, usually DCAS or DoITT, with
a vendor that agrees to supply the City’s entire requirement for a particular good or standardized
service.
Responsible Bidder or Proposer. A vendor that has the capability in all respects to perform all
contract requirements, and the business integrity and reliability that will assure performance in
good faith.
Responsive Bidder or Proposer. A vendor whose bid or proposal conforms to the terms set out
by the City in the solicitation.
Retroactive. A retroactive contract is one registered by the Comptroller after the contractual start
date.
Revocable Consent. Grant for the private use of City-owned property for purposes authorized in
the City Charter (e.g., for cafés and other obstructions), which may be revoked at the City’s
discretion.
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Small Purchase. Method used for buying goods, services and construction valued at up to
$100,000.
Sole Source. For contracts, this procurement method may only be used when only one vendor is
available to provide the required goods or services. This method is also used to “pass through”
funds that support the NYC Economic Development Corporation and the capital construction
projects of City-owned cultural institutions. For concessions, agencies may award without
competition when it is determined that there is either only one source for the required concession
or that it is to the best advantage of the City to award the concession to one source.
Solicitation. The process of notifying potential vendors that an agency wishes to receive bids or
proposals for furnishing goods, services or construction. The process may include public
advertising, mailing invitations for bids and requests for proposals, posting notices and/or
delivery of telephone or fax messages to prospective vendors.
Subscription. A method used by agencies to purchase periodicals, off-the-shelf trainings, or
memberships in professional organizations. Pursuant to PPB Rule 1-02, this method does not
require agencies to perform a competition (as there is usually only one possible provider),
however the procurement is subject to review and approval by MOCS.
Standardized Services. Services that typically do not require the provider to have experience in a
specialized field or hold an advanced degree. A standardized service is clearly defined and
highly commoditized; procurements for these services are generally awarded based on the lowest
price. Examples include: security, janitorial, secretarial, transportation, collection and food
related services. Contracts for services such as plumbing, electrical and HVAC for maintenance
and repair not related to new construction also fall into this category.
Task Order Contract. See Master Service Agreement.
Task Order. A contract awarded off a master service agreement. See Master Service Agreement.
Vendor Enrollment Center (VEC). Any business wishing to sell goods or services to the City
may complete an enrollment form and be added to the citywide bidder lists used by all Mayoral
agencies to distribute notices of City procurement opportunities.
VENDEX (Vendor Information Exchange System). A public database that tracks vendor
information as provided by vendors in City administered questionnaires, as well as information
provided by City Agencies and law enforcement organizations. Vendors are required to file both
Business Entity Questionnaires and Principal Questionnaires every three years if they have done
$100,000 or more worth of business with the City (contracts, franchises and concessions) during
the preceding twelve months, or if they have sole source contracts totaling more than $10,000.
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Vendor Rehabilitation. An administrative proceeding available to vendors that have negative
information indicated in VENDEX, but can demonstrate that they have adequately addressed
those problems and can prove their readiness to be awarded new contracts.
Vendor. An actual or potential contractor.
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List of Mayoral Agencies and Acronyms
Acronym

Agency

ACS

Administration for Children's Services

BIC

Business Integrity Commission

CCHR

City Commission on Human Rights

CCRB

Civilian Complaint Review Board

CJC

Criminal Justice Coordinator

DCA

Department of Consumer Affairs

DCLA

Department of Cultural Affairs

DCAS

Department of Citywide Administrative Services

DCP

Department of City Planning

DDC

Department of Design & Construction

DEP

Department of Environmental Protection

DFTA

Department for the Aging

DHS

Department of Homeless Services

DOB

Department of Buildings

DOC

Department of Correction

DOF

Department of Finance

DOHMH

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

DOI

Department of Investigation

DoITT

Department of Information Technology & Telecommunications

DOP

Department of Probation

DOT

Department of Transportation

DPR

Department of Parks & Recreation

DSNY

Department of Sanitation

DYCD

Department of Youth & Community Development

FDNY

Fire Department

HPD

Department of Housing Preservation & Development

HRA

Human Resources Administration

Law

Law Department

LPC

Landmarks Preservation Commission

NYPD

Police Department

OATH

Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings

OEM

Office of Emergency Management

SBS

Department of Small Business Services

TLC

Taxi & Limousine Commission
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Cover Image: Installation at Beach 32nd Street of Prefabricated Modular Building, Rockaway Beach, Queens.
Photograph by Kevin Quinn of NYC Department of Parks & Recreation.
In the wake of Hurricane Sandy, the city’s beaches lay devastated with boardwalks and piers stripped of decking,
ﬂooded service and concession buildings, scattered debris, and erosion. Over the course of seven months, eight
beaches underwent a $270 million-plus restoration to ensure that they would be open to millions of New Yorkers and
visitors this summer, creating new access, while making the beaches and communities more resilient and better protected.
Working with the Mayor’s Oﬃce of Contract Services and the Oﬃce of Management and Budget, the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) and the NYC Department of Design and Construction (DDC) procured prefabricated modular buildings designed by Garrison Architects to serve as comfort stations, lifeguard stations, and DPR
maintenance and operations oﬃces. DDC used a public competitive sealed bid process to select Triton Structural
Concrete, Inc. from a prequaliﬁed list of vendors established for this purpose. The $105 million contract for fabrication
and installation of modular units was one of the 25 largest issued by the City this year. The plans for the units were
overseen by McLaren Engineering Group, which was engaged by DPR to provide design services related to the beach
openings.
The units shown in this image were delivered by barge to a dock at Beach 108th Street in the Rockaways. A crane
lifted them oﬀ a barge onto ﬂatbed trucks, which then made a slow, careful trip through the streets of Rockaway to
their ﬁnal destination at Beach 32nd Street. Finally, in the early hours of May 18, construction personnel moved the
units onto pilings previously set in place.
On May 24, 2013, Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg and Parks Commissioner Veronica M. White reopened all of New York
City’s 14 miles of public beaches in time for the summer season. In addition to the modular restrooms and lifeguard
stations elevated above the 500-year ﬂoodplain, there were restored boardwalk oases replete with shade structures
and brightly colored supergraphics, native beach plantings designed by Sage & Coombe Architects and Mathews
Nielsen, and a cheerful way-ﬁnding signage program created by Pentagram.
DPR, in collaboration with other City, State, and Federal agencies and partners, is continuing to advance work to fully
restore and enhance the city’s beaches, including boardwalk reconstruction and additional protection and resiliency
measures. For more information, call 311 or visit www.nyc.gov/parks .
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